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Abstract

The Chemical and Laser Sciences Division
Annual Report includes articles describing
representative research and development activ-
ities within the Division, as well as major pro-
grams to which the Division makes significant
contributions.
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Foreword

Foreword

The past fiscal year has been one of notable accomplishments,
changing program priorities, and new opportunities for the Chemical
and Laser Sciences (CLS) Division. Members of the Division per-
formed with distinction by contributing to significant milestones
in several of the Laboratory's major programs. In the Inertial
Confinement Fusion (ICF) Program, the Aurora KrF laser began
fully integrated operation and delivered in excess of 100 TW/cm2

on target, thereby demonstrating the potential of this class of lasers
for fusion applications. Progress was also made in developing the
advanced technologies and design concepts required for future
generation KrF laser drivers. Near the end of FY89, the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) began a Department-of-Energy-
chartered review of the national ICF Program. This review will
conclude at the end of FY90. Continued progress in KrF driver
development will be a crucial element in receiving a favorable
endorsement from the NAS. In the Free Electron Laser (FEL) Pro-
gram, CLS Division contributed to the technology development as
well as to the preparation of a major proposal to the U.S. Army
Strategic Defense Command (SDC). In fulfilling its programmatic
commitments the Division developed and delivered to the Boeing
Aerospace and Electronics Corporation (BAE) a drive laser for the
FEL photoelectric injector, participated as part of the diagnostic team
on the Boeing FEL, and performed optical damage studies in support
of the optics development program. The proposal done in collabora-
tion with Boeing addressed the SDC plan to assemble and perform a
ground-based FEL Technology Integration Experiment (GBFEL
TIE) at the White Sands Missile Range. Another team composed of
TRW and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory also submitted a
proposal to SDC, but based on a different accelerator technology
than the Los Alamos/Boeing approach. One of the two proposed
technical approaches will be selected for the GBFEL TIE.* In the
Neutral Particle Beam (NPB) Program, the demonstration of the
quarter-scale wire and fluorescent fiber offset grid (WAFFOG)

7« early October 1989, we were informed by SDC that the
Los Alamos/Boeing team had been selected to perform the Technology
Integration Experiment.
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Foreword

beam-sensing technique was brought to fruition using a quarter-scale
device at the 50-MeV accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory.

In addition to the successes in three of our major programs, we
continued to make significant progress in areas that provide the
Division with new scientific and technical challenges as well as
affording growth potential. Within the past year we demonstrated
an upconversion laser operating in the blue portion of the spectrum.
This technology, based on well-developed rare-earth-doped laser
crystals, directly converts red or infrared pump radiation into visible
output by absorption of two or more photons. The potential for
numerous defense and commercial applications appears promising.
Analytical chemists from our Division working with process chem-
ists from the Nuclear Materials Technology (NMT) Division and
polymer chemists from the Materials Science and Technology
(MST) Division made considerable progress in the development of
on-line sensors for determining the molarity of highly acidic solu-
tions. These sensors are based on acid-sensitive molecular dyes
that are incorporated in polymeric materials and coated on optical
fibers. The sensors will be tested on a plutonium scrap recovery
process line this fall. In the area of high-temperature superconduc-
tivity (HTS), Division members in collaboration with staff from the
MST Division and the Exploratory Research and Development
Center (ERDC) have used excimer laser ablation to produce HTS
thin films of exceedingly high quality, exhibiting critical currents of
1.5 X 106 A/cm2. Films that show good crystallinity, indicating
epitaxial growth, have been produced with deposition rates of up to
150 A/s, demonstrating that pulsed laser deposition could be used to
generate large area films. In addition, one of the Division's staff
members developed two innovative noncontact and nondestructive
techniques for analysis of HTS thin films. On another front, the
second-generation Bright Source became operational. This excimer
laser currently provides intensities of approximately 5 x 1OIS W/cm2

and, with upgrades in the focusing optics, is expected to produce in-
tensities an order of magnitude greater. We also collaborated with
the Physics Division on some very exciting atomic physics studies
using these Bright Source lasers.

In July 1989, the Laboratory undertook a reorganization, an
essential element of which was the formation of the Chemistry and
Materials Directorate. This directorate was created to consolidate
and focus many of the Laboratory's scientific, technical, and pro-
grammatic activities in chemistry and materials science in a single
organization. As part of this new directorate, CLS Division is
looking forward to assisting in establishing overall directions, culti-
vating new programs, and providing scientific leadership. Within
our own organization, several changes occurred. After leading the
Optical Sciences and Engineering Group (CLS-8) for several years,
Al Saxman joined the Division Office to devote Ml time to program
development. Ralph Berggren was selected as the new C L S 6 group
leader. In view of an increasingly strict regulatory and compliance
climate in matters pertaining to environment, safety, and health
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(ES&H), we added Cindy Blackwell, a specialist in these areas, to
the Division Office to coordinate and strengthen our ES&H program.
Wayne Danen was chosen to fill the position of CLS-2 group leader
following the decision of Keith McDowell to devote full time to his
research interests.

Although declining defense budgets will certainly have an impact
on CLS Division in future years (in FY89 the Division funding
included 61% from DOE defense-related programs and 25% from
DoD programs), we have been active in identifying and increasing
our involvement in several important emerging areas that will utilize
our expertise and capabilities. Among these are programs aimed at
modernization and environmental restoration of the DOE complex,
development of methodologies and technologies for chemical
weapons verification, environmental research including understand-
ing global climate change, and use of lasers in medical applications.
In addition to laying the foundation for new programmatic thrusts,
we have also made progress in acquiring much-needed new facilities.
Two of these are General Plant projects (limited to $1.2M cost), an
Advanced Chemical Diagnostics Facility (construction will begin in
FY90 and will be completed in April 1991) and a Pulsed Power
Research Laboratory (construction will commence in FY91). The
largest project by far is the Special Nuclear Materials Research and
Development (SNM R&D) Laboratory, which will provide new
space for plutonium chemistry and will allow much of CLS-1 to
move from its current facilities in the CMR Building. Once vacated,
the CMR Building will be decontaminated and renovated and will
provide space for other Laboratory chemistry activities. The new
SNM R&D Laboratory will be jointly occupied by CLS and NMT
Divisions and, within the present planning, is scheduled for occu-
pancy in FY95.

Although we face a changing environment, the adaptability, vital-
ity, and commitment of our personnel will ensure that CLS Division
will continue to make important contributions to the Laboratory and
the nation. •
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Programmatic Efforts

Development of KrF Lasers for
Inertial Confinement Fusion
J. Figueira, CLS-DO; L. Rosocha, G. Allen, M. Kang,
andE. Honig, CLS-7

introduction
The KrF laser operates directly at

248 nm and provides robust pulse
shaping, broad-bandwidth operation,
and uniform beam profiles. All of
these attributes are extremely impor-
tant for inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) applications. These potential
advantages of the KrF laser are well
recognized, but they must be demon-
strated at current scale size in inte-
grated laser target systems. More
important, these advantages must be
demonstrated to scale economically to
the 100-kJ to 10-MJ sizes required for
future use in the ICF program.

The Los Alamos laser development
program is composed of three major
elements intended to address aggres-
sively near-term feasibility of the KrF
laser concept and to demonstrate the
cost and performance improvements
required for future laser facilities.

• The Aurora Laser Facility is
designed as a 1-TW KrF laser to
provide an integrated performance
demonstration of a target-qualified
excimer laser system.

• An advanced design effort
evaluates the concepts that offer the
improved performance and lower cost
essential for the construction of future
lasers in the 0.1 - to 10-MJ class.

• A laser technology program
addresses both performance and cost
issues that will be important in
advanced laser system designs.

The laser development program at
Los Alamos is the largest KrF effort in
the world. It addresses near-term inte-
grated laser demonstrations, longer-
term advanced design concepts, and
technological progress required for
larger fusion laser systems.

Aurora
Aurora is a short-pulse, high-

power, KrF laser system, which serves
as an end-to-end technology demon-
stration prototype of large-scale uv
laser systems used for short-wave-
length ICF research. The system
employs optical angular multiplexing
and serial amplification by electron-
beam-driven KrF laser amplifiers. The
3- to 20-ns pulse of the Aurora front
end is split into 96 beams that are
angularly and temporally multiplexed
to produce a 480-ns pulse train for
amplification by four KrF laser ampli-
fiers. In the present system configura-
tion, half (48) of the amplified pulses
are demultiplexed using different
optical path lengths and are delivered
simultaneously to target.

The objectives of the Aurora
KrF/ICF laser facility are twofold: to
conduct laser physics and technology
experiments important for future laser
system development and to conduct
target physics experiments relevant to
weapons and ICF applications. Aurora
is a prototype system built initially to
study and resolve key technology
issues for scaling large KrF lasers for
ICF research. These issues include

• Uniform electron-beam (e-beam)
pumping of large laser volumes,

• Optical angular multiplexing and
demultiplexing,

• Control of amplified spontaneous
emission and parasitics,

• Large amplifier staging,
• Alignment of multibeam KrF

systems,

• Ultraviolet pulse propagation over
long paths, and

• Novel approaches to less expen-
sive optics.

All of these issues have been
successfully addressed by the Aurora
system, and although additional
progress is anticipated in several
areas, initial system performance has
indicated that no serious unsolved
technical problems remain.

Accomplishments and Performance
The Aurora KrF/ICF laser facility

is now operational and is supporting
both investigations of the laser physics
of large KrF amplifiers and laser-
target interaction experiments.

The first series of fully integrated
target-physics experiments using the
Aurora KrF/ICF laser facility was
conducted during August 1989. The
goals of this target shot series were to
demonstrate ICF levels of irradiance
on target, to check target physics
diagnostics, and to demonstrate the
repeatability and reliability of the
Aurora laser system.

Table I lists the energies, pulse
durations, and calculated peak target
irradiances for 12 successful target
shots performed during these experi-
ments. Energies were measured by
using 12 calorimeters on the target-
chamber lens plate and were extrapo-
lated to the 36-beam energy. The pulse
durations were measured in the
decoder, and the focal spot sizes were
measured using x-ray pinhole camera
images (E > 1 keV) for the individual
shots. The peak irradiance achieved
was over 200 TW/cm2. Pulse durations
were systematically varied between 7
and 3 ns during these tests.
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Table I. High-Intensity Target Shot Series (August 15-31,1989)

Shot
Date

8/15
8/16
8/16
8/17
8/22
8/22
8/23
8/23
8/30
8/31
8/31
8/31

36-Beam
Energy

(J)

1290
1300
1130
960
850
730
910
580
250
940
840
900

Pulse
Length
(ns)

7.0
6.0
7.0
4.5
5.0
3,5
3:5
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.0
3.5

Peak
Irradiance

(1014 W/cm2)

>1.0
2.2 ±0.9

>1.9
>1.1
>0.7

1.5 ±0.4
1.2 ±0.4

!.l±0.4
1.1 ±0.4
1.3 ±0.5
1.1 ±0.3

The maximum 36-beam energy
delivered to target was 1300 J, which
represents a 96-beam energy of
3470 J. Assuming transmission losses
of 15% on optical surfaces and 10% to
air absorption yields a total large
aperture module (LAM) output energy
of approximately 4500 J in 96 beams.

A high shot rate and good system
reliability were successfully demon-
strated during the experiments. A total
of 12 successful target shots were
fired in 12 working days. The first
shot attempted on August 31 was
unsuccessful because of a minor
problem with a LAM output switch.
Following that attempt the switch was
repaired and three successful target
shots were fired that day. Minimum
turnaround time of 80 min was also
demonstrated in these experiments.

Near-Term Goals
The near-term plans for Aurora

include
• Full characterization of laser

performance of the LAM and other
e-beam-pumped amplifiers;

• Investigations of target prepulse
from crosstalk and amplified sponta-
neous emission (ASE);

• Measurements of energy absorbed
by the target and absolute x-ray con-
version efficiency;

• Initiation of a weapons physics
experimental program;

• Studies of the temporal pulse-
shaping capabilities of KrF systems;
and

• Demonstration of the broad band-
width capability of KrF amplifiers.

Additional performance improve-
ments are planned during the next
2 years. The installation of intermedi-
ate amplifier (IA) and LAM upgrades
will result in 96-beam output energies
in the 15-20 kJ range. Improvements
in the optical system and the environ-
mental control of the beam path will
allow focal spot diameters of less than
350 urn with an ultimate goal of
200 \im. Target irradiance in excess of
10ls W/cm2 is expected in FY92.

Electron-Beam Pumping
Technology for High-Energy
KrF ICF Lasers

The research and development
(R&D) effort for e-beam pumping
technology is a component of the
Los Alamos program to develop KrF
lasers as drivers for the ICF program.
This effort applies to all technological

elements for exciting KrF lasers with
e-beams. These elements comprise
both the pulsed-power-drive circuits
(primary energy storage and electrical
pulse compression and shaping) and
the e-beam generators. The objectives
of the R&D effort are to identify and
resolve the e-beam pumping issues
involved in scaling KrF amplifiers to
the module sizes required for the next-
generation KrF laser fusion facility
(100 kJ) and the Laboratory Micro-
fusion Facility (LMF). The 100 kJ
facility is in the planning stage at
Los Alamos, and the LMF, a large
fusion driver providing on the order of
10 MJ/pulse output, is being evaluated
by the Department of Energy. Among
these issues are the choice of pulsed
power and electron-gun (e-gun) archi-
tecture; the formulation of scaling
rules and guidelines; basic understand-
ing of limiting physical mechanisms;
development of calculational models
for performance prediction, bench -
marking, and performance optimiza-
tion; and performance enhancement
and cost reduction. The last two issues
are emphasized because of the need to
successfully construct high-energy
systems at lower cost.

The main elements of the program
are

• Pumping system architecture,
which deals with the pulsed power and
e-gun configurations, their coupling
trade-offs and limitations, and their
optimum connection to the rest of the
laser system;
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• Diode physics, which involves the
basic mechanisms and limitations of
e-beam generation, transport, and
deposition in the laser gas;

• Vacuum insulation, which is con-
cerned with the limits and physical
mechanisms that determine vacuum
breakdown in the e-gun and with the
development of advanced insulator
materials;

• Test-bed construction, which
provides tools to investigate e-beam
physics and architecture and to
develop advanced components.

In this report, we will review the
general pumping requirements of large
KrF laser amplifiers, discuss the basic
technology and issues related to
e-beam generation, briefly discuss
the issues and limitations of e-beam
pumping in scaling to larger systems,
review some examples of work on
design methodology and technology
development, and briefly describe
test beds that will further address
large e-gun issues and technology
development.

General Pumping Requirements
Historically, KrF lasers have been

excited by three means: electrical
discharge pumping, direct e-beam
pumping, and discharge pumping
sustained by an e-beam. For the
excitation of large volumes, direct
pumping with high-energy e-beams
(relativistic or near-relativistic) has
been more advantageous than the
other two approaches. Electrical
discharge pumping of larger apertures
and/or at higher pressures is limited by
the degeneration of a uniform glow
discharge into constricted arcs, caus-
ing nonuniform excitation of the laser
gas. Electron-beam sustained pumping
has not shown high potential for large
systems. Direct excitation by e-beams
has proved an effective, simple, and
well-developed technology for pump-
ing large KrF lasers at the kilojoule
output level. However before the cost
and performance goals of future
systems at the megajoule level can be
met, significant extension of this
technology will be required. A typical
KrF laser amplifier for a kilojoule
system1 is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here,

[) P F L>

e-gun

Magnet coils

T
Marx

generator

Fig. 1. A typical KrF laser amplifier using two-sided e-beam pumping.

cold-cathode e-guns are driven by
pulsed power systems consisting of
Marx generators and electrical pulse-
forming lines (PFLs); e-beams
generated by the cathodes then
directly excite the laser gas mixture.

The effective extraction of laser
energy in short pulses (-10 ns)
required by the ICF target is precluded
by the nature of the KrF medium,
which does not effectively store
energy, and the limited output inten-
sity imposed by laser kinetics. In
addition, short-pulse excitation of
large volumes is precluded by induc-
tance limitations in the drive circuits
and e-guns. Therefore, excitation of
the laser medium in long pulses
approaching a microsecond is usually
employed. The technique of optical
multiplexing2'3 is used to extract laser
energy effectively from the amplifier
in a train of many shorter pulses and
then to compress this longer pulse into
the required short pulse at the target.
Depending on the total energy needed,
a number of stages of serial amplifica-
tion are required, typically a few
stages for a kilojoule system.

The e-beam characteristics (volt-
age, current, specific pump power, and
pulse length) of each amplifier stage
are determined by consideration of
myriad interacting, and often conflict-
ing, factors such as input fluence,
saturated gain-length product, desired

stage gain, number of optical chan-
nels, optical pulse length, laser
chamber dimensions, laser gas mix
and pressure, ASE and parasitic
formation, voltage breakdown limits,
optical component size limitations,
and diode impedance collapse. Exam-
ining these various tradeoffs and
limitations leads to e-beam energies at
the million-electron-volt level, total
diode current in the megampere range,
and electrical pulse lengths of hun-
dreds of nanoseconds to a micro-
second. A comparison of these operat-
ing parameters for the existing Aurora
LAM amplifier4 and two conceptual
designs for high-energy amplifiers5 is
given in Table II.

In addition, energy-deposition
spatial and temporal uniformities are
important pumping parameters.
Design goals for these parameters are
10% peak-to-average variation for
spatial uniformity and 25% peak-to-
average variation for temporal
uniformity.

Energy-deposition spatial uniform-
ity in the laser cavity is determined by
the e-beam voltage, cavity width, and
laser gas mix and pressure. Spatial
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Table II. Comparison of Amplifier Pumping Parameters

Aurora 60 kj 240 kj
Parameter Units LAM Amp Amp

Pumped Width m 1.0 1.1 1.3

Pumped Height m 1.0 2.2 3.9

Pumped Length m 2.0 2.35 3.75

Pump Power kW/cm3 81 • 250 200

E-beam Voltage kV 675 800 1000

Gas Current Density A/cm2 6 21.5 13

Beam Transport % 35 50 60

(cathode to gas)

Cathode Current Density A/cm2 20 43 21.7

Diode Current per Side MA 0.4 2.2 3.2

uniformity for double-sided pumped
laser cavities is achieved by setting the
electron energy to provide a practical
range for a given laser gas mix and
pressure, determined from Monte
Carlo panicle transport codes. Super-
position of two opposing profiles
results in a flat spatial deposition
profile across the laser cavity. This
approach works quite well for a
constant-energy e-beam.

However, spatial- and temporal-
pumping uniformity of the laser gas
also depends on the temporal evolu-
tion of the e-beam pulse from the
cold-cathode diode and its electrical
driver. Two extreme cases illustrate
this dependence. First, consider a
constant-voltage, cold-cathode diode.
Because cold-cathode diodes exhibit
an impedance collapse caused by
anode-cathode gap closure, which is a
function of time, a constant-voltage
electron beam will produce a rising
current over the duration of the pulse.
As a result, the power pulse increases
with time, as shown in Fig. 2, but it
provides a uniform spatiai-deposition
profile across the cavity. The other
extreme is a constant-power case in
which the diode voltage is forced to
droop severely over the pulse duration
to compensate for the increasing
current. The result is good temporal

power deposition but extremely poor
spatial uniformity across the cavity
over the full pulse duration, as shown
in Fig. 3. Thus, diode impedance
collapse forces a tradeoff between
spatial and temporal energy-deposition
uniformities.

Electron-Beam
Generation Technology

Electron-beam pumping of excimer
lasers originated from the need to
provide an excitation source of high-
pressure gases in which the transfer of
energy by the formation of ionic
species is independent of the electric
field. Otherwise, the instability prob-
lems characteristic of discharge lasers,
where the electric field is highly
coupled to charged-species production
in the gas, would prevent efficient
volumetric excitation. High-current
e-beam generators for flash x-ray
radiography and the simulation of
nuclear weapons effects were devel-
oped in the late 1960s and early
1970s,6-7 so these sources were avail-
able at the time interest in excimer
lasers was increasing. These e-beam
generators were either cold-cathode
diodes or thermionic diodes that
achieved electron energies (>0.5 MV)
sufficient to excite large-aperture
excimer lasers.

0.4 0.6
Time (s)

Fig. 2. Calculated diode current and
output power of LAM-sized diode
(2-nf cathode, 8-cm A-K gap) show-
ing the effects of diode collapse
(at 2 cmlfis) under constant-voltage
operation.

300

200

Diode power (GW)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Time (s)

1.0

0 20 40 60 80 100

Position across aperture (cm)

Double-sided
electron injection

Gas: Foil:
(4% Kr/0.5% EJ 2 mil titanium
95.5% Ar)

Fig. 3. Effect of diode collapse on
pumping uniformity under constant-
power conditions: (a) calculated diode
current and voltage and (b) energy
deposition uniformity visits beam
voltage.
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Hibachi and foil

Cold-Cathode Diodes. Because of
its simplicity, the cold-cathode diode
is commonly used to generate e-beams
for single-shot devices, and it is the
diode of choice for large, single-shot
KrF laser amplifiers. Hot-cathode
diodes do not experience the imped-
ance collapse associated with cold-
cathode diodes and are generally
chosen for rep-rate applications.
However, they are expensive, require
high-voltage isolation of the heaters
and active foil cooling arrangements,
and are subject to cathode contamina-
tion in the event of a foil rupture. The
generic, planar cold-cathode diode
(Fig. 4) consists of a vacuum chamber
that contains a cathode with a con-
toured emitter surface, a high-voltage
feedthrough bushing, an anode, a foil
support structure (hibachi), and a
vacuum foil.

Operating a cold-cathode diode
depends on localized field enhance-
ment at the microprotrusion tips of the
emitter surface to produce field emis-
sion. Common emitter materials used
in cold-cathode diodes include metal
blades or punctured metal sheets,
graphite felt, and velvet fabric, all of
which provide an abundance of micro-
protrusions. As the field emission
current increases, the microprotrusions
heat up and explode, forming local
plasma flares. These individual flares
quickly expand and form a plasma
sheath over the cathode emitter
surface. The resulting plasma is an
excellent source of electrons, which
are easily extracted up to the limit
imposed by space-charge buildup in
the anode-cathode gap. For planar
diodes, this limit is the Child-
Langmuir space-charge current
given by

J = k V3«/d2, (I)

where J is the current density in
amperes per square centimeter, V is
the cathode potential in volts, d is the
distance between the anode and the
cathode in centimeters, and k is a
constant whose value is 2.34 x lO*.

This field-generated plasma is the
key feature that makes cold-cathode
diodes relatively simple to engineer,

Laser gas

1 1 , 1

Vacuum

Feed bushing

Fig. 4. Typical configuration for a monolithic cold-cathode e-beam diode.

because the application of high volt-
age to the cathode serves the dual
purpose of electron generation and
acceleration. However, this same
plasma is the source of cold-cathode
diode impedance collapse, because the
plasma expansion reduces the anode-
cathode spacing, d, at a rate equal to
the closure velocity throughout the
pulse. This velocity increases with
increasing guide-field magnitude and
is typically a few centimeters per
microsecond.

A major concern with large, high-
current, cold-cathode diodes is the
undesirable side effects that result
from applying the external magnetic
guide field, which is necessary to

prevent beam pinching by the self-
induced azimuthal magnetic field."
Although the external guide field is
essential for high-energy, large-area,
monolithic diodes, it has the following
adverse effects:

(1) It introduces beam rotation and
beam shear as a result of self- and
applied-field interaction, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.
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Cathode
current

Beam
rotation

Resultant
magnetic
field (and

spiral electron
trajectories)

Applied
magnetic

field
B?

e-beam direction

Fig. 5. Combined effect of self- and applied-magnetic fields on the e-beam trajec-
tory for a rectangular cathcde.

(2) It inhibits the expansion of the
initiating plasma flaies, resulting in
pencil-like cathode beamlets of high
current density, which not only pro-
duces less uniform pumping of the
laser gas but, in extreme cases, may
create foil damage caused by exces-
sive localized heating.

(3) It increases diode impedance
collapse.

For adequate prevention of beam
pinching, the magnitude of the exter-
nal guide field must be equal to or a
few times larger than that of the self-
field. For very large diodes with
monolithic cathodes, the total current
will be in the few megampere range,
which places the external guide field
in the kilogauss range. Note that item
1 above is improved with increasing
guide field magnitude, but items 2 and
3 are made worse.

Beam rotation and distortion are
offset somewhat by the beneficial
effect of straightened electron trajec-
tories through the foil support struc-
ture provided by the external axial
magnetic field. The foil serves as the
barrier between the laser gas and the
diode vacuum. The foil, in turn, is
supported by the foil support structure
(commonly referred to as a hibachi),
which contains numerous slots. The
e-beam passes through open slots

unobstructed at normal incidence but:
suffers angle-dependent shadowing ;
losses at incident angles that are not

j normal. These shadowing losses are
spatially dependent: slots at or near
beam center are hardly shadowed
because contributions of azimuthal
field from surrounding beam areas are
largely self-cancelling by symmetry;
however, slots farther away from
beam center shadow the beam heavily
because the azimuthal field is pro-
nounced at these locations.

Commonly used foil materials
include metalized kapton (polyimide),
titanium, and aluminum. For a given
thickness and pressure loading, foil
tensile strength determines the
maximum hibachi slot size that can
be spanned. High foil tensile strength
therefore maximizes the hibachi
geometric open area. A low mass
number and surface mass density, the
product of density and thickness,
minimize energy deposition in the foil.
Electron scattering by the foil is also
minimized by using foil material with
low mass numbers.

Materials used for hibachis include
high-strength aluminum alioys and
stainless steel. Hibachi slot sizes are
totally dependent on foil strength. The
slot shape is typically rectangular and
may be oriented for maximum trans-
mission with the long dimension
parallel to the azimuthal magnetic
field. Hibachi material with a high
tensile strength is required to mini-
mize foil support rib and hibachi
thicknesses, thereby minimizing
beam shadowing.

Pulsed-Power-Drive Circuits.
Delivering high-voltage, high-peak-
power pulses to low-impedance loads
requires some means of voltage multi-
plication pulse shaping and power
amplification, typically achieved
through the use of a primary energy
storage and a temporal energy com-
pression circuit. Marx generators are
commonly used to provide the primary
energy storage. A high-voltage pulse
is generated by switching parallel
charged capacitors into a series-
connected configuration. The voltage
multiplication technique is a relatively
easy and inexpensive method for
generating a megavolt-level pulse for
single-shot machines. Capacitors are
typically in the microfarad range, can
be charged to 100 kV, have good
voltage reversal characteristics, and
store tens of kilojoules. Marx banks
for e-beam-pumped KrF lasers may
have tens of stages and store up to
hundreds of kilojoules.

Temporal energy compression
circuits are used to improve energy
transfer efficiency between the Marx
generator and the diode. Typically,
these circuits are pulse charged by the
Marx generator in a few microseconds
and transfer energy in pulses of
hundreds of nanoseconds duration.
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Common examples of such circuits
are the pulse-forming line (PFL) and
the Blumlein line. Energy transfer
efficiency is maximized when the
erected Marx-generator capacitance is
matched to that of the pulse com-
pression line.

PFLs are preferable to Blumlein
lines for low-impedance loads for a
number of reasons. Transmission lines
become increasingly difficult to
design for decreasing impedances; a
Blumlein line requires two transmis-
sion lines, each having one-half the
load impedance. Furthermore,
Biumlein lines require a much lower
inductance Marx bank for the same
charge time as a PFL. PFLs have the
added advantages of simpler mechani-
cal design and easier maintenance.
Although PFLs require twice the
charging voltage as a Blumlein line,
this is not a problem in our voltage
range because the Marx inductance is
less of a problem.

PFLs may be constructed in coaxial
(Fig. 6a) or flat (triplate) geometry.
Vertical triplates with screened tops
offer some slight advantages over their
coaxial counterparts-visibility, ease of
access, lower cost, variable impedance
option, and ease of impedance change.
Water is commonly used as the PFL
dielectric because its high dielectric
constant results in relatively short
lines for a given output pulse length
(-18 ns/ft) and because it provides
reasonable energy density (-20 kJ/m3).
The use of water as the PFL dielectric
requires that the lines be pulse charged
(<2 ms) to avoid excessive shunt resis-
tive losses and to minimize breakdown
probability while maintaining high
stress levels.

A third option, PFNs, has the
advantage of combining the energy
storage and pulse-shaping require-
ments into a common, lumped-
element circuit. This dual use of the
primary energy storage element
typically results in a smaller energy
delivery package for the same total
energy compared with the use of Marx
generator-PFL systems. However,
PFNs are best suited for higher impe-
dance and longer pulse applications

(a) Switch housing

Water PFL
center conductor

Deionizad water
Field shaper

Water PFL
outer conductor Trigatron switch

(b) r Viewports - |

Secondary screen -v
Anode screen

Cathode
corona

structure
Anode currrent

Laser chamber
Diode vacuum

chamber

Fig. 6. (a) Cross section of a water dielectric PFL used in the Aurora LAM. The
outer diameter is about 1 m; the length is about 10 m. (b) Cross section of the e-gun
assembly in the LAM amplifier of the Aurora laser system.
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and are not cost effective for present
diode designs for KrF laser systems.

The PFL output is coupled to the
cathode of the diode through a
triggered series output switch and a
high-voltage vacuum feedthrough
bushing. A typical representation of
this configuration is illustrated in
Fig. 6b. A short risetime of the e-beam
power is desirable to minimize the
electrical pulse length and associated
energy storage and the required floor
space, as well as to reduce foil heating
by low-energy electrons during the
pulse risetime.

Vacuum voltage breakdown is also
a consideration in power delivery.
Both the cathode structure and the
bushing must be capable of with-
standing the high voltage for the dura-
tion of the pulse without emitting
electrons, flashing over, or producing
a vacuum arc.

Scaling to Higher Energy
Scaling to a megajoule-sized KrF

laser system will require both a reduc-
tion of large amplifier cost and a
significant improvement in the
performance of the individual ampli-
fier modules. The Los Alamos pro-
gram plan projects that the 10-MJ
LMF system can be reached by a two-
stage increase in amplifier size, from
the present 10-kJ Aurora LAM
module to a 60-kJ module and finally
to a 240-kJ module.

The increase in laser energy
required in next-generation systems
leads to a corresponding increase in
the size of amplifier modules, to an
increase in the operating voltage and
current of the e-beam diodes, and to
an increase in the magnetic guide
field. The practicality of such systems
depends on increasing the system effi-
ciency and reliability while reducing
individual component costs. Better
pumping efficiency requires improved
e-beam transport from cathode to
laser gas.

Increased amplifier size is driven
by overall system cost issues. How-
ever, increased amplifier size presents
challenging development requirements
for the e-beam pumping technology.
The large total current (several

megamperes per diode) associated
with very large amplifiers presents
problems that must be addressed.
First, large diode currents require large
guide fields, which in turn lead to
increased diode impedance collapse
and e-beam emission filamentation.
Second, large diodes cause problems
in power flow to the emitter, which
leads to possible nonuniform emis-
sion. Therefore, diode segmentation
may be required to reduce the total
current in any one segment and
thereby reduce the guide field and
power flow problems. However, seg-
menting the cathode introduces other
problems: vacuum voltage holdoff
between segments and their return
structure and unpumped gas regions
between the segments. Thus, two
primary development areas are readily
apparent: a determination of the
optimal cathode size and configuration
and an improvement in the vacuum
voltage holdoff of the cathode struc-
ture and feedthrough bushing. The
improvement of vacuum voltage hold-
off has a pervasive beneficial impact
on the entire e-beam pumping system
and is not limited to the cathode
segmentation issue.

The third key development area is
improving the e-beam transport
efficiency, because the primary cost
associated with any large KrF laser
amplifier is in the e-beam pumping
system. Any improvement in this area
has high cost-reduction leverage on
the entire e-beam delivery system; that
is, doubling the beam transport effi-
ciency either cuts in half the cost of a
given amplifier e-beam pumping
system or provides for an amplifier
with twice the energy at the same
pumping cost. Present transport effi-
ciency of large, meter-scale amplifiers
is on the order of 35% from cathode to
gas; thus, the potential for achieving a
goal of 60%-65% is clearly present.
The cost leverage is especially {

apparent when one considers that any :

improvements in this area will be
achieved through the use of improved
materials (foils and hibachi structures)
and advanced designs (cathode shap-
ing and emission mapping) rather than
through an increase in complexity or
investment in additional hardware.

Other e-beam-pumping issues that
deserve attention are diode impedance
collapse, emission uniformity, energy
deposition diagnostics, emitter mater-
ial lifetime, vacuum foil lifetime,
power delivery system inductance,
energy density of the primary energy
storage, electrical pulse length, etc.
However, as important as these issues
are, they do not have the global impact
of the three primary development
areas identified above: determination
of optimal cathode size and configura-
tion, improvement of vacuum voltage
holdoff, and enhancement of the
e-beam transport efficiency.

Technology Examples
To provide some detailed examples

of design tools and technology devel-
opment applied to e-beam pumping
sources for large KrF lasers, we will
discuss three pieces of relevant work.
These are calculations employed to
design an upgrade for the first ampli-
fier in the Aurora chain; a design
methodology used to calculate
deposited energy and to map the oper-
ating parameter space of an e-beam-
pumped KrF laser amplifier; and the
qualification of diode foil materials for
e-beam-pumped KrF amplifiers.

Electron-Beam Transport Calcula-
tions for Guide-Field-Free Hihachi
Designs. As a general upgrade to
increase e-beam pumping, the Aurora
small aperture module (SAM) and
preamplifier (PA) e-guns were rede-
signed. The PA cathode was changed
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to increase the current density, and a
new hibachi was designed to improve
the e-beam transmission. Because the
PA is equipped with a guide magnetic
field to aid beam transport, the basic
cathode and hibachi design method-
ology employed is the one previously
described for guide-field cases.1 How-
ever, the SAM, because of its original
design, is not equipped with a guide
field; hence, a different method must
be employed.

That method is described here
because it is representative of the meth-
odology used when examining possible
segmented designs in which the guide
field is either absent or greatly reduced.
The basic method9 involves

(1) Calculating the electron trajec-
tories by solving the equations of
motion for single-particle orbits in
the presence of the e-beam self-
magnetic field but with a zero applied
magnetic field.

(2) Calculating the hibachi obscura-
tion based on the calculated trajecto-
ries, which are pinched or are not
normal to the hibachi.

With relativistic mechanics, the
electron trajectory equations for the
beam coordinates x and y can be
written as

dx

dz

dz

c/(O[(gz - \) - z*]

c / C O [ ( g 2 - l ) - z 2

. (2)

:rn • (3)

and the electron potential function T(z)
and the electron rest energy moc

2

define y:

(4)

where x, y, and z are the usual carte-
sian coordinates, with z being the
e-beam propagation direction; Bx and
B are the components of the beam
self-magnetic field; co is the electron
cyclotron frequency; c is the speed of
light; y is the relativistic factor; and e
is the electron charge.

The trajectory equations are solved
for the normal displacements x and y

as a function of axial displacement z
in two regions. The first region is the
anode-cathode gap, where the poten-
tial distribution for an infinite planar
Child-Langmuir diode in the nonrela-
tivistic limit10 is used for T(z):

= Vn[(z/d)4«-l], (5)

where Vo is the cathode voltage and d
is the anode-cathode spacing.

The second region is the post-
anode drift region, where electron
energy is a constant and no space-
charge effects are included. The solu-
tion in the second region has an arbi-
trary constant that is determined by
normalizing solutions at the anode.
The field components Bx and B are
calculated for a rectangular beam as
described in Ref. 1.

Obscuration of the hibachi arises
from two sources: the geometrical
opacity of the hibachi structure, which
is determined by mechanical engineer-
ing constraints of the foil and hibachi
materials, and skewed trajectories
resulting from the interaction of the
e-beam and its self-magnetic field.

In the case of no applied axial field,
the self-field causes beam pinching;
for the SAM this pinching causes a
beam-area reduction of about a factor
of 2. The critical current at which
pinching occurs for this amplifier is
95 kA. Because the usual SAM
operating current is lower than this
value, an applied guide-magnetic field
is not absolutely required, although it
would be beneficial in preserving the
beam footprint.

A BASIC computer program was
written to calculate geometric and
trajectory shading losses of a hibachi
having only vertical slots (as has the
SAM) using the solutions to the
trajectory Eqs. (2) and (3). The intent
of this work was to furnish a useful
tool for providing a relative figure of
merit for various hibachis under con-
sideration. The program includes wall

current corrections to the magnetic
field by the method of images. This
procedure does not describe the fields
precisely because it assumes idealized
return currents. Particle trajectories are
calculated using the magnetic field at
the point of emission over the full
trajectory, and corrections to the elec-
tric potential are not made based on
beam pinching. The equations are not
time-dependent; single-value cathode
voltage and current density are
assumed. However, this simple
approach appears to predict relative
transmissions that agree with meas-
ured results.

Electron-beam transmission losses
are determined by projecting the
e-beam footprint onto the hibachi
using the calculated trajectories at the
beam edges. The overall loss is the
product of the geometrical obscuration
and the fraction of the beam area that
is shaded by the hibachi structures
because of the skewed trajectories.
Some conclusions from the numerical
calculations are

• Thin hibachis with the largest
possible slots have the least shading.
Ever-diminishing returns on transmis-
sion are obtained as hibachi thickness
is progressively reduced (shallow
hibachi ribs) or as the slot area is
progressively increased (few hibachi
ribs).

• The vertical displacement of edge
electrons along the long emitter
dimension, calculated at the foil plane,
is largest for those electrons at the
central portion of the long edge. The
horizontal displacement shows a
similar trend along the short dimen-
sion. Hence, the simple model predicts
that the e-beam footprint on the foil is
slightly bone-shaped.
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Table III. Calculated Relative Hibachi Transmission for the SAM

Geometric Transmission
d - S g ) b

Trajectory Transmission
(1-St ) b

Net Transmission
(l-Sg)x(l-St)

SAM before
Upgrade

0.917

0.810

0.743

SAM after
Upgrade

0.930"

0.970

0.902

Relative
Change

1.014

1.198

1.215

"Includes geometric transmission of 0.96 for anode grid.
''Factors Sg and St are the fractions of beam area geometrically blocked by the hibachi
structure and intercepted by the hibachi slots due to skewed trajectories, respectively.

• The model demonstrates that the
optimal slot configuration for a
rectangular diode without external
field is obtained by orienting the slots
with their long sides normal to the
local magnetic field. For a long thin
cathode, this translates into a single
row of vertically oriented slots
(perpendicular to the long emitter
dimension).

For the interested reader, equations
that describe other aspects of the same
problem may be found elsewhere.' " i :

Table III shows the calculated
relative transmissions for the SAM.
The calculated relative increased
transmission of the new SAM hibachi,
hence the expected increase in energy
deposition, is 22%.

SAM Experimental Results. The
performance of the new hibachi.
equipped with a 38-jjm titanium foil,
was measured with pressure-jump
measurement calorimetry under the
same pulsed power and gas conditions
as the old one (350-kV cathode volt-
age, 200-ns FWHM pulse width,
900-torr gas pressure). Energy deposi-
tion increased from 585 to 800 J. an
increase of 35% (versus 22% pre-
dicted by the model). We feel the
discrepancy between calculated and
measured values is largely due to
simplifications made in calculating the
magnetic field. A higher field (as
would be true for a converging beam)
would result in a higher trajectory
shading loss for the old hibachi,

making the relative increase higher:
the new hibachi is so transparent that
increased fields probably would not
significantly increase its shading
losses.

Pumping Design Guidance
Methodology. Electron-beam-pumped
amplifier performance depends on a
combined interaction of laser kinetics,
e-beam energy deposition, and e-beam
drive circuit. To provide guidance to
the e-gun and pulsed power designer,
a method for mapping the perform-
ance envelope for the e-beam genera-
tor is needed for any chosen point
design. The method is provided by
combining the results of three com-
puter models: laser kinetics, e-beam
energy deposition, and drive electrical
circuit. This design methodology is
shown in Fig. 7. In this section we
will summarize the design methodol-
ogy and present some of the results.
There are basically four steps in
applying the method:

(!) The desired laser energy out-
put, constraints on performance, and
variable parameters (e.g., gas mix. gas
pressure, e-beam voltage, and current)
are specified.

(2) The Theoretical Chemistry and
Molecular Physics Group (T-12) uses
a Monte Carlo model to calculate the
e-beam energy deposition for a
number of e-gun voltages and gas
pressures. The model treats electron
trajectories through the laser gas as a
series of random scattering events
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Specify laser
operating

characteristics

Energy
depostion

model

f

Electrical
circuit
model

Calculate pump rate

No /

Specify pump rate

Is pump
sufficient?

No

Yes

Fig. 7. The pumping design methodology, which contains two feedback mechan-
isms to optimize the pump rate.

with a shielded Coulomb cross sec-
tion. The electron energy loss along
the scattering path is calculated by
using the Bethe ionization loss theory,
and many accumulated case histories
(typically thousands) provide a spatial
distribution of the spatial energy
deposition profile (similar to Fig. 3b).

(3) These deposition profiles are
integrated over the laser aperture to
provide an operating map of deposited
power versus cathode voltage and gas
pressure (Fig. 8). With this map, the
time-dependent laser kinetics code in

T-12 is used to calculate the laser out-
put and gain as a function of pump
power. These values are then com-
pared with the desired parameters to
predict the required e-beam current in
the laser gas for the desired gain. In a
previously designed upgrade to the
Aurora IA,13 the desired pump rate
was 85 J/liter or 125 kW/cm3.

(4) The e-gun operating param-
eters are extracted from this data.
Then an electrical circuit simulation
code is used to calculate suitable
time-dependent cathode voltage and
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current waveforms (Fig. 9) for
selected Marx-generator and PFL
configurations. Another computer
program, which uses the T-12 calcula-
tions and the electrical waveforms as
input, produces an operating map of
deposited energy versus cathode volt-
age and laser gas pressure (Fig. 10).
This deposited-energy map is then
compared with the kinetics calcula-
tions to choose the operating param-
eters for the e-gun.

This method was applied to the
Aurora IA upgrade and was compared
with measured values of existing IA
and LAM performance. As shown in
Table IV, the calculation of deposited
energy into the total gas volume using
this method is in reasonable agreement
with measurement. This methodology
will be used to design future KrF
amplifiers, although a fully integrated
model incorporating an improved
treatment of e-beam transmission is
desirable. That treatment, which uses a
three-dimens;onal, electromagnetic
particle-in-cell computer code, is now
being developed by the Inertial Fusion
and Plasma Theory Group (X-l).14

Diode Foil Qualification and
Development. As part of an effort to
evaluate candidate e-gun foil mate-
rials, several materials were acquired
and evaluated for tensile strength,
electron transmittability, uv reflec-
tance, and fluorine compatibility.15 As
an example of this evaluation, we
present a summary of the e-beam
transmittability tests below.

The Electron Gun Test Facility
(EGTF), operated at nominal values of
370 kV cathode voltage, tens of A/cm2

current density, near-microsecond
pulse widths, and 1.4 kG guide mag-
netic field, was used to characterize
various foils. Metal foils (aluminum
and titanium) and graphite-titanium-
kapton composite foils fabricated by
the Materials Technology: Polymers
and Coatings Group (MST-7) were
tested. A figure of merit, the ratio of
e-beam current with the foil in place to
the current without the foil, was eval-
uated for different foil materials and is
shown in Fig. 11. Thin composites
show promise for new foil materials
based on this figure of merit and their

500

100

Curve inversion
from scattering

I

400 torr

400 500 600 700

Cathode voltage (kV)

800 900

Fig. 8. Operating map of the deposited power per ampere of current in the excited
gas volume as a function of cathode voltage and laser gas pressure. This map was
produced by integrating several Monte Carlo deposition curves over the laser
aperture.

700

100 200 300 400

Time (ns)

500 600 700

Fig. 9. Typical cathode voltage and current waveforms calculated with the circuit
analysis computer program. The e-gun is a cold-cathode diode driven by a Marx
generator-PFL combination.
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increased tensile strength. Future work
will further evaluate foil materials; in
particular, a full-scale composite foil
and an increased open-area hibachi
will be tested on ihe Aurora IA in the
near future.

Test Beds
Research and development facil-

ities either exist or are being con-
structed at Los Alamos to serve as the
primary research tools of the e-beam
effort; the three main ones are sum-
marized below.

Amplifier Technology Unit (ATU).
This amplifier development facility
(Fig. 12) is presently under construc-
tion with operating parameters
(Table V) and scale size sufficient to
address future amplifier e-beam-
pumping issues without the need for
significant extrapolation. Initially, the
primary application of this facility will
be restricted to addressing e-beam
transport efficiency and diode archi-
tecture issues.

Electron-Gun Test Facility. This
diode development facility operates
at subscale parameters (given in
Table VI) and uses a Marx r • Tator,
peaking capacitor, and dive; switch
to provide the voltage, :isetime, and
pulse width desired for a particular
investigation. Initial development of
new materials (foils, emitters, dielec-
tric coatings, etc.) is done at the EGTF
before full-scale tests on the ATU. In
addition, the EGTF is the primary
research tool for investigating diode
closure and emission uniformity.

High-Voltage Test Facility
(HVTFj. This facility consists of
several test fixtures relating to the
development and calibration of high-
voltage devices (vacuum bushings,
high-voltage switches, high-voltage
and high-current probes, etc.). The
most important of the various fixtures,
the bushing test fixture (see Fig. 13),
allows full-scale testing and develop-
ment of the critical vacuum
feedthrough bushings along with
development of vacuum-breakdown-
suppressing dielectric coatings. This
fixture may operate up to 1.5 MV.

In addition to the internal develop-
ment efforts and facilities outlined

80

20

Design range of IA upgrade ^
Minimum 85 J/l design point

I ( | I I i i 1 I I i

1400 torr
1200 torr

600 torr

400 torr

620 670 720

Peak cathode voltage (kV)

770

Fig. 10. Operating map calculated for pump energy density as a function of cathode
voltage and laser gas pressure. Curves are obtained by combining the Monte Carlo
and electrical circuit calculations.

Table IV. Calculation of Deposited Energy into the Total Gas Volume

Device

IA

LAM

Cathode
Voltage

(kV)

550

660

Gas
Pressure

(torr)

400
600

600

Deposited Energy
Measured1 Calculated

(kj) (kj)

17
24

152

19
26

140

"Data from D. Greene, CLS-5, measured by laser cavity adiabatic pressure rise method
(pressure jump). Energy loss of 18% to fluorescence is assumed.
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Fig. 11. (a) Test setup for beam

transmission, figure-of-merit

measurements, (h) Electron-beam-

transmission figure of merit at 370 kV

ofe-beam energy.
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Foil type

Foil Characteristics

Titanium

Aluminum

Graphite composite

Grade four commercially
available foil

2024-T81 alloy

Two unidirectional prepeg
graphite/epoxy matrices
bidirectionally heat
laminated between 0.5 mil
titanium foil and 1 mil kapton

1 2 mil (51 urn)

2 2.4 mil (61 urn)

3 11 mil (280 urn)

14.2 mil (360 urn) Graphite composite A closely woven prepeg
graphite matte heat
laminated between 0.5 mil
titanium foil and 1 mil kapton

5 6 mil (150 urn) Graphite composite A (6.35 mm) open-weave-
graphite, epoxy-loaded
matrix, heat laminated
between 0.5 mil titanium
and 1 mil kapton
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Marx generator

Cathode/emitter

Bushing

Output switch

Water-insulated PFL

Diverter switch Guide-field magnets

Table V.
ATU Operating Parameters

Emitter Area
Cathode Voltage
Cathode Current
Pulse Width
Current Density
Guide Field

1.0 mx 0.5 m
1.0 MV
250 kA
650 ns
50 A/cm2

4kG

Table VI.
EGTF Operating Parameters

Emitter Area 200 cm2

Cathode Voltage 500 kV
Cathode Current 15 kA
Pulse Width 200 ns to several ms
Current Density 75 A/cm2

Guide Field 3 kG

Fig. 12. The ATU now being constructed to study e-beam transport and e-gun architecture issues. The device is a MarxIPFL-
driven, cold-cathode e-gun that will operate at ~l MV.

above, we have established ongoing
collaborations with both universities
and industrial organizations that
address a subset of the key technical
issues, and we plan to expand these
interactions to encompass all the
critical areas.

Summary
Meeting the cost and performance

goals of future KrF laser systems will
require that the existing e-beam tech-
nology be significantly extended,
because the performance and cost of
any large KrF laser are intimately
linked to the e-beam technology
employed. To achieve this extended
technology, we have identified the
key cost and performance leverage
areas, implemented development
programs targeting these leverage
areas, and made progress towaxd
generating the information required to
optimize the e-beam-pumping system
for megajoule-class KrF lasers.

i:

Fig. 13. The bushing test fixture, which provides a capability to carry out vacuum
insulation measurements at variable pulse widths and megavolt potentials.
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Enhanced Analytical Capabilities
for Elemental and Mass
Spectrometric Actinide Analyses
G. Bentley, L. Layman, L. Callis, R. Abernathey, CLS-1

Introduction
The Analytical Chemistry Group

(CLS-1) provides a broad spectrum of
chemical analysis services to many
Laboratory programs. These programs
range from env .ronmental remediation
to production of special nuclear
materials (SNMs). Much of the
research at the Laboratory requires the
measurement of selected characteris-
tics of materials, such as the concen-
tration of major components, the
concentration of impurities, and/or the
isotopic composition. CLS-1 develops
and implements new technology in
response to rapidly changing needs of
the Laboratory community. Two
recent areas of development are

• Inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
techniques for analysis of the elemen-
tal composition of essentially any
material, and

• Total sample volatilization ther-
mal ionization mass spectrometric
methods with extremely high preci-
sion and accuracy for determining
the isotopic composition of a variety
of elements.

Inductively Coupled
Plasma Techniques
for Trace Elemental Analysis

Analysis of the elemental compo-
sition of materials provides important
information regarding the effects of
compositional changes on the per-
formance of those materials. For
example, the presence (or absence)
of impurities in a material may have a
profound effect on the strength, corro-
sion resistance, and metallurgical
properties of the material. Frequently,
new processes for making materials
are developed, and the capability to
analyze the composition of the prod-
ucts is essential to provide researchers

with information about the effect of
varying process operating parameters
on the quality of the finished material.
In other instances, proven processes
suddenly produce material that is not
to specification or parts that fail.
Detailed chemical analysis of the
faulty material helps pinpoint the
reason for the sudden failure.

Group CLS-1 has developed the
capability to effectively measure
elemental composition of essentially
any type of material. We can "analyze
for any element in any element." Our
analyses are in a concentration range
from parts per billion of impurities to
percent levels of major components.

Instrumentation
Historically, multielement trace

analysis has been done by atomic
emission spectroscopy using dc arc
excitation and photographic detection.
This method offers good sensitivity (in
parts per million) for a wide variety of
analyte elements in a wide range of
matrices. However, it requires a
significant amount of operator
interpretation, as well as time and
effort, to generate reasonable results.
In addition, the precision and accuracy
of this technique are limited. Gener-
ally, the answers obtained are accurate
to between +100% and -50%. This
method, although still occasionally
used for samples that are difficult to
dissolve, is being used less as newer
methods are brought on line.

The ICP, when combined with an
optical emission spectrometer
(ICP/OES) or a mass spectrometer
(ICP/MS), is the preferred method for
performing elemental analysis of most
samples. A diagram of the ICP plasma
is shown in Fig. 1. Radio-frequency

Mass spectrometer
inlet cone

Fig. 1. ICP torch.
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Fig. 2. ICP optical emission
spectrometer.
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Fig. 3. ICP mass spectrometer.

magnetic energy (H) is pumped into
electrons (e~) and argon ions (Ar+).
Energy is transferred from electrons
and argon-excited states to the metal
atoms (M). Argon and metal-excited
atoms and ions emit photons detected
by an optical spectrometer. Argon and
metal ions are drawn into the mass
spectrometer for counting. Diagrams
of these instruments are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. In each instrument, the
plasma is generated in argon by a rf
magnetic field. In the optical instru-
ment, the photons emitted by excited
species in the plasma are selected and

Quadrupole
mass

spectrometer

Detector

i

t

Computer

LIMS

\

Terminal
printer

detected by a monochromator or poly-
chromator. In the mass spectrometer
instrument, ions are extracted from
the plasma, separated by a quadrupole,
and detected by an electron multiplier.
With these two related methods most
of the metallic elements in the
periodic table, as well as several non-
metals, can be measured. The detec-
tion limits of these instruments are
considerably lower than the older
methods, and the precisions and accur-
acies obtained are much better (±5%
to 10%). We have four ICP/OES
instruments and two ICP/MS
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instruments on line (see Table I) that
are used to perform the majority of our
trace elemental analyses. We also
installed an ICP/OES system as an
emission source for the Los Alamos
Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(FTS),1 shown in Fig. 4, for research-
ing the fundamental properties of the
plasma and its excitation mechanisms.
We configured our instruments in
several ways to optimize performance
for analysis of both radioactive and
nonradioactive samples. One ICP/MS
instrument and two ICP/OES instru-
ments are available for the analysis
of nonradioactive samples. Of the
ICP/OES instruments, one has a poly-
chromator detection system and the
other uses a scanning monochromator.
For radioactive samples we have two
ICP/OES instruments with their
plasma sources contained in glove
boxes as shown in Fig. 5, and one of
our ICP/MS instruments is interfaced
to a glove box for work with radio-
active samples as shown in Fig. 6.

Neither system, ICP/OES nor
ICP/MS, can measure all elements
in all matrices. We have found, how-
ever, that the two methods are comple-
mentary and, when used together,
provide a powerful system for measur-
ing trace elements in a variety of
sample materials.

Analysis Capabilities
Central to our mission is elemental

trace-level impurity analysis of
samples submitted by the various
programs in the Laboratory. We
analyze everything from pure metals
to the contents of used vacuum cleaner
bags. Figure 7 shows the elements that
we can determine. For most of the
elements listed, our detection limits
range from less than one part per
billion to a few parts per million.

For the many sample analysis
requests, a variety of analytical
procedures, consisting of any combi-
nation of the following steps, is used:

(1) dissolution,
(2) matrix separation or matching,
(3) selection of instrumental

parameters, and
(5) data analysis.

Table I. ICP/OES and ICP/MS Instruments in Use

Instrument

Jarrell-Ash AtomComp

ARL352O

ARL3580

Type

ICP Optical Emission Polychromator

ICP Optical Emission Scanning
Monochromator

ICP Optical Emission Polychromator and
Scanning Monochromator

Leeman Labs Plasma Spectrometer ICP Optical Emission Scanning Echelle
Monochromator

VG Plasmaquad I

VG Plasmaquad II

Plasmatherm 5 KW

ICP Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer

ICP Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer

ICP coupled to the Fourier Transform
Spectrometer

rf
generator

Plasma

Sample

Mirror
control

computer

Operator
interaction

Transform
computer

Fig. 4. Fourier transform spectrometer.
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Fig. 5. The optical emission instru-
ment with its torch enclosed in a
glove-box train. All instrumental
functions are performed outside the
box except the actual excitation of the
sample.

Fig. 6. The ICPIMS instrument with its plasma torch and quadrupole mass analyzer mounted in a glove box. All other
instrumental functions arc mounted outside the box.
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Fig. 7. Most of the elements on the periodic table can be analyzed by either the ICPIMS or the ICPIOES method. Many van
be determined by either method, giving the freedom to select whichever one yields the best results for a given matrix.

Each step in the procedure must be
chosen and optimized for each sample
type and analysis requirement. Thus
for each new sample, we design and
execute a procedure to make the
required measurements. Each of the
five steps in our procedures is continu-
ally being investigated and developed
within the group.

Dissolution
Current ICP methods require that

samples be in the liquid state, thus all
solid samples must be dissolved.
Because of the range of sample types
received, we have developed and
characterized several basic dissolution
methods and apply them with vari-
ations to the different samples.

Either an open vessel or a sealed
Teflon "bomb" method is used for
acid digestion. The sample is mixed
with acids and reagents, sealed in a
container, and heated in a microwave

oven. In the sealed vessel pressures up
to 10 bar can be obtained, leading to
reaction temperatures and rates that
are much higher than are possible at
atmospheric pressure.

The most difficult samples, such
as high-fired metal oxides, ceramics,
and certain metals (rhodium, iridium,
and their alloys), are digested at high
temperatures and pressures in sealed
quartz tubes or in a high-pressure
asher. The sealed quartz tube method
has been used for some time and
is well characterized. However,
several elements (silicon, sodium, etc.)
are leached from the quartz during

digestion. Therefore, if these elements
must be determined, an alternate
dissolution must be used. The high-
pressure asher consists of a pressur-
ized oven and a temperature control-
ler, and it allows digestion under
similar pressure and temperature
conditions as the quartz tube method.
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Fig. 8. Experimental design for determining the optimum conditions for microwave
digestion ofSiO:-based samples. Microwave power, heating time, and acid
composition are the independent variahies, and completeness of digestion is the
dependent variable.
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Fig. 9. An example of a spectra! interference. Here, uranium has an emission line
within the resolution of the spectrometer, which is set to look at the aluminum line
at 308.2 nm.

Although the technique is cleaner, ob-
taining reliable and reproducible
results for the variety of samples has
proved difficult. Further development
of the high-pressure asher method is
being carried out.

Work is continuing on development
and characterization of new digestion
methods. The method using a micro-
wave-heated, sealed vessel appears to
be the most widely applicable. It is
currently being characterized for
application to a variety of material
types. This characterization study has
a multivariate statistical experimental
design developed in cooperation with
Larry Wangen of CLS-1. The micro-
wave power and time, the acid
composition, and the percentage of
dissolution are being simultaneously
studied to find the optimum conditions
for several sample types. Figure 8
shows this experimental design.

Matrix Separation or Matching
Many of our samples are uranium

alloys, which require separation of the
uranium from the trace metals. With-
out separation, the very rich optical
emission spectrum of uranium causes
severe spectral interferences with most
of the other elements. An example
of such an interference is shown in
Fig. 9. After complexing with dihexyl-
N-N-diethylcarbamylmethylenephos-
phonate (DHDECMP), uranium can
be selectively extracted from an acidic
aqueous phase into an organic solvent.
Other elements are left in the aqueous
phase and can be determined by
ICP/OES measurement. The on-line
system, which was developed in
CLS-1, for performing this separation
is shown in Fig. 10. The organic phase
is toluene with 30% DHDECMP
added as a complexing agent. After
mixing, the phases are separated by
allowing the organic phase to diffuse
through the Teflon membrane while
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tolCP
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Fig. 10. The on-line solvent extraction
system used to separate uranium from
the elements to be analyzed.
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Fig. II. Recoveries for several elements with the solvent extraction system shown in Fig. 10.

the aqueous phase containing the
impurities passes on to the ICP instru-
ment for analysis. Not all the uranium
is extracted, and as seen in Fig. 1,
some of the other elements are
partially extracted. Thus, some
elements still cannot be determined
accurately, and a few cannot be mea-
sured at all by ICP-OES in uranium
alloys. For many trace elements, we
are routinely using this method in
uranium alloy measurements.

Analysis of plutonium samples re-
quires the separation of the plutonium

matrix from the trace elements. In this
case, an ion-exchange method is used
for the separation (Fig. 12). The
plutonium metal sample is dissolved
in HC1, mixed with HNO3, and placed
on the ion exchange column, which is
in the NO,- form. The plutonium is
held on the column as Pu(NO,)x
anionic complex; then elements to be
measured are eluted from the column
with 8M HNO3 and collected for ICP
analysis. The plutonium is held on the
column until it is washed off with
0.2M HNO3. Although this method is

quite effective in separating the
plutonium from the other elements,
some elements are not efficiently
collected in the column eluate and
thus cannot be determined accurately,
as shown in Fig. 13.

Separation of matrix elements other
than plutonium or uranium is more
difficult because the chemistry is
usually very similar to that of the
elements to be measured. A few spe-
cial separations have been achieved,
but most matrices are run without
separation. In such cases, interelement
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Fig. 12. Separation achieved with the
ion-exchange column.
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ig. 13. Recoveries for several elements with the ion-exchange system shown in Fig. 12.

interferences from the matrix element
are offset by careful matrix matching
of the standards used and mathemati-
cally correcting the data after the
measurement. Such means are not as
accurate as matrix separation, but
results with acceptable limits are
obtained for most elements measured.

Instrument Parameters
In optical emission spectroscopy,

spectral overlaps between lines of the
matrix element and the measured line

of an analyte element occur fre-
quently. This is especially true when
the matrix is one of the actinide ele-
ments (e.g., uranium, plutonium,
etc.) with particularly rich spectra.
In cases where separation is ineffec-
tive or impossible, some interferences
can be eliminated by selecting an
alternate line for the analyte measure-
ment. Although the polychromator on
the Jarrell-Ash instrument allows
quick and efficient measurement of a
wide range of elements, its fixed

wavelength settings make alternate
line selection impossible. Therefore,
we use an ARL 3520ICP-OES
instrument that employs a scanning
monochromaior. This instrument is
not as efficient as the polychromator
for measuring large numbers of
elements, bui it allows selection and
measurement of several lines for each
element. Witli this approach, we can
select alternate lines that do not suffer
spectral interferences. Mass spectro-
metric measu rements also have
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interferences that occur in the form of
ions from the matrix element or its
compounds (e.g., oxides), which have
the same mass-to-charge ratio as the
analyte ion. Here, only a limited
choice of alternate isotopes is avail-
able. Because alternates are not
always available, each matrix type
shows some elements that cannot be
determined. In addition, the plasma
itself generates groups of ions
(e.g., Ar \ Ar,+, O , \ etc.) that mask
several elements.

Data Analysis
The final step in the measurement

process is analysis of the raw data
produced by our instruments. This
operation has several steps: line or
isotope selection, background correc-
tion, interelemeni interference
correction, calibration against known
standards, and quality assurance
checks. After the appropriate lines and
isotopes have been selected for meas-
urement, the remaining calculations
can usually be done by computer. The
computer programs can take data from
several instruments, select the appro-
priate instrument from which to obtain
each element's results, select appropri-
ate standards for comparison, perform
the background and interference
corrections, and report the corrected
result for each element requested.
Although the computer reduces the
time necessary for the calculations,
analysts must still input information;
the computer can only calculate cor-
rect answers for sample types for
which it has all the appropriate data.
The analyst must input appropriate
information and check all the calcula-
tions to ensure that they are being
made correctly for each sample type.
A brief outline of the computer
algorithm is shown in Fig. 14.

Fundamental Studies
Using an ICP source and a hollow-

cathode lamp source in conjunction
with the state-of-the-art FTS, we have
made several studies of the funda-
mental properties of plasmas. The
purpose of these studies, other than
their contribution to the science of
plasma spectroscopy, is to help us

ICP/MS Data
formatting

Data
formatting

• • — ICP/MS

Isotope
selection

Line
selection

Method
selection

Background,
interference
corrections

Calibration

Upper limit
and detection

limits

Dilution
factor

±
Report

generation

Fig. 14. The computer program being used for data analysis.
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Table II. Plasma Temperatures

Temperature:

Electron
Excitation
Ionization
Doppler

Neon at 650.8 nm

Location (mm above the load coil)
12 mm 17 mm 23 mm

12000 K
6500 K
7200 K
4300 K

0e+0
15364.8 15365.1

Fig. /5. A neon line showing different
broadening under two conditions.

characterize and optimize the plasmas
for analytical purposes. Measurements
have been made (Table II) of the
plasma temperatures (electron,
excitation, ionization, and Doppler).
The fact that these temperatures are
not the same and that all of them vary
with position in the plasma can be
used to optimize the plasma condilions
and the observation point in the
plasma for different measurements.
Also, we measured the electron
density in the plasma, the excitation
mechanisms exhibited by different
plasma gas compositions, and the
analytical usefulness of various
plasma gas mixtures.

Measurement of the plasma temp-
eratures is possible because of the
high resolution provided by the FTS.
With this tool, the precise shape of the
atomic and ionic emission lines from
the plasma can be measured, as shown
in Fig. 15. The narrower line was run
at low current and thus at a lower
electron density in the plasma. The
wider line shows Stark broadening
caused by higher electron density. By
using the line shape data, the line
broadening from Doppler effects
(Doppler temperature) and the Stark

8000 K
5800 K
5500 K
4000 K

2900 K
3200 K

3100 K

effects (electron density) can be
determined independently. The broad
wavelength coverage provided by the
FTS permits simultaneous measure-
ment of several lines from an analyte
element. These measurements allow
excitation temperatures and ionization
temperatures to be determined.
Finally, electron temperatures were
measured using spectral data and elec-
trode probe methods. In collaboration
with Tom Niemczyk of the University
of New Mexico, we studied the possi-
bility of using support gases other than
argon and found tha: a mixture of
argon and nitrogen enhanced the
optical emission of several lines from
several elements. Therefore, this
mixture provides better analytical
results, and when the plasma is fully
characterized, it may be put in place as
an analytical tool. In another study
relating to the ICP/MS instrument,
we investigated the possible use of
helium as the support gas for the
plasma. The argon plasma currently
being used produces several ions (Ar\
Ar,*, ArO+, etc.) that are isobaric with
ions that we wish to measure. The

helium plasma will eliminate these
interfeiences; however, initial studies
have shown two problems:

• Helium plasma is less efficient in
transferring thermal energy to the
samples, which increases the chance
of chemical interference in the helium
torch compared with that of an
argon plasma.

• Helium of high enough purity to
contain no significant amount of argon
is very expensive, not a trivial
problem in view of the large volume
of gas used by the ICP.

Future Research
Continuing studies are under way

or are planned in several of the areas
mentioned above. In the area of
sample preparation, we are continuing
the statistically designed experiments
to optimize the microwave digestion
technique for several of the more
common sample types. We are investi-
gating the application of automated
chemistry systems and robotics to our
sample preparation techniques, which
will require development of a limited
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Fig. 17. The laser ablation sampling system. The laser is focused onto a small area
of the sample. With each laser pulse, the ablated sample material is transported to
the ICP torch for vaporization and ionization. The pulses are measured and
integrated by the mass spectrometer and multichannel analyzer.

number of dissolution techniques that
can be used with a majority of our
samples. Automation would result in
increased uniformity of sample prepa-
ration and reduced manpower require-
ments. Another area of study is the
manner in which sample material is
introduced into the plasma for analy-
sis. Currently, all of our instruments
use pneumatic nebulization to break
solutions down into droplets and inject
them into the plasma. We are investi-
gating two alternatives to this scheme.
The first is the design and installation
of a new nebulizer system, shown in
Fig. 16. This system is based on the
fritted-disk nebulizer developed by
Charles Apel at CLS-1. The nebulizer
achieves the same effect as the
pneumatic nebulizer, but it is about 50
times more efficient and the droplets
produced are smaller and more
uniform. With this nebulizer in place,
only 1 ml of solution, rather than the
25 ml now used, will be needed, thus
requiring a smaller sample mass and
smaller amounts of reagents and
generating much less waste.

The second system for sample
delivery to the plasma is the laser
ablation system shown in Fig. 17.
With this tool, samples are ablated by
a pulsed laser beam and the resultant
aerosol is transported directly into the
plasma for measurement. Because the
sample is ablated directly from the
solid, no dissolution step is necessary.
This system offers great promise,
especially for samples that are particu-
larly difficult to dissolve. Its greatest
limitation, however, may be caused by
sample inhomogeneity. The laser
pulse ablates a very small volume of
material from the surface, and any
surface effects or bulk inhomogeneity
will show up as a bias in the measure-
ment. This problem will be addressed
by integrating the signals from many
laser pulses, which will sample a large
surface area. We expect to be able to
generate qualitative and semi-
quantitative data that would otherwise
be impossible to acquire. For
maximum versatility, the system
will be installed on the ICP/MS
instrument that measures plutonium-
containing samples.
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Conclusion
Implementing ICP technology in

CLS-1 has resulted in a sophisticated
array of tools that provide elemental
characterization for a wide variety of
sample materials. We are implement-
ing new technology as it becomes
available and are constantly improving
the analytical procedures that are
routinely performed so that we can
effectively support a wide variety of
Laboratory programs.

Total Volatilization Method
for Mass Spectrometry
of Actinides

Highly accurate and precise
analysis of SNMs for both elemental
concentration and isotopic composi-
tion is essential for safeguards and
accountability, reliability of stock-pile
nuclear weapons, and reliability and
understanding of new weapons design
and systems safety.

Thermal ionization mass spec-
trometry is the standard method for
measuring isotope ratios of many
elements. Combining this with isotope
dilution mass spectrometry makes it
possible to determine elemental con-
centrations with great certainty. Work
in CLS-1 has resulted in a thermal
ionization mass spectrometry tech-
nique that provides a significant
increase in the precision of isotope
ratio measurements over those made
conventionally. The accuracy of these
measurements is limited to that of the
standard materials that are available
for calibration and certification of
the methods.

Conventional thermal ionization
techniques rely on the use of rigidly
controlled experimental conditions,
such as sample size, purity, chemical
form, heating pattern, and other
parameters, for reproducing fractiona- ;
tion behavior and biases caused by the •
evaporation process.1 Sample evapora-
tion is generally believed to follow the
Rayleigh distillation law so that the
lighter isotopes are preferentially
evaporated.2 Observed ratios, in
general, change throughout the analy-
sis, producing a fractionation curve.
Generally for high-precision work,
relatively large samples are loaded.

which facilitates the production of a
stable ion beam and reduces the rate of
fractionation. Under these conditions
often only a small percentage of the
total sample is evaporated. Unfortu-
nately, unless a known isotope ratio is
present in the sample, either inherent
or added, there is no way to know at a
given point in the analysis the corre-
sponding position on the fractionation
curve.3 The use of an internal normal-
izing ratio when available or an added
double-spike can improve reproduci-
bility dramatically.4-5 However, not all
elements are amenable to these tech-
niques, and the double-spike method
generally requires an additional
analysis of the unspiked material.

A direct outcome of Rayleigh dis-
tillation is that, if all atoms are evap-
orated and all or a fixed fraction of
them are collected, no bias is intro-
duced in the evaporation process.6

Although this outcome has been
known for many years, application to
single-collector measurements has
been difficult. Problems include the
necessity of obtaining a stable ion
beam, uncertainties in the amount of
sample evaporated but not measured
during the analysis, and the unknown
amount of material remaining on
the filament at the termination of
the analysis.

The availability of multicollector
instrumentation, however, eliminates
most of the problems in applying the
total evaporation method. Some
advantages are

• that a stable ion beam is no longer
required because all isotopes are
collected simultaneously and more
intense ion beams can be obtained as a
result, and

• that the duty cycle, the fraction of
time that the ion beams are actually
being collected, is nearly 100%.

Accordingly, techniques and
software were developed to exploit the
advantages of the muiticollector sys-
tem. Similar techniques were simulta-
neously developed by others.7

! Experimental
; Apparatus. A commercial mass

spectrometer (VG Isotopes, Winsford,
England, Model VG-354) equipped
with five Faraday collectors, four of
which are adjustable, and a Daly
detector ion-counting system was
employed in this work. Demountable
triple filament assemblies and fila-
ments of high-purity rhenium were
used. The instrument is equipped
with a 16-sample turret and is fully
automated, except for collector
positioning.

Reagents. Uranium and plutonium
isotopic standards U-500, U-900,
U-100, U-010, NBS-946. NBS-947,
NBS-948 (US National Bureau of
Standards) and CRM-128 (New
Brunswick Laboratory. US DOE)
were converted to the nitrate form and
diluted to nominal concentrations of
0.5 mg/ml (uranium) and 0.05 mg/ml
(plutonium) in 1M HNO,. The pluto-
nium standards, except for CRM-128,
were purified by ion exchange to
remove MIAm ingrowth. The IRM-199
standard (Central Bureau for Nuclear
Measurements, Geel, Belgium) was
obtained in solution form and diluted
to 0.5 mg U/ml in 1M HNO,.

Analysis Procedure
The standard instrument operating

software was modified to perform
analyses in the total evaporation/inte-
gration mode. These modifications
were made with the goals of (1) mini-
mizing sample evaporation during the
initial stages of peak location and
focusing, and (2) rapidly raising the
intensity level to as large a value as
practical after starting the integration.
Details of the procedure are as
follows: While holding the sample
filament current at zero, the ionizing
filament is brought to operating
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temperature by monitoring the 187Re
intensity. The element peaks are next
located, and the total beam intensity is
set to 10"14 A using the ion-counting
system. Use of the ion-counting
system at this stage, although not
essential, minimizes the consumption
of sample before initiation of the
integration. After the peaks have been
located and focusing has been com-
pleted, the Daly system is turned off,
Faraday amplifier zeros are measured,
and the integration/current ramp is
started. Before each 5-s integration
period, the sample filament current is
incremented in steps of 20 to 100 mA,
depending on the present beam inten-
sity. The maximum beam intensity is
controlled roughly between 7 x 10"
and 9 x 10" A by suspending the
current ramp when the intensity is
within these limits. Because all iso-
topes are collected simultaneously, a
stable ion beam is not required. The
integration/current ramp continues
until sample exhaustion (<10~13 A
intensity). At the end of the analysis, a
second set of amplifier zeros is meas-
ured and averaged with the first set.

Individual ratios are calculated and
printed for each 5-s integration period.
The final ratios, however, are based on
the summations of the individual
DVM readings (corrected for amplifier
zeros), which are proportional to the
integrated intensities.

Results and Discussion
A typical intensity profile and cur-

rent ramp for a plutonium sample is
shown in Fig. 18. Note that the inten-
sity rises rapidly and is maintained at a
high level, in this case 3 x 10 " A,
yielding a high signal-to-noise ratio,
and then drops rapidly upon exhaus-
tion of the sample. The jagged nature
of the profile in the midportion is due
to stepwise incrementing of the
filament current. The rapid drop in
intensity upon sample exhaustion is
important in reducing the effect of the
termination intensity level on the
integrated ratios. Integration times are
generally about 10 min but, of course,
depend on the quantity of sample
loaded. Overheadactivities, such as
barrel positioning, ionizing filament
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Fig. 18. A typical intensity profile and current ramp for a plutonium sample.

warm-up, focusing, and channel gain
calibration, bring the total analysis
time to about 30 min.

A fractionation plot for a uranium
(U-500) sample and a theoretical
curve, based on a simple fractionation
model, are shown in Fig. 19. Note the
rapid drop in the observed ratios early
in the analysis to a value very near the
true ratio and then the slow change up
to >95% sample consumption. The
difference between the theoretical and
observed curves is probably due to the
assumption of complete mixing of the
residual sample in the model. In the
total evaporation procedure, the
sample is volatilized very rapidly, and
hence mixing probably only occurs in
the top few monolayers of sample.
This view is reinforced by the behav-
ior at the end of the analysis (when
only a few monolayers are present)
where a rapid drop in the ratio is
observed, more in line with the model.

Figure 20, a plot of the results of a
strontium analysis, shows that even
extreme variations in the observed
fractionation behavior during the
analysis can be overcome by total
integration. In contrast to uranium or
plutonium, either of which usually
exhibits a single peak in the intensity
profile and a monotonically decreas-
ing ratio (if light/heavy ratios are
plotted), strontium exhibits two,
possibly three, distinct peaks as the
filament temperature is ramped, with
a corresponding variation in the
observed 86/88 ratio. This behavior is
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apparently due to the presence of
multiple chemical species that volatil-
ize at different temperatures. In spite
of the volatilization of different
species, however, the integrated ratio
is very near (<0.01%) the certified
value for this standard.

Results obtained on uranium and
plutonium standards that indicate
the very low biases observed with
the technique are shown in Table III.
These data were corrected only for
the amplifier gain, determined with a
built-in current source, and for the
relative collector efficiency discussed
later. The observed values are all
well within the uncertainty limits
of the standards, indicating that,
within these limits, "true" or unfrac-
tionated ratios are obtained. Of
particular interest are the results on
CRM-128 and IRM-199, which are
the only standards having uncertainty
limits <0.03%.

The high precision obtainable on
replicate plutonium and uranium
analyses is shown in Tables IV and V,
respectively. Run-to-run precision for
the major isotope ratios is typically
0.01% RSD. Although these data
represent short-term (< 1 week)
variations, measurements made over
periods of several months show only
slightly expanded (<0.02% RSD)
precision limits.

The precision of minor isotope
measurements is determined primarily
by the noise level and drift of the
amplifiers and by the maximum inten-
sity level that can be tolerated on the
major isotope. Observed values are
typically +2 to +3 ppm abundance for
integrated intensities in the 10 to
50 V-min (volt-minutes) range. Load-
ing larger samples would probably not
reduce these values significantly.
In the case of 238Pu, the contribution
caused by 238U from filament materials
or by the sample itself must be con-
sidered. Data on NBS-947 indicate a
contribution of about +10 ppm abund-
ance from these sources.

The amount of sample loaded was
10 to 20 ng plutonium and 100 to
200 ng uranium. With 10"-f2 input
resistors, these sample sizes yielded
integrated intensities of about
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Fig. 19. Observed and theoretical fractionation curves (U-500).
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Fig. 20. Intensity profile, fractionation curve, and current ramp for a strontium
sample.
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Table III. Observed Versus Certified Values for Uranium and Plutonium Standards

Standard

NBS-946
NBS-947
NBS-948
CRM-128
NBS-U500
NBS-U900
NBS-U100
NBS-U020
NBS-U010
IRM-199

Element

Plutonium
Plutonium
Plutonium
Plutonium
Uranium
Uranium
Uranium
Uranium
Uranium
Uranium

Ratio

240/239
240/239
240/239
242/239
235/238
235/238
235/238
235/238
235/238
233/238
235/238

Observed Value

0.144963
0.241278
0.086353
1.00096
0.99985

10.3785
0.113642
0.020812
0.010144
0.999924
1.000248

Deviation from
Certified Value

(%)

-0.019
+0.003
+0.049
+0.022
+0.015
+0.034
+0.037
+0.010
+0.040
-0.009

+0.010

Uncertainty of
Certified Value

(%)

±0.14
±0.14
±0.14
±0.026
±0.1
±0.1
±0.1
±0.1
±0.1
±0.03
±0.02

10 V-min for plutonium and 50 V-min
for uranium. The total analysis time
for samples of this size is typically
30 min. As indicated in Tables IV
and V, the total integrated intensity for
a sample of a given size may vary
considerably, particularly for uranium.
This effect may be due to the sensitiv-
ity of the uranium ionization to
oxygen pressure in the source region.

When using conventional tech-
niques in which only a portion of the
sample is evaporated, care must be
exercised to control the amount of
sample loaded because the fractiona-
tion behavior is affected. This control
can be difficult or impractical in real-
world situations where the precise
amount of sample may not be known.
Table VI shows the effects of a sample
size variation of a factor of 10 for
uranium using the total evaporation
procedure. Although there is a dis-
cernible effect (on the order of
0.02%), it is small compared to what
would be expected using conventional
techniques. In addition, the integrated
intensity becomes a valuable diagnos-
tic tool for rejection of analyses that
yield integrated intensities far outside
the norm. Conventional techniques
often provide little indication of prob-
lems based on the analysis data alone.

In general, the precision of repli-
cate plutonium analyses is somewhat

better than that of uranium. This dif-
ference is probably due to two factors:

• The volatilization of plutonium
from the filament is more nearly com-
plete. After analysis, several uranium
and plutonium sample filaments were
dissolved and analyzed by isotope
dilution to determine the residual
sample on the filament. Residual
plutonium was less than 1 % whereas
uranium averaged about 5%. The
larger uranium residual may be due to
diffusion of uranium into the filament
material at the somewhat higher
temperatures required for uranium
volatilization.

• The production rate of uranium
oxide ions may vary during the analy-
sis, altering the fraction of sample
molecules that are converted to U+

ions and collected. The production of
plutonium oxide ions appears to be
insignificant.

Another interesting difference in
the behavior of uranium and pluto-
nium is that uranium volatilizes quite
differently from filaments that have

been previously degassed. On fila-
ments that have not been degassed,
both elements exhibit a relatively
rapid drop in intensity as the sample is
exhausted, which is the desired
behavior. On degassed filaments,
however, uranium exhibits a long,
relatively low-intensity tail, which
may last many minutes even at fila-
ment currents of 4 A (1900°C). An
explanation of this behavior is not
readily apparent.

Collector Calibration
The standard VG Isotopes software

provides for determination of the
collector efficiency, which may be
defined as the ratio of the gains meas-
ured with the current source to those
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Table IV. Replicate Analyses of NBS-947 Plutonium Standard Demon-
strating the High Precision Obtainable, 10-20 ng Plutonium Loaded

Run V-Min

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mean
Std. Dev.
RSD (%)

10.6
13.2
10.3
6.2
9.7
9.4

14.5
12.5

Certified Value

238

0.2659
0.2667
0.2658
0.2662
0.2645
0.2655
0.2653
0.2650

0.2656
0.0007

±0.26
0.264

239

77.6597
77.6601
77.6616
77.6586
77.6590
77.6582
77.6617
77.6583

77.6597
0.0014

±0.0018
77.66

Wt%
240

18.8169
18.8159
18.8164
18.8164
18.8191
18.8172
18.8158
18.8194

18.8171
0.0014

±0.0074
18.816

241

2.0331
2.0331
2.0324
2.0349
2.0331
2.0343
2.0330
2.0330

2.0334
0.0008

±0.039
2.034

242

1.2244
1.2243
.2239

1.2240
.2243
.2248
.2242

1.2242

1.2242
0.0003

±0.025
1.226

Table V. Replicate Analyses of U-500 Uranium Standard,
100-200 ng Uranium Loaded

Run

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Mean
Std. Dev.
Certified

V-Min

32.5
80.1

142.5
75.0
13.4
65.9
32.3
58.0
37.6
14.3

55.4
38.6

Value

234/238

0.010413
0.010411
0.010426
0.010437
0.010414
0.010437
0.010428
0.010427
0.010424
OPJ0427

0.010424
0.000009
0.010422

Atom Ratios
235/238

0.999801
0.999743
0.999756
0.999622
0.999892
0.999850
0.999796
0.999733
0.999762
0.999773

0.999768
0.000068
0.9997

236/238

0.001528
0.001520
0.001520
0.001522
0.001532
0.001529
0.001516
0.001511
0.001531
0.001520

0.001523
0.000007
0.001519

Table VI. Effect of Sample Size on Observed 235/238 Ratio for NBS-U500
Standard. Certified value = 0.9997 {mean of two determinations at each level)

Uranium Loaded
(ng)

20
50

100
200

Integrated Intensity
(V-min)

10
17
45

103

Observed 235/238
Ratio

0.99982
0.99985
0.99975
0.99962
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Fig. 21. Variation of ratios observed (242/244 and239/240) on different pairs of
collectors. Collector calibration by peak switching (-MU). Error bars are 2 s mean
for three to five measurements. Collectors are designated as L2,L1, AX, HI, and H2.

measured with an actual ion beam, by
sequentially measuring an ion beam
such as I87Re or l33Cs on each of the
collectors. Because this is essentially a
peak-switching technique and is sub-
ject to beam instabilities, long data-
acquisition times are often required to
obtain adequate precision. In addition,
the standard procedure was not fully
automated. A fully automated proce-
dure was developed that allowed the
acquisition of large amounts of data in
a more convenient manner. The
collector efficiencies determined in
this manner, using a :MU ion beam,
varied from +0.006% to +0.01% with
respect to the axial collector and had a
precision of about 0.005%, based on
12 filament loadings.

To check the validity of the effi-
ciencies measured in this manner, we
made a series of measurements using
the total evaporation/integration
procedure and mixtures of 2WPu/24OPu
(1 ainu separation) and ^ P u / ^ P u
(2 amu separation). With the collectors
set for 1 amu separation, the 239/240
and 242/244 ratios were measured on
all possible pairs of collectors. Next,
the separation of the collectors was set
to 2 amu and the 242/244 ratio was
measured on the four possible collec-
tor pairings. If the efficiency factors

have been correctly determined,
identical results should be obtained for
a given sample regardless of the col-
lector pair used. The results of these
measurements are shown in Fig. 21
and indicate errors in the efficiency
factors well outside the precision of
the measurements.

Accordingly, a method was sought
for calibrating the collectors in the
simultaneous collection mode to
resolve this discrepancy. Because no
standards with ratios certified to the
accuracy levels required (<0.01%) are
available, a procedure was sought that
would be independent of the true
value of the ratio being measured.
An inspection of the possibilities of
using a I amu separation ratio such as
240/239 reveals a mathematically
unsolvable system because, for N
collectors, only N - 1 equations can be
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Fig. 22. Example of collector
calibration (LI I Ax) by repositioning of
L2 and H2 collectors.

\JZ LI Ax HI H2

Positkmi: UUUU U
233 235 238

L2 LI Ax HI H2

Position* LJ U U U U
233 235 238

written and the number of unknowns
is N (i.e., the relative gain of N - 1
collectors plus the unknown ratio).
Similarly, for other isotope mixtures,
the number of unknowns is always
one more than the number of inde-
pendent equations that can be written
for a fixed collector arrangement.

However, without any knowledge
of the actual isotope ratios or frac-
tionation during the analyses, calibra-
tion of adjustable collector systems is
possible by using a mixture of iso-
topes, such as2"U, 235U, and 238U, and
repositioning the collectors (Fig. 22).
For position 1, we have

F, = collector efficiency factor, LI,
and

a,= fractionation factor for second
analysis.

Combining Eqs. (1) and (3),

1-cxi

r3 l -a 2 i

1-ot,

or

(5)

Combining Eqs. (2) and (4),

F4
(1)

-oc 2 /
(6)

r2=_L R2(i .
F4

(2)

where

F,, F4

R,, R,

= observed ratios 233/238 and
235/238, respectively, cor-
rected for amplifier gains,

= collector efficiency factors L2
and H2,

= true ratios 233/238 and 235/
238 in sample, and

= fractionation factor for 1 amu
for this analysis.

For position 2,

F4

F4

where

r3, r4 = observed ratios,

(3)

(4)

Combining £qs. (5) and (6) and solv-
ing for F,, we have

r2 \r3/
(7)

For statistical analysis of multiple
runs at the two positions, the terms
can be regrouped as

Jtf5

because the expressions in brackets
represent normalization within an
analysis and should be constant from
run to run for a given collector
arrangement.

Similar rearrangements were
devised for determining the remaining
efficiency factors F l , F3, and F4.

A comparison of the efficiencies
determined in this manner with those
determined by peak switching a
single ion beam is shown in Fig. 23.
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Although the differences are not large
(0.003% to 0.01%), they are sufficient
to account for the variations observed
when measuring a given isotope ratio
on different pairs of collectors.
Figure 24 shows the effect of cor-
recting the data in Fig. 21 by the effi-
ciency factors determined by collector
repositioning. With the exception of
a single data point (40/39 on L2/LI),
each collector pair now yields the
same observed ratio within the
experimental uncertainty, which is a

necessary but not a sufficient condi-
tion to establish valid efficiency
factors. That is, this data alone cannot
be used to determine the efficiency
factors, but because the factors were
determined independently using a
uranium mixture, this plutonium data
reinforces the validity of the uranium
measurements.

Conclusions
The combination of multicollector

instrumentation and techniques that
permit total sample volatilization
provides significant improvement in
analytical precision and sample
throughput. The insensitivity of the
method to sample size and drying
procedures allows the relaxation of
controls that are normally applied to
achieve high precision and accuracy.
The method should be applicable to
many elements in addition tc those
studied so far, which include uranium,
plutonium, americium, europium, and
strontium. It appears that the method
is capable of producing near-absolute
measurements based on uranium and
plutonium standard data. Unfortu-
nately, an order-of-magnitude
improvement in reference material
uncertainties will be required to eval-
uate the method fully.

Summary
The development of the analytical

capabilities presented here represents
only a portion of the work being done
in CLS-1 to ensure that we are able to
support state-of-the-art research at
Los Alamos. Other examples of
ongoing research are

• Development of new instrument
concepts,

• Synthesis of new ligand systems,
• Application of robotic systems to

analytical chemistry, and
• Development of methodology that

will be used in the analysis of radio-
active mixed wastes.
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Achievements in
Neutral Particle Beam Sensing*
W. McCulla, R. Castain, G. Anderson, CLS-3;
T. Thompson, M. Gamble, MEE-12

Introduction
Los Alamos National Laboratory

continues to play an important role in
the country's Strategic Defense Initia-
tive. The Neutral Particle Beam (NPB)
program, a major component of that
effort, is aimed at discriminating be-
tween real nuclear weapon re-entry
vehicles, decoys, penetration aids, and
other false targets during the mid-
course portion of a ballistic trajectory.
A space-based accelerator (Fig. 1)
would illuminate each prospective
target with a high-intensity beam of
neutral hydrogen atoms, and the re-
sulting gamma and neutron radiation,

*This work was supported and funded by
the Department of Defense, U.S. Army
Strategic Defense Command under the
auspices of the Department of Energy.

as detected by remote satellites, could
be used for target identification.

A key element to the success of the
NPB Drogram is the development of a
system that will accurately sense the
direction, focus, and aberrations of the
beam as it leaves the accelerator.
Given the great distance between a
space-based accelerator and its target,
the precision required to meet pro-
grammatic objectives represents a
truly formidable challenge.

For the past several years, CLS-3
has studied the Wire and Fluorescent
Fiber Offset Grid (WAFFOG) tech-
nique for meeting this challenge. The
system determines the relative posi-
tion of a wire placed in the beam and
its shadow on a downstream fluor. As
shown in Fig. 2, the shadows cast by
an upstream grid of wires are detected

by a grid of fluorescent fibers. The
resulting optical signal is observed by
a set of linear array cameras. By fitting
a polynomial in x and y to the meas-
ured locations of the shadows relative
to their respective upstream wires,
beam parameters such as steering and
focus can be obtained.

The basic WAFFOG concept was
demonstrated during a set of experi-
ments conducted at the Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) in
October 1987. To determine the accu-
racy limits of the WAFFOG method,
we constructed a subscale version of
the system, which was fielded and
tested on the Argonne beam line
during FY89.

Subscale WAFFOG
We used computer simulation to

design the major components in the
subscale WAFFOG. The computer
program, based on experimental
results from October 1987, combines
the effects of beam intensity or
fluence as a function of position in the
beam, particle type and effect, fluor
efficiency, optics efficiency, detector
efficiency for the particular wave-

Fig. /. An NPB with proven beam parameters could be used for target discrimination during midcourse.
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length of the fluor emission, detector
noise, and associated electronics noise
to give a probable signal level (includ-
ing noise). The program then analyzes
the signals from all of the sensors to
achieve a final predicted accuracy for
determining steering, focus, and
aberration coefficients.

Based on the simulation results,
design and construction of a subscale
WAFFOG instrument were started in
March 1988. The subscale WAFFOG
device is shown in Fig. 3. The experi-
mental device consists of four major
subsystems:

1I) An upstream wire grid that
causes scattering of the beam particles
and creates shadows in the beam,

(2) An orthogonal downstream
fiber grid that fluoresces from the
energy loss of incident beam particles,

(3) High-resolution cameras or
linear array photon detectors that
resolve the shadow images, and

(4) A signal-processing system
that determines beam direction and
focus from the measured shadow
centroid positions on the fluorescent
fibers.

Mechanical
The subscale WAFFOG system is

basically a rigid, stable, highly instru-
mented structure whose function is to
hold two grids in a known relationship
to each other. The upstream grid
consists of a group of horizontal and
vertical wires stretched on a stable
frame. The function of the wires is to
scatter some of the incident particle
beam, creating "holes" or shadows in
the particle-beam-intensity profile.
The downstream grid consists primar-
ily of a group of ribbons that are
coated with a scintillator (fluor) layer.
The function of the scintillator is to
convert the particle-beam-intensity
profile into a light-intensity profile
that can be imaged onto a high-
resolution camera. The downstream
grid also has fiducial wires that cast
shadows at fixed points on the scintil-
lator ribbons, allowing the locations of
the wire shadows to be calculated with
respect to the grid coordinate system.

The wire and fluor grids form a
minimally intrusive system for sensing

Single shadow data
and fit to data Orthogonal

fluorescing gridLinear array
cameras

Lens

Particle
beam

Fig. 2. Wire and fluorescent fiber offset grid sensing technique.

the particle beam. The high-resolution
cameras allow precise measurement of
beam direction and focus. This
measurement function (beam sensing)
is the main mission of the WAFFOG
beam sensor. However, determining
aberrations of high order (>2) is not
possible because of the small number
of sensing points on the fluor grid. A
pop-up fluor screen, which is viewed
by a two-dimensional camera system,
provides the WAFFOG system with
the capability of beam characterization
(measurement of higher order aberra-
tions). For this function additional
wires are placed on the wire grid to
give a much larger number of shadows
over a much larger region of the beam
than the linear-array cameras can span.

The WAFFOG geometry differs
from more conventional techniques in

that fluorescent fibers are at right
angles to the shadowing wires. The
unique advantages of this geometry
are

• that relative angular alignment
between the shadow wire and the fluor
fiber is not critical,

• that absolute placement of the
fluorescent fiber is not critical, and

• that the sensing process is not
sensitive to minor beam twist and
aberrations.
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Composite
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Beam
direction
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platen
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downstream
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Vacuum
feedthrough

WAFFOG
kinematic
support Vacuum

vessel
support

Air mount

Fig. 3. Subscale WAFFOG beam-sensing instrument.

A major part of the WAFFOG
instrument is a cylinder formed from a
multilayered winding of AS-4
graphite. The winding of the graphite
cylinder was selected to produce a low
coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) in the longitudinal direction
and high loop strength, which mini-
mizes the fundamental vibration mode
of the structure. The ends of the
cylinder carry platens that are used to
hold the wire and fluorescent grid
structures and the interferometric
optics of the measurement and
stabilization system.

The upstream end of WAFFOG
consists of four platens interconnected
so that the platen carrying the shadow
grid assembly can be moved in x and
y directions orthogonal to the beam
and can be rotated about z. Both
coarse and fine movements of the
upstream grid are possible. The coarse

movement in both the x and y direc-
tions is accomplished with high-
precision linear drive stages that give
a total of 0.2-in. movement. The fine
motion is attained with piezoelectric
transducers (PZTs).

The downstream platen is fabri-
cated from an ultrahigh modulus
(UHM) graphite cloth on a Kevlar
honeycomb to give an extremely low
CTE along the axes orthogonal to the
beam direction. This platen carries the
fluorescent grid and forms the

reference and mounting platform for
the measurement and stabilization
systems. The downstream platen
material, UHM graphite, is stronger
and has a CTE that is 10 times lower
than that of the graphite used for the
upstream platens.
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An environmental chamber
surrounding the device h-s a tempera-
ture control of ±0.1 °F to meet the
stability requirements. Temperature
stability is necessary for two reasons:

• The laser system is not tempera-
ture compensated, and

• The thermal expansion of the
downstream platen must be limited.

In addition to temperature control,
the relative humidity is controlled to
±2% of a set point at 40% to limit
expansion and contraction of the
graphite composite caused by changes
in moisture content.

The measurement and stabilization
systems consist of a laser light-beam
truss made of seven separate interfer-
ometer scene beams. The combination
of length changes in all seven beams
accurately defines all possible relative
movements between the upstream
grid-carrying platen and the down-
stream reference platen in the x and y
directions, and rotation about the z
axis is a subset of these movements.
This information is used either to
correct for the change in the wire grid
positions relative to the calibration
positions stored in the computer or to
provide feedback to PZTs for restoring
the grid to the reference position.

Optical System Design
The subscale WAFFOG is a highly

integrated system of fluors, optics, and
cameras. The pixel spacing of the
sensor and the optical magnification
determine the spatial resolution in the
fluor plane. Foi a given lens aperture,
the magnification determines the
intensity of illumination of the sensor
for a particular fluor brightness. The
fluor must supply the necessary
brightness without causing excessive
loss of spatial resolution. The consid-
erations that led to the selection of
each of the components are summa-
rized below.

Scintillatar. Several candidate rare-
earth doped, polycrystalline fluor
materials were evaluated. These
materials were chosen because of their
high scintillation efficiency, stability
at high temperatures, resistance to
radiation damage, and ability to match
spectral output to the spectral response
of the sensor. Experience with both
electron and proton irradiation has
shown similar response for all fluors
tested; thus, tests of basic fluor prop-
erties were performed with electron
beams because they are much simpler
to operate. The fluor chosen for the
subscale WAFFOG tests was
Gd2O2S:Tb.

Terbium-doped gadolinium oxy-
sulfide combines good efficiency with
the ability to form uniform coatings.
In this material, an incoming 50 MeV
proton is estimated to lose energy at a
rate of about 70 MeV/cm. Of this
energy, a maximum of 10% is con-
verted to light, predominantly at
545-nm wavelength. Taking into
account the beam current density and
pulse width, we estimate that a typical
beam pulse at the ANL NPB test stand
results in the emission of 1.93 x 1012

photons per square centimeter of
scintillator surface.

Optics. The focal length of the
imaging lens was constrained by the
size of the beam line because the
lenses were to be placed outside the

vacuum system. The aperture of the
lens system was limited by cost and
depth-of-field considerations. We
elected to use a commercially avail-
able enlarging lens (150 mm f/5.6, el-
Nikkor, made by Nikon, Inc.).

Cameras. Based on typical per-
formance of CCD sensors, we
estimated that we needed to collect
about 105 photons/pixel to obtain a
good signal-to-noise ratio, which
implies a required pixel area of about
10"4 cm2. For spatial resolution of the
wire shadows, however, the pixels
must be narrow in the direction of the
shadow profile, necessitating a pixel
with very high aspect ratio. A com-
plete camera system, including
triggering, clocking, and analog
amplification circuits was designed
around this sensor. In addition,
because the sensor is "on" for the
entire time (about 1 s) between
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Camera 3

Camera 2
Field covered
by camera 1

2.0"

Camera 4
Beam

center line

Camera 5 Camera 6

'Scintillator
ribbons

Camera 8

Camera 7

Fig. 4. Scintillator grid showing regions viewed by linear array cameras. Fid-
ucial wires not shown.

successive beam pulses, we found it
necessary to cool the sensor (with a
Peltier effect cooler) to reduce the
noise associated with dark current.

Scintillator Grid
Because the subscale WAFFOG

beam sensor was intended to be a
"proof-of-principle" system, a rela-
tively small number of sampling
points was deemed sufficient. We
used eight cameras (four each horizon-
tal and vertical) placed symmetrically
about the center of the beam line. This
number of cameras is sufficient to
measure all aberrations up to the first
order (namely steering, focus, and
cross focus) in each dimension,
assuming that aberrations of an order
higher than 1 are negligible or are at
least known. To obtain an optimum
combination of accuracy, beam inten-
sity, and steering range, we sampled
the beam at points near the 1 -a radius
of the beam intensity profile (for an

unsteered beam). Therefore for this
experiment, we placed the scintillator
ribbons on a grid that forms a
10.16-cm square centered on the beam
line axis and aimed the optical
systems at segments of the ribbons
just inside the intersection, as shown
in Fig. 4. Thus, camera 1 focuses on a
horizontal segment whose center is
3.81 cm to the right and 5.08 cm
above the beam-line axis. The cameras
and lenses must be outside the beam
line, which means the optical axes are
tilted with respect to the beam direc-
tion. A 60° angle was chosen for the
subscale WAFFOG system, and the
scintillator ribbons were also tilted at

To lens and cameras
(camera 1 in foregound
camera 2 in background)

axis

Scintillator
ribbon
(width not

^ to scale)

Beam center line

To lens and cameras
(camera 6 in foreground
camera 5 in background)

Fig. 5. Side view offluor grid show-
ing tilt of scintillator ribbon for
horizontal cameras (1,2,5, and 6).

60° with respect to the beam line. The
tilt of the ribbons and optical axes for

a pair of horizontal cameras is shown
in Fig. 5.

Ideally, a horizontal camera would
have its optical axis tilted only in the
vertical plane and vice versa for a
vertical camera. In this case the object
plane (ribbon) would be normal to the
optical axis, and the entire field would
be in sharp focus. Because of system
constraints, however, it was necessary
to introduce a 16.5° tilt angle in the
"wrong" plane so that adjacent
cameras (1 and 2, for instance) would
have adequate clearance, as illustrated
in Fig. 6. Consequently if the sensor is
normal to the optical axis, the ribbon
is only in sharp focus at one point
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Scintillator ribbon
(object plane)

Field of
camera 2

Beam
center line Field of

camera 1

Top
scintillator

ribbon

A

To lens and
camera 2

To lens and
camera 1

Fig. 6. Top view showing 16.5° angle between optical axes and beam line, needed
for camera clearance.

(preferably on axis). Although the
CCD sensor is 26.6 mm long, the
defocus at the edges of this large field
is unacceptable. A depth-of-field
calculation showed that the field over
which the focus is acceptably sharp is
no greater than 18 mm. We therefore
limited the field in the subscale
WAFFOG sensor by placing the
fiducial wires 15.88 mm apart. The
tilted object plane also results in a
slight (1.5% max) variation of magni-
fication across the usable field of
view; this effect is compensated for
in software.

A better solution to the problem
resulting from a tilted object plane
might be to tilt the sensor to corre-
spond to the image plane (Fig. 7).
Initial alignment, focus, and calibra-
tion of the system would be more
difficult, but using the entire length of
the CCD array would be beneficial.
This approach will probably be
employed in future versions of the
WAFFOG beam sensor.

The .scintillator grid must be
mounted on a stable structure so that
the fiducial wire positions are accurate
and can be held constant. This stability
is important because the shadows of
the fiducial wires are used to locate
the wire grid shadows in the beam-line
coordinate system. To achieve the
required mechanical stability, we
made the grid support structure from a
hoop of graphite/epoxy composite that
was circumferentially wound. The
structure is very stiff and has a near-
zero coefficient of thermal expansion
in the radial direction. Accurately
positioned holes in the support struc-
ture are used to hold metal pins, which
act as guides for the scintillator

(Image
plane)

Plane of
sensor

Fig. 7. The subscale WAFFOG sensor
was positioned normal to the optical
axis, resulting in some defocus at the
edges of the field because scintillator
plane is not normal to optical axis.

ribbons and fiducial wires. The
ribbons and wires are tensioned by
modified "banjo tuners." The tungsten
fiducial wires are tensioned so that
their fundamental vibrational fre-
quency corresponds to "middle-C"
(262 Hz), a frequency well above any
of the mechanical modes of the
WAFFOG superstructure. The
completed scintillator grid is shown
in Fig. 8.

Wire Grid
Like the scintillator grid, the wire

grid must be mechanically rigid and
stable. The support structure and the
method of holding and tensioning the
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/• n,'. .S' 1 he fliti/re.uenl fiber grid with fiducial wires.

u ires are determined hy both the beam
disergence and the "point spread"
(blurring) caused by the scintillator
and optical system.

.V mentioned earlier, statistical
precision is improved if several wires
aie used to cast shadows on each seg-
ment of scintillator ribbon. We used
[hive wires per camera and placed
them on d.:Wvem centers symmetri-
cally about the center of the field of
\ ie\\. Thus, lor an unsteered beam
lone that is on the beam-line axis),
the three shallow wires and two fidu-
cial wires form five equally spaced
shadows on the scintillator grid, and
11 the beam is steered so thai the wire
shadows move by 0.3% um. one of
the wire shadows wi l l overlap a
liducial wire shadow ami then neither
shallow can be found precisely. The
maximum steering range in angle
measure is 1.6 mrad. or about
0.1 degree.

The completed subscale WAFFOG
wire grid is shown in Fig. 9. The
closely spaced groups of three wires

are the ones that cast shadows sensed
by the linear array cameras. In addi-
tion, several of the other wires on the
grid are used with the two-dimension-
al camera in beam characterization.

Data Reduction
Because the goal of the suhscale

WAFFOG experiments was to deter-
mine steering accuracy and focus and
aberration precision, we developed a
set of analysis algorithms for both the
linear array and the area array camera
systems. Hach of these programs
required first that the shadows be
accurately located and then that the
measured location be expressed in
terms of the beam-line coordinate
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increasing signal-to-noise ratios tor
filter widths within thai range.

Area Array Data Reduction
The area array camera system was

included in the subseale WAFFOG
design to provide a crosscheck for the
linear array camera system and to
demonstrate the ability of wire shadow
measurements to determine beam
aberrations. To accomplish this, we
placed a lluor screen in the vacuum
system and coupled it to a stepping
motor, which allowed the operator to
insert or retract the screen depending
on whether area or linear array
cameras were being used.

A typical data set taken with the
Videk area array camera is shown in
Fig. I 1. Shadows from the full wire
grid, along with the fluor reference
mark, are visible. The reference mark
is essential for determination of beam
aberration coefficients because it
allows the measured shadow positions
to be referenced to the beam-line axis.

Analysis of the image was
attempted in two ways, hirst, the
location of each wire shadow in each
column or row was used as an indi-
\ iclual sampling point. This method
provides a large data set for the least-
squares lit but raises questions about
whether the results can be associated
with a single point within the beam or
w ith a range along the wire. To under-
stand this problem, consider the
situation shown in Fig. 12. Because
the wire only samples along one axis,
finding the origin of a particle striking
a particular region is not possible.

In a study to determine the magni-
tude of this effect, we found that
(I) the rotation of the x-y plane of
the wire shadows matched the rotation
measured for the wire grid. (2) the
shadows were linear across the field
of view, and (3) the intersections
between any two wires could be
interpolated linearly and matched the
intersection of the original grid.

A second method for obtaining
aberration coefficients from two-
dimensional wire arrays was
developed as a crosscheck. In this
technique only the intersections of
shadows were used as sampling

/•7(,'. / / . Shadow pattern viewed by wide-an^le camera.

points. We compared these two meth-
ods by analyzing both the October
1987 and May 1989 data, and the
results agreed well within uncertainty.

Therefore for reasonably condi-
tioned beams, the shadow at any given
point apparently receives contributions
only from a small corresponding
region on the wire. This region is
small enough to be considered a point
for the purposes of this experiment.

Given the different computational
speeds of the two techniques, we
decided to use shadow intersections
for the subscale WAFFOG analysis.
The operator identified the center
mark of the fiuor and the center plus
one corner of the wire shadow grid.
With this information and the meas-
ured wire grid spacing, the computer

ix. l~- Shadow cast b\ .simile wire.
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(xw, yw)
Beam-line center

+N

Fig. 13. The aberration analysis coordinate systems.

makes an initial guess as to the
shadow intersection coordinates and
displays the results. The operator
repeats this step as necessary until the
assigned intersections closely approxi-
mate the actual locations.

When a satisfactory initial guess of
coordinates is found, the program is
instructed to find the exact location of
the shadow intersection. We tried two
methods of fitting the area. In the first
method, the region centered about the
initial guess was fit to the convolution
of two shadows using a nonlinear
least-squares technique. The software
made a grid search to locate the
centroid of the convoluted waveform.

In the second technique, the local
projections were computed along both
axes of the region centered about the
original guess. Each projection was
then passed through the Graves
algorithm, and the coordinates were
determined. A comparison of the two
methods showed agreement well
within uncertainty. The latter method
was selected for subscale WAFFOG
data reduction because computation
was much faster.

After the intersections have been
found, the coordinates are used to
determine the aberration coefficients
of the beam. This determination is
made by least-squares fitting the
shadow locations to a Taylor series
expansion about the magnetic axis of
the beam. The calculation of x',y' is
shown in Fig. 13. The measured
location of the shadow is found by its

(initial position) + (steering coef-
ficient)(distance between the wire and
shadow grids) + (focus coefficient) x
(distance between the wire and beam-
line center and the distance between
grids). This yields the following
equations:

a x00 L + axl0L Xwb

where

and (xw,yw) are the coordinates of the
wire intersection relative to the center
wire of the grid, (xw0,yw0) are the
coordinates of the center wire intersec-
tion relative to the beam line, (xro,yro)
are the beam-line coordinates of the
fluor reference mark, (xs,ys) are the
coordinates of the shadow intersection
relative to the fluor reference, and
(xsb,ysl)) are the coordinates of the
shadow intersection relative to the
beam line.

Identification of the coefficients in
the polynomial expansion with
specific physical parameters such as
beam steering and focus requires that
the wire and shadow coordinates be
specified relative to the magnetic axis
of the beam. Thus, the use of beam-
line center coordinates, as shown
above, is only correct for the case
where the beam is unsteered. For
small steering angles, the offset
between these two coordinate systems
is relatively small. However, for the
wide steering angles anticipated in an
actual weapon system, the difference
between the magnetic axis and the
beam-line center must be offset.
Methods for determining the offset are
being studied.

Linear Array Data Reduction
The performance of the linear array

cameras on the subscale WAFFOG
was of primary importance. Unfortu-
nately, mechanical limitations allowed
only eight cameras to be placed on the
device, each carrying only a single
linear array. The regions viewed by
these cameras, shown in Fig. 4,
provided only four data points along
each of the two axes. In addition, if
the cross-focus terms in the x',y' ex-
pansions are small, two of these points
are degenerate. Thus, only the deter-
mination of steering and focus coeffi-
cients was possible with this system.

Because the cameras were not
stabilized relative to the fluorescent
grid, fiducials were used to locate the
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field of view relative to the beam line.
In the case of the subscale WAFFOG,
both the fiducial shadow and wire are
visible in the spectrum, although the
wire is clearly out of focus.

For data analysis we used the
Graves algorithm to locate the fidu-
cials and shadows. Because the
fiducial position relative to the center
of the fluor grid had been precisely
measured before installation and the
center of the grid relative to the beam-
line center had been measured by
survey, the location of each shadow
can be expressed in beam-line
coordinates. Then, using the same
procedure described above, the data is
least-squares fitted to a first degree
polynomial.

This technique naturally suffers
from the previously described problem
involving displacement between
magnetic and beam-line axes. How-
ever, because both linear and area
cameras should be similarly affected,
comparison of the two systems should
provide a test of internal consistency.

Experiments
In designing a set of experiments to

test the capabilities of the subscale
WAFFOG, a distinction had to be
made between measurements of the
absolute accuracy of the system and
its precision. For the sake of these

experiments, the precision of the
system was defined as the standard
deviation of a set of measurements
taken with all accelerator controls held
constant. Absolute accuracy, on the
other hand, was defined as the error in
the mean of a set of measurements as
compared to the actual value. Both of
these parameters are important in de-
termining overall system capabilities.

Because no scoring system for
beam sensing has been developed,
determination of absolute accuracy of
the WAFFOG system as a function of
various magnet conditions could not
be accomplished. Instead, an experi-
ment was devised which simulated the
effect of adjusting the steering
magnets but provided an absolute
standard. In this experiment the step-
ping motors and PZTs attached to the
upstream wire grid platen were used to
move the platen by specified amounts.
The movement could be precisely
determined through the system of
interferometers originally included to

monitor mechanical vibrations. The
corresponding shadow motion was
then measured using the linear array
cameras, and the two measurements
were compared.

Unfortunately, no similar method
for determining focus accuracy could
be devised. Instead, performance was
characterized by comparing the focus
coefficients measured by the linear
array cameras with those measured by
the area cameras. Because these two
systems could not operate simultane-
ously, only the averages of several
beam pulses could be compared.
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Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Imaging
W. Earl, CLS-1

Introduction
In recent years, nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) imaging has
become one of the more important
tools in medical diagnosis, although
NMR imaging was first demonstrated
only in 1973' and the cost of a medical
NMR imager is over $2 million. The
reasons for the medical popularity of
NMR imaging are its noninvasive
nature and the amount of useful
information that can be obtained.
However, this popularity does not
extend to other fields, even though
NMR spectroscopy has been the
analytical tool of choice for many
types of chemistry. We are investi-
gating application of NMR imaging
(and other NMR techniques) to the
fields of materials science and
materials chemistry.2

In ceramics processing, two
important methods, powder processing
and sol-gel processing, produce a final
product. The advantages of sol-gel
processing include control of chemical
structures on a molecular level, a high
degree of purity and homogeneity,
control of ultrastructure, and very low
sintering and processing temperatures.
However, this technique has not
become important in producing
monolithic objects commercially,
because it is difficult to control
cracking during drying. Cracking
results from a relatively weak ceramic
structure and severe forces generated
by surface tension in the pores of the
material during drying.

We have applied NMR imaging
techniques to drying silica gels
produced with standard sol-gel
methods. Our first study indicates that
the drying process does not proceed in
an intuitive fashion. In the following
sections, we describe the fundamentals
of NMR imaging, the metal-alcoholate

formation of silica sol-ge!s and the
resulting structures, and our NMR
imaging results applied to a simple
silica gel.

Sol-Gel Chemistry
and Processing

Sol-gel techniques have been
applied primarily to the preparation of
oxide ceramics and are most easily
explained in that context. The
fundamental chemistry involves
producing a solution (sol) of mono-
mers and oligomers of some metal
oxide, e.g., [Si(OH)2O]x, which are
allowed to further polymerize, cross-
link, and form a gel. The gel then
ages, undergoing further chemical
change, and finally dries to produce an
oxide ceramic that C?JI then be
sintered to form the final product. We
used the silica system because it is one
of the simplest and most studied.

Sols can be produced through
dissolution of silica (SiO2) in complex

Et

(n+2)

O

I
Et — O — Si — O — Et

Et

alkali solutions or through polymeri-
zation and decomposition of organo-
silicon compounds. The latter
synthetic method is better for research
applications because of the ease of
controlling the detailed chemistry and
because of the variety of microstruc-
tures available. The most common
such synthesis uses tetraethylorthosili-
cate (TEOS), catalytically polymer-
ized by acid or base. The first step in
the synthesis is given in Fig. 1. By
controlling the amount of water in the
process, small oligomers can be
formed in a relatively stable solution
in ethanol. Later this solution can be
mixed with an acidic or basic solution
of H2O in ethanol, causing further
polymerization and cross linking of
the oligomers into a large, cross-
linked polymer. The polymer will
solidify and form the gel as depicted
in Fig. 2. Approximately 65% of the
TEOS is contained in the cross-linked
polymer and the rest in small oligom-
ers and monomers in the interstitial
solution. Note that this figure is a
two-dimensional visualization of a
three-dimensional structure. Each
silicon atom'is tetravalent, so it may
have zero to four O-Si units bonded to
it. Even if a given valency is not
bound to another silicon, it may still
be bound to an ethoxy group, O-Et, or
hydroxyl group, OH. The number of

(n+1)(H2O)

Et

O
I

Et

Et
I
O
I

Et — O — S i — O - -Si — O - -Si — O — E t

Et

(2n+2) EtOH

Et
I

O
I

o
I

Et

Fig. 1. Acid-catalyzed synthesis ofoligomers ofTEOS in solution.
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cross-links, the length of each chain of
Si-O units, and the consequent size of
the pores are functions of the concen-
tration of the solutions, the choice of
catalyst, and other chemical para-
meters. Acid-catalyzed gels
have smaller pores and a more
nearly monodisperse pore-size
distribution than base-cata-
lyzed gels.

After the gel is formed,
aging begins during which a
variety of chemical processes
take place including continued
cross-linking and reaction of oli-
gomers, hydrolysis of O-Et
groups, and dissolution and repre-
cipitation of silica. These processes
result in ultrastructural changes in the
product that affect the pore sizes,
pore-size distribution, and final
strength of the ceramic body. With
increased aging time, the structure
shrinks and becomes more cross-
linked and stronger.

Finally, the sample must be dried
before sintering. This step can be
divided into two stages. In the first,
the silica structure shrinks and solvent
evaporation keeps the pores filled, a
result of the forces caused by surface
tension of the solvent in the pores. In
the second, the framework becomes
too rigid to shrink further and the
pores begin to empty of solvent.
Menisci form in the pores and the
surface tension results in extremely
large forcer in the framework. These
forces frequently cause cracking and
breaking. One way to eliminate this
problem is by supercritically drying
the sample, either above the critical
point of the solvent or by supercritical
extraction w'th another solvent such as
CO,. The resulting gel is called an
aerogel and is usually very porous
because the framework has not been
allowed to shrink. The other way to
minimize cracking is to dry the sample
very slowly, which results in a
xerogel. Note that, during drying, the
chemical aging processes continue.
The final density, porosity, pore
distribution, and strength depend on
the conditions of original synthesis,
aging, and drying.

Fig. 2. The cross-linked polymer ofTEOS
at the gel point. Approximately 65% of the
TEOS is contained in the cross-linked
polymer, the rest in small oligomers and
monomers in the interstitial solution.

The disadvantages of sol-gel
processes are the cost for large-scale
preparation of ceramics and the
difficulty of producing monolithic
bodies without cracking. Until
recently only oxide ceramics had been
produced, but the situation is changing
with significant chemical effort going
into more complex "high-tech" sol-
gels.3 In the work described below,
we studied some of the changes that
take place during the drying process.
The goal of this work is to understand
drying so as to eliminate cracking
without resorting to supercritical
drying or the very long processing
times presently needed.

In the following work, we used a
two-step, base-catalyzed process to
prepare the silica sol-gels. The first
step was the preparation of a stock
TEOS oligomer solution by refluxing
a mixture of TEOS, ethanol, water,
and HC1 in molar ratios of
1:3:1:0.0007 at 333 K for 1.5 h. In the
second step, 0.05 M NH4OH (in
water) was added to the stock solution

in a 1:10 volume ratio. The result-
ing sol was cast in 4.2-mm-i.d.

NMR tubes that were then
capped to prevent solvent

evaporation. Gelation
occurred in about 2 h, and
the gels were aged for 22 h

after gelation and before
imaging. Gels prepared in this

fashion are referred to as B2
gels. We prepared two samples,

one for imaging and another for
measuring the average pore structure
by low-field NMR relaxation times.

Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Imaging

Nuclear magnetic resonance is a
fairly well-established spectroscopic
technique, which exploits the fact that
many nuclides have nuclear spin and
thus behave like tiny bar magnets.
When placed in a magnetic field, the
nuclei can absorb energy in the rf
range with the energy directly propor-
tional to the applied field according to
the Larmor equation:

where x> is the angular frequency of
the radiation absorbed, y is the gyro-
magnetic ratio (an intrinsic property of
the nucleus considered), and Bo is the
applied magnetic field. In the discus-
sion below, we consider only protons
as the nuclei of interest because the
proton ('H) is 100% naturally abun-
dant, has the greatest NMR sensitivity
per nucleus of all of the nonradioac-
tive nuclides, and is present at high
concentration in water and in most of
the solvents of interest.

In 1973 Lauterbur1 published the
first paper on NMR imaging which
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Fig. 3. The "spectrum" obtained from a
series of five tubes of water aligned
along the applied magnetic field with a
gradient, G, along the field direction.

Sample
(phantom)

Reconstruction
(image)

Projections

Fig. 4. A representation of the BPR
process. First a series of projections of
the sample is obtained and then those
projections are back-projected into
the image.

recognized that, if a macroscopic
sample were placed in a magnetic
field gradient, the resonance frequen-
cies of the different nuclei in the
sample would be spatially labelled by
their positions in the gradient. Those
nuclei at the low-field end of the
gradient would have a lower reso-
nance than those at high field. He
exploited this phenomenon to obtain a
spatially resolved map of the protons
in a sample. Figure 3 shows the NMR
"spectrum" obtained from five cylin-
drical tubes lined up along the z axis
of a magnet (by convention z is the
direction of the applied magnetic
field) with a gradient along z. First we
realize that this result is a one-
dimensional projection of proton
density and not an image. Changing
the angle of the magnetic field grad-
ient will generate a series of projec-
tions as a function of angle, as is
shown in Fig. 4 for a pair of tubes.
The series of projections can be
collected in a computer and recon-
structed into an image. This technique
is known as back projection recon-
struction (BPR) and is totally analo-
gous to the technique used in
x-radiography to generate CAT
(computer assisted tomography) scans.
The gradients can be applied in three
dimensions, and a three-dimensional
image can be constructed. Ernst et al.
realized the similarity between
projection generation and the two-
dimensional NMR techniques and
demonstrated the advantages of
simply changing the field gradient by
90 degrees. He called the method
two-dimensional zeugmatography.4 A
relatively straightforward modification
of their method, known as spin-warp
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imaging, has become the standard for
medical NMR imaging.5

The use of NMR imaging in mater-
ials science is likely to be different
than in medical diagnostics. We first
note that the cost of an NMR image is
$500-$ 1000, which precludes the use
of NMR imaging as a routine method
of detecting flaws in production parts,
except where the cost of the part and
the potential cost of a flaw warrants
the expense. NMR suffers from poor
intrinsic sensitivity when compared
with most other spectroscopic tech-
niques, which means that it is only
practical to image the most sensitive
of the magnetically active nuclides, 'H
and I9F, for most applications. In
many materials, imaging silicon,
aluminum, or oxygen would be of
great interest, but the sensitivity is too
low. NMR imaging relies on labeling
different regions of the sample with a
magnetic field gradient. If the
intrinsic width of the NMR resonance
is large, then a very large field
gradient must be applied to obtain
spatial resolution. Most liquids have
line widths of 1 to 2 mG, and the
human body is very iiquidlike, so field
gradients of 2 G/cm are sufficient for
medical use. However, in a real solid
the intrinsic NMR line widths are
likely to be 2 to 3 G, so very large
gradients are needed. In samples such
as the gels studied in this work, line
widths may be tens of milligauss, so
gradients of 20 to 100 G/cm are
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Fig. 5. The pulse sequence used to
acquire spin echoes, which are
Fourier transformed into the projec-
tions for reconstruction.

desirable. A high degree of spatial
resolution is always desirable, but in
routine medical applications, the
requirement is not as severe as in
material science. Many factors affect
the ultimate spatial resolution, not the
least of which are available computer
facilities. In other words, it is possible
to image a 1-mm sample with 10 (Am
of resolution because of the 10 000
pixels in the image. A 1 -m sample,
imaged at the same resolution, would
require 10'° pixels. With 16 bits per
pixel, there would be 20 000 mega-
bytes of information per image, which
would tax the most modern computer
facilities. In medicine rapid imaging
is required because of the difficulty
for a patient to be perfectly still for
longer than 10 to 15 min. On the
other hand, many material samples
can be imaged fcr hours or days
without sacrificing information. The
nature of clinical work requires that
the hardware be simple to use,
whereas in materials research, we
might be willing to spend more time
and effort to set up and calibrate a
single experiment. The normal
diagnostic use of NMR imaging is to
locate organs or defects in a human
body without quantifying the image.
In materials science we would like a
spatial image of exact proton density
or even NMR relaxation times.

In other words, NMR imaging has
proved difficult to apply in materials
science, but it can be very useful in
some applications. We believe the
interesting applications of NMR
imaging in materials science involve
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Fig. 6. The pore-size distribution of the silica gel as a function of age from gelation.

'Hare Research, Inc., 14810 216th Avenue,
N.E., Woodinville, Washington 98702.

research studies of small samples
(1 to 50 mm) where the substance
being imaged is somewhat mobile and
where resolution of 10 to 50 um
is sufficient.

To accomplish these goals, we have
chosen to use BPR because of the
technical problems inherent in using
large magnetic field gradients and
because quantitative data is easier to
obtain. The experimental apparatus is
similar to that described by Listeruci
et al.6 We are using a modified Bruker
CXP-200 spectrometer with a nominal
Larmor frequency for protons of
200 MHz and a single magnetic field
gradient of 25 G/cm along the z direc-
tion. The sample is rotated betv/een
acquisition of projections with a
stepping motor. In the data presented,
we obtain a projection every 0.96
degrees or 188 projections in 180
degrees for the image. The NMR data
are obtained as spin-echoes, which are
transferred to a micro VAX computer.
The echoes are Fourier transformed
and processed, using a modified
version of the FTNMR* program, to

give the projections. The projections
are then reconstructed into the images.
The pulse sequence used for data
acquisition is given in Fig. 5.

The images are two-dimensional
with the intensity integrated along the
axis of rotation of the sample, in this
case along the axis of the cylindrical
samples (similar to the images shown
in Fig. 4). These images can be
displayed as gray scales (like x-ray
photographs), as stack plots, or as
contour plots. Most of the data below
will be displayed as contour plots or as
sections through die contour plots.

Results and Discussion
Low-field NMR T, measurements

of liquids in pores can be used to
determine pore sizes and pore-size
distributions. This measurement
technology has been used by Smith
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(a) 1b)-

Fig. 7. (a) The proton density of the silica gel taken 22 h after gelation, (b) The
radial cross section through the contour plot, taken parallel to the abscissa.

et al.7 for several years. Such meas-
urements were applied to one of the
two parallel gels prepared for this
work. As the gel ages and dries, the
bulk pore structure changes, reflecting
the gel shrinkage. Figure 6 shows the
pore-size distribution at different
times; clearly, the average pore size is
getting smaller and the distribution of
pore sizes is narrowing. This phe-
nomenon has been discussed in detail
in the literature.8

Figure 7 contains two views of the
NMR image of the B2 gel taken 22 h
after gelation. On the left is a contour
plot of the proton density as a function
of position. Each contour represents
an increasing amount of solvent
(mixed ethanol and water). On the
right is the cross section through this
image taken on the diameter parallel
to the x axis. The heights of the con-
tour lines from the left image are

shown on the cross section. The in-
crease in intensity at the outer edge of
the gel is small but real. At present,
we do not have a good explanation for
this effect, but it may reflect increased
porosity resulting from differences
in polymerization during gelation.
The differences may be caused either
by thermal effects from being close to
the wall or by effects from the glass
tube in which the sample was pre-
pared. The contours represent the
total number of protons at a given
position across the cylinder, projected
down the cylindrical axis. We note
that the standard medical visualization
of an NMR image, a gray scale, does
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Four contour plots through the silica gel taken as a function of time from gelation.

not show any characteristics of interest
because the density of protons goes
from zero outside the cylinder to a
near constant value inside the cylinder
with very low contrast across the top
of the image.

Figure 8 shows the same contour
plot as Fig. 7, along with three more
contour plots taken at 46,73, and
159 h after gelation. The shrinkage as
a function of drying time is clear from
these images, but these data could be
obtained more easily and economi-
cally with optical measurements.
Figures 8b and 8c show some image
intensity outside the sample cylinder.
This intensity is caused by small
flakes of gel that contain solvent

breaking from the outside edges of the
main sample, thus contributing to the
image. The gel imaged in Fig. 8d
contains only about 2% of the solvent
as that imaged in Fig. 8a (determined
from gravimetric measurements), so
the signal-to-noise ratio is quite poor.

The utility of NMR imaging arises
because it shows the spatial distribu-
tion of the solvent in the sample and
not simply the outside dimensions of
the gel. This advantage becomes
obvious in Fig. 9, which presents a

clearer view of the drying process.
This figure contains cross sections
through eight images taken on the
same sample as a function of time
from gelation. The outstanding
feature shown in this figure is that
there is no vapor-solvent front
penetrating the sample. The sample
shrinks as expected; the solvent
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Solvent
gradient

Fig. 9. Radial cross sections through
the images of the silica gel taken as a
function of time from gelation. These
are plotted with the intensity corrected
to reflect the absolute density of
protons from plot to plot.

density changes only slightly to reflect
axial shrinkage; then the solvent
density drops in a constant fashion
across the sample. Figure 10 is a
hypothetical NMR imaging cross
section, which assumes that a solvent
front penetrates the gel and that there
is a gradient in solvent concentration
before and after the front. This picture
is based on a macroscopic view of gel
drying. Intuitively, this is the type of
cross section that we expected to find
before obtaining the images.

We note that this gel dried quite
slowly. Acquiring this set of imaging
data took about 1 week. Drying took
place through a pinhole in the cap of
the NMR tube. This slow drying is
necessary to prevent the gel from
cracking. When the gel stopped
shrinking and started to dry, some of
the pores must have started to empty
out while others at the same radial
position in the sample remained full.
The slowness of the drying must
permit partial solvent loss to equili-
brate across the diameter of the
sample. An interesting concept is an
imaging technique with very high
magnification that would show the

Center of
sample

Drying
front

boundary

Fig. 10. An idealized cross section
through an image, which assumes that
the drying proceeds with a drying front
penetrating the gel and that there are
gradients in the solvent concentration
both before and after the front.

details of the pores and their filling
patterns. To our knowledge, no such
technique exists, so we can only
interpret and extrapolate available
data. As seen in Fig. 6, a significant
distribution of pore sizes exists in
these base-catalyzed gels, and we
might assume that the larger pores
empty first because of their larger
surface area. However, we have no
information at this time about the
details of the drying process which
would allow us to speculate about the
physics that determine emptying of
the pores.

A report in the literature9 indicates
radial differences in the pore-size
distribution similar to those in our
work. These differences could explain
the intensity profile for the cross
sections in Fig. 9 and may contribute

to equilibration of the sample so that
no solvent-vapor front is seen. We are
continuing work with various pore
structures including porous glasses
and acid-catalyzed gels with a
narrower distribution of pore sizes,
and we expect that this will help us
understand the detailed nature of the
drying process.

Collaborations
This work was performed in collab-

oration with Prof. Douglas M. Smith
and Pamela Davis of the NSF/UNM
Center for MicroEngineered Ceramics
and the Department of Nuclear and
Chemical Engineering at the Univer-
sity of New Mexico. The imaging
technology was implemented in
collaboration with Prof. Gary Drobny
of the Department of Chemistry at the
University of Washington. Brent
Ewing of the Department of Chemis-
try at the University of Washington
was especially helpful in setting up the
imaging apparatus and in taking most
of the images discussed here. We are
continuing our work with Prof. Smith
and his group with the goal of under-
standing the anomalous behavior and
the physical chemistry of sol-gel
drying so that we can control this
method of ceramic synthesis.
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Roles of Surface Order and Stoichiometry
in Controlling Surface Chemical Reactions
at Sn/Pt(l 11) Interfaces
M. Paffett, CLS-1

Introduction
Supported bimetallic catalysts have

been used in heterogeneous catalysis
and fuel-cell electrochemistry to effect
more favorable product distributions
and electrochemical energy conver-
sion, respectively. Bimetallic surfaces
are traditionally used in these endeav-
ors for either greater reactivity or
operating conditions more favorable
than those obtained at monometallic
catalytic surfaces. For example, Sn-Pt
bimetallic catalysts have been used for
suppressing hydrogenolysis in reform-
ing reactions;' adding tin to supported
platinum catalysts has led to lowered
rates of carbon buildup on catalytic
platinum surfaces;1 and supported
Sn-Pt electrocatalysts possess superior
reactivity for the direct electrochemi-
cal oxidation of methanol and for
potential use as practical fuel-cell
anode electrocatalysts.2

Despite the seemingly different
applications in heterogeneous catalysis
and electrochemistry, specific factors
dominate the observed behavior and
relate to the surface properties of the
reactive materials used in each of
these disciplines. Knowledge of the
reactant-surface complex is essential
in understanding patterns of chemical
reactivity. Traditionally, two concepts
are used to describe the reactivity of
bimetallic surfaces: electronic and
ensemble (or third-body) effects. An
electronic effect describes the modifi-
cation of the surface valence orbitals
used in chemisorption or in a reaction
step sequence at a surface site that has
been altered by the presence of a
secondary component (e.g., bimetallic
surfaces). The alteration manifests
itself by changing either the thermo-
dynamic properties of chemisorption
or reaction rate thermochemistry. An
ensemble effect arises from the size

and shape of sites that are necessary
for chemisorption or for a reaction
step sequence at a surface.

In this article the surface chemical
reactivity of Sn/Pt(l 11) surface alloys
prepared by vapor deposition of tin
onto Pt(l 11) is examined. These spec-
ific ordered surfaces are advantageous,
because we can exploit Gibbsian
surface segregation of tin to produce a
particular ordered surface alloy rather
than trying to defeat the surface segre-
gation inherently found at bulk Sn-Pt
alloy surfaces.3 Surface segregation
results because, in a binary homogene-
ous mixture, the component with the
lower surface free energy will prefer-
entially segregate at the surface if the
temperature is high enough. Other
factors, such as surface adatom mobil-
ity, global energetics of adsorption,
surface reconstruction, and surface
compound formation, are strongly
correlated effects that can dictate the
extent of surface segregation at
bimetallic surfaces, especially when
those surfaces are exposed to chemi-
sorbed species. These factors, in turn,
result in drastically altered surface
chemical reactivity patterns that are
readily demonstrated in the adsorp-
tion/desorption and surface chemical

reactivity of a C2 hydrocarbon,
ethylene (C2H4), at Sn/Pt(l 11) surface
alloys. In the present case, the ability
to form a bimetallic surface, with the
second metal component incorporated
into the surface layer rather than on
top of the surface, has a dramatic
effect on the chemistry of small
molecule adsorbates. This difference
between the two types of bimetallic
surfaces is also highlighted by briefly
comparing the reactivity of C2H4 at
Sn/Pt(l 11) surface alloys with the
reactivity observed at Bi/Pt(l 11)
surfaces, which may form bimetallic
overlayers of the latter (e.g., over-
layer) type.4 In addition, the reactivity
patterns observed at these bimetallic
surfaces are extremely informative in
explaining the surface chemistry
occurring in the presence of other
small molecule adsorbates, such as H2,
O2> or CO.

Sn/Pt(lll) Surface Alloys
The preparation and characteriza-

tion of bimetallic surfaces is the
starting point for studying chemical
reactivity patterns on these surfaces.
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LEED patterns
Proposed alloy

surface structures

p(2x2)Sn/Pt(111)alloy

x^)R30° Sn/Pt(111) alloy

Fig. / . LEED patterns and proposed surface alloy structures obtained after
annealing various precoverages of tin on Pt(l 11) to -1000 K. The white arrows
denote the (0,1) diffraction beam.

A full discussion of the growth
modes and surface characterization of
Sn/Pt( 111) interfaces is beyond the
scope of this article but can be found
in Ref. 5. Briefly summarizing the
salient features of Ref. 5: physically
vapor depositing various coverages of
tin adatoms onto a Pt( 111) template in
an ultrahigh vacuum environment and
then further annealing the surface to
1000 K produces ordered surface
alloys. The predominant evidence for
this statement comes from low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) and low-
energy ion surface scattering spectros-
copy (LEISS) data.

Initial tin coverages are estimated
from Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES) and x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) techniques. The
surface order is deduced from LEED
observations. LEED measurements
probe the long-range (20-200 A)
order of single-crystal surfaces. For
initial tin coverages between 0.4 and
1.0x 1015atoms cm2, the postanneal-
ing step results in the LEED pattern
shown in Fig. 1 a. For initial tin cover-
ages of >2.1 x 10'5 atoms cm2, the

postannealing step results in the LEED
pattern shown in Fig. lb. The starting
template, a clean Pt(l 11) surface, has
hexagonal symmetry, and the LEED
from such a surface produces a hexag-
onal pattern reflecting the reciprocal
space representation of the real space
structure. For the surface denoted
p(2 x 2) in Fig. la, the LEED pattern
clearly shows diffraction beams
located at half-order positions. Trans-
forming to real space requires a per-
iodic unit cell with a repeat periodicity
of two original unit-cell distances. A
proposed surface meeting this require-
ment is shown beside the LEED photo
in Fig. lb. Similarly, the surface
denoted (V3 x V3)R3O° has additional
diffraction beams located at a recipro-
cal lattice position 1/3,1/3 when refer-
enced to the initial Pt( i 11) diffraction
pattern. When transformed into real
space, this pattern must have a unit
cell with repeat periodicity of V3
rotated 30° with respect to the initial
hexagonal Pt( 111) substrate lattice
vectors. A proposed surface structure
meeting this requirement is shown
beside the LEED pattern in Fig. 1 b.
Note that the proposed surface struc-
tures may be something different, but
they are the simplest possible surface
structures that are consistent with a
large variety of experimental data.5

Although the suggested real-space
patterns meet the requirement of sur-
face order and stoichiometry deduced
independently from AES and XPS
measurements, it is questionable
whether the tin atoms lie in the plane
of the surface or are simple overlayer
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structures possessing the requisite
symmetry. For insight into this
problem, inert-gas and alkaline-ion
surface scattering spectroscopic tech-
niques6-7 have been used to determine
the outermost surface atom composi-
tion and location. Inert-gas LEISS
samples only the outermost one to two
surface layers because of the high
probability of neutralization of inert-
gas ions at metallic surfaces. A signif-
icant portion of the ions are quasi-
elastically (conservation of momen-
tum) scattered from the surface, and
the kinetic energy of these ions is
measured. The energy distribution of
the scattered ions reflects the elemen-
tal constituency at the outermost
surface. For analytical applications
the correct choice of incident ion, inci-
dent-ion energy, and scattering angles
determines the spectroscopic identifi-
cation and quantification of specific
surface elements (Fig. 2). The inten-
sity distribution for 1 -keV Ne+ ions
scattered from the p(2 x 2)-ordered
and the (V? x V3)R30°-ordered
Sn/Pt( 111) surface alloys displays two
peaks, at ~710 and ~810 eV, respec-
tively. The energy of the peaks is
consistent with the presence of tin and
platinum atoms in the outermost sur-
face layer at concentrations consistent
with those shown in Fig. I. In addi-
tion, the intensity of the peaks and
their variation with respect to incident-
ion angle reveal that the surface is
fairly smooth and contains both
elements in a presumably nearly
coplanar arrangement. An entirely
different LEISS result is obtained
from Sn/Pt( 111) overlayers8 with tin
adatoms located on top of the Pt( 111)
template. In collaboration with Steve
Overbury at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, full structural evaluation
of the proposed Sn/Pt( 111) surface
alloys using alkaline-ion surface scat-
tering is being undertaken.

The structural details and physical
transformations of the Sn/Pt( 111)
interfaces are fascinating scientific
entities in themselves; however, many
potential surface chemical reactions
can be conducted at these templates
that will yield insight into catalytic
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Fig. 2. LEISS spectra of the (vJx ^3)R30° SnlPt(lll) surface alloy and the
p(2 X2) SnlPt(lll) surface alloy.
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reaction chemistry (both heterogene-
ous and electrochemical). As an
example of the insight gained from the
use of such tailored surfaces, the
remainder of the article deals with the
observed reactivity of a simple C,
hydrocarbon, C2H4, at these ordered
Sn/Pt(l II) surface alloys.

Reactivity of C2H4 at
Sn/Pt(lll) Surface Alloys

As background, a discussion of the
reactivity of C,H4 and a critical com-
parison of the effects of adding tin to
the Pt( 111) surface on the observed
surface chemistry are presented. In
Fig. 3a the thermal desorption mass
spectroscopy (TDMS) data for satura-
tion coverage (3.3 x 10" molecules
cm2) of C,H4 is shown from Pt( 111).
The TDMS experiment is rather
simple in conception. The temperature
of the initially prepared adsorbate-
covered substrate is increased, and the
time or temperature evolution of the
desorbing products is monitored using
a mass spectrometer located in line of

sight with the surface. From appropri-
ate analysis of the TDMS data,9 the
thermodynamics and kinetics of the
desorption and/or surface chemical
reactions can be derived. In the data
shown in Fig. 3a, note that a large
parent molecular peak desorbs at a
temperature of -275 K and that a
structured series of H, desorption
processes begins above this tempera-
ture. A large body of work has been
reported in the literature"'" delineat-
ing the actual surface chemistry of the
C;H4/Pt( 111) system (Fig. 3a). In
essence, a certain fraction of the
adsorbed molecules desorb intact at
275 K, and above this temperature the
remaining hydrocarbon fragments
sequentially decompose to form a
platinum surface-ethylidiene complex
(3 Pt = C - CH,), followed by further
hydrocarbon fragmentation surface
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Fig. 3. (a) TDMS traces for an initial
saturation coverage of ethvlene from
Pt(lll). (b) Percentage yield of
desorhiny, parent molecule and
decomposition products as a function
of initial ethylene coverage on Pt(lll)
at T < 200 K.

products, eventually leaving only sur-
face graphite on the Pt( 111) surface.

Figure 3b shows the distribution of
molecular desorption products and
hydrocarbon fragmentation at the
surface (monitored by the H, TDMS)
plotted as a function of C,H4 exposure
at a clean Pt( 111) surface. Note that, at
extremely low coverages (<IO% of the
amount required to cover all of the
platinum atoms), nearly all of the
adsorbed C2H4 molecules fragment
and thermally decompose on the
surface, yielding graphitic overlayers.
At larger initial C,H4 coverages, a
significant fraction of the adsorbed
C,H_, overlayer desorbs intact. This
effect is a direct consequence of the
adsorbed C,H4 molecule requiring a
certain ensemble size for the decom-
position sequence to proceed. At
saturation coverage, the adsorbed
C,H4 molecules serve as steric blocks
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to further decomposition. (A very
small amount of ethane, C,H6,
desorbs, formed by sequential hydro-
gen additions to the adsorbed C,H4

molecule before desorption.) In an
independent experiment and a Monte
Carlo simulation at Bi/Pt(l 11) inter-
faces,12 it has been determined that
six contiguous platinum atoms are
required for the C2H4 decomposition
sequence to proceed. For the
Bi/Pt( 111) surfaces, the bismuth
adatoms produced ordered overlayers

that result from a marked Bi-Bi repul-
sion. The Bi/Pt( 111 )-ordered over-
layer system is also of interest because
no significant electronic alteration in
the kinetics and thermodynamics of
C,H4 adsorption/desorption is seen. Jn
addition, il should be noted that C,H4

adsorption and/or decomposition does
not occur at bismuth or tin surfaces
under the experimental conditions
employed in this work. The alteration
in the electronic effects of C,H4

desorption will become quite notice-
able when compared with the
C,H4/Sn/Pt(l 11) results discussed in
the next paragraph.

In Fig. 4 plots of the saturation
C,H4 TDMS traces are shown from
Pt( 111) at the p(2 x 2) and (V3 x V3)
R30° Sn/Pt( 111 )-ordered surface
alloys. In Fig. 5 a series of TDMS
traces for the same initial conditions
as those used to obtain the data in the
previous figure are shown, but only
the mass 2 channel that results from
molecular fragmentation of the
adsorbed C,H4 moiety is followed. It
is apparent that, for both the surface
alloys, no molecular decomposition
(as manifested by the absence of
m/e = 2 signal) is seen. The next quan-
titative fact obtained from the data in
Fig. 4 is that nearly 80% of the satura-
tion C,H4 coverage obtained at Pt( 111)
is seen on both of the Sn/Pt( 111)
surface alloys. Figure 6, another view
of the proposed Sn/Pt( 111) surface
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alloys, shows surface ensembles of
three or five contiguous platinum
atoms on the p(2 x 2) surface and two
or four contiguous platinum atoms on
the (>/3 x V3)R3O° surface. Recall that
this simple model is entirely consistent
with the results of the previous experi-
ment and the Monte Carlo simulation
that required a decomposition
ensemble of six contiguous platinum
atoms in a number of degenerate
configurations.11 In this interpretation
we excluded the chemically unrealistic
possibility that an extended linear
chain of platinum atoms could decom-
pose the adsorbed C,H4 molecule.
Despite the congruency of a number
of available ensembles, this first-order
interpretation of the chemistry of C,H4

at the Sn/Pt( 111) surface alloys is
clearly too simplistic. The presence of
tin in the surface alloy layers produces
quite noticeable electronic effects, as
manifested by the lower C,H4 desorp-
tion temperatures. This effect can be
attributed to changes in the platinum
electronic structure, to adsorption sites
for C2H4 on the Sn/Pt(l 11) surface
alloys that are different from those
used for Pt( 111), or to subtle changes
in the immediate coordination of the
C,H4 molecule at the Sn/Pt(l 11) sur-
faces. All available evidence1-1 indi-
cates that the latter two suggestions
are not likely and that, clearly, strong
alterations in the electronic structure
are occurring at the platinum surface
atoms in the Sn/Pt(l 11) surface alloys.
This electronic change could increase
the activation barrier for C-H bond
scission for the adsorbed C2H4 mole-
cule, or the desorption process could
become kinetically more favorable
(i.e., faster) at lower temperatures such
that C-H bond scission never has a
chance to occur. In either case, the use
of ordered bimetallic overlayers and
surface alloys, coordinated with use of
modern surface spectroscopic tools,
allows us to gain a molecular-level
description and an understanding of
the complex roles that electronic and
ensemble effects play in simple hydro-
carbon conversion processes.
In addition to the elementary surface
reaction chemistry of C,H4 at ordered
Sn/Pt( 11 i) interfaces, we examined the
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Fig. 4. TDMS traces for saturation exposure ofethylene at Pt(lll), thep(2 x2)
SnlPt(IU) surface alloy, and the fVJ x T/T)R30° SnlPt(Ul) surface alloy. Mass 28
was monitored.

reactivity toward H2 and O r The
results of these latter studies can be
easily transferred to corrosion and
hydriding problems common to a
number of technological applications.
As a brief summary, neither of the
ordered Sn/Pt( 111) surface alloys
adsorbs diatomic H, or O2; however,
dissociating the H2 before the hydro-
gen atoms impinge on the surface
made it possible to obtain relatively
high coverages [-90% of saturation

coverage relative to hydrogen on
Pt( 111)] of adsorbed hydrogen atoms.
Alloying the platinum surface atoms
with tin could also increase the
activation energy for dissociative H.,
adsorption. Theoretical calculations by
Harris and Anderson'1 for H2 dissocia-
tion on metals suggest that increasing
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the d-electron density on platinum will
increase the activation energy for H,
adsorption and inhibit H ; dissociation.
Pauli repulsion between the closed
shell of H, and the s-electrons of the
surface platinum atoms prevents
close approach of H, and induces an
activation barrier to dissociation. On
pure transition metals there is little or
no barrier to H, adsorption, because
Pauli repulsion is minimized by s-d
electron transfer (rehybridization). H,
dissociation is activated on aluminum,
alkali metals, and noble metals
because they have neither d-electrons
nor filled d-bands, which would act as j

holes to accept s-electrons. Ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopic results14

indicate extensive rehybridization
between tin and platinum in the alloys.
This rehybridization during alloy for-
mation changes the electronic struc-
ture of the platinum atoms, inhibiting
s-d rehybridization in platinum and
increasing the activation energy for
dissociative H : adsorption.
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p(2x2) Pt3Sn(111)

Fig. 6. Proposed Sn/Pt(111) surface
alloys corresponding to the p(2 x2)- and
("vJx ->/3)R30°-ordered surface alloys
shown along with prospective surface
ensembles available for C2H4 adsorption
and/or fragmentation.

Unfortunately, H2 TDMS does not
determine whether electronic effects,
ensemble effects, or a combination of
the two controls H2 dissociation on the
alloys. However, given the suggested
ensembles available in Fig. 6. it is
hard to envision ensemble effects
playing a major site-blocking role for
H, dissociation. We can only deter-
mine that the activation energies for
dissociative H2 adsorption and H,
desorption are increased on the alloys.
Molecular beam experiments with H2

and hydrogen atom sources are needed
for accurate measurements of these
activation energies and the Pt-H bond
energies. Similarly, more complex

factors (caused by the inclusion of p
orbitals on oxygen atoms) are cer-
tainly playing a role in the lack of
reactivity of these Sn/Pt( 111) surface
alloys toward O r

Summary
The ordered Sn/Pt(l 11) surface

alloys exhibit long-range order and
have a stable composition and struc-
ture up to 1000 K (Ref. 6). A variety
of exacting surface analytical tech-
niques can be used to determine
chemisorption bond energies, adsorp-
tion sites, and surface chemical
reactivity. Definitive information on
the surface structure, composition, and
chemistry of Sn-Pt surface alloys can
now be compared with the extensive
compilation of results from catalytic
and electrocatalytic studies on the
activity of bulk Pt-Sn and supported
Pt-Sn catalysts. Therefore, these com-
parisons will provide a better under-
standing of the true molecular level
and the activity of these materials.
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Novel Approaches to
Thin-Film Analysis
/ . Martin, CLS-2

Introduction
Thin-film materials and structures

involving thin films are vital to many
of our modern technologies. A few
examples of important thin-film
applications are optical coatings for
lenses and mirrors, barrier layers for
corrosion protection or interlayer
diffusion resistance in high-tempera-
ture materials, and dielectric or
conduction layers in integrated
circuits. Successful research and
development in thin-film technology
often depends on the existence or
development of appropriate analytical
techniques that probe the atomic-scale
and macroscopic properties of thin
films. Indeed, if the relationship
between microscopic properties of
thin films and the corresponding
macroscopic materials behavior were
better understood, it would be possible
to develop thin-film materials that are
uniquely optimized with respect to
desired characteristics for particular
applications. A primary goal of this
project is to develop innovative
analytical techniques that (1) permit
measurement and correlation of
atomic-scale properties with macro-
scopic thin-film materials performance
and (2) are optimized for specific,
technologically important materials
systems. Such techniques will aid in
our fundamental understanding of thin
films and the sometimes complex
interactions of films with other
materials.

The new high-temperature super-
conductors (HTSs) are a class of
materials that will become technologi-
cally important. We have developed
two innovative techniques that are
optimized for analysis of thin films of
the new superconductors. One utilizes
high-energy elastic backscattering of
helium ions to obtain atomic-scale

compositional analyses of HTS films;
the other uses induced eddy currents
to probe the macroscopic electrical
transport properties of HTS films.
Both are noncontact and non-
destructive techniques.

High-Energy Elastic
Backscattering

The most commonly used high-
energy elastic backscattering tech-
nique for thin-film compositional
analysis is Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS).1 The technique
can provide high-accuracy composi-
tional information for many thin-film
systems. RBS typically involves
energy analysis of helium ions
backscattered from a thin-film target,
with incident ions in the energy range
1-2 MeV. In this energy range nuclear
collisions are entirely coulombic, and
all parameters of the scattering process
are directly calculable using classical
mechanics. Thus, measurement of the
backscattered helium ion energy and
knowledge of the incident energy and
scattering angle permit determination
of the mass (identity) of the nucleus
from which the helium ion scattered.
Further, analysis of the backscattered
yield as a function of energy permits
determination of the composition of
the target as a function of depth into
the film. Application of RBS to HTS
films for compositional analysis is
generally unsatisfactory, however,
because the Rutherford scattering
cross section (i.e., the relative sensitiv-
ity) for a given element is directly
proportional to the atomic number of

the element. In particular, oxygen in
HTS materials is difficult to detect
using RBS because the spectra are
dominated by backscattering from
heavier constituents, such as barium,
copper, yttrium, or underlying
substrate elements. Because of the
critical role that oxygen stoichiometry
plays in the performance of HTSs, the
most serious limitation of RBS in the
analysis of HTS materials is poor
oxygen sensitivity. To overcome this
limitation, we have explored the use of
non-Rutherford, high-energy ion
scattering to enhance sensitivity to
oxygen.

At sufficiently high incident-ion
energies, nuclear resonances that can
dramatically enhance sensitivity to
specific nuclei occur in the scattering
cross section. We have developed an
analytical procedure2 that exploits a
broad resonance in the I6O scattering
cross section near 8.8 MeV. Figure 1
shows the energy distribution for
helium ions backscattered from a
7700-A film of YBajCUjO,̂  on a
SrTiO3 substrate, for an incident ion
energy of 8.8 MeV and a scattering
angle of 166°. The large increases
in backscattered yield at 3.19 and
2.80 MeV are due to scattering from
oxygen atoms in the film and under-
lying substrate, respectively. The mag-
nitude of the oxygen yield is as large
as the yields from the metallic consti-
tuents, illustrating the potential utility
of this technique for quantitative
analysis. However, before the spec-
trum in Fig. 1 can be used for a quan-
titative stoichiometry determination,
the non-Rutherford, high-energy scat-
tering cross sections must be known
for the elements present in the film.
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Fig. 1. An 8.8-MeV He** elastic backscattering spectrum from a 7700-A thin film of
YBafu3O7 on a SrTiO/100) substrate. Unlabeled step edges at 2.80,5.96, and
7.00 MeV correspond to oxygen, titanium, and strontium in the substrate,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of scattering cross sections for helium ion elastic scattering from
lf>O and barium as a function of incident-ion energy for a scattering angle of
166°. The dashed line shows the ratio of the Rutherford scattering cross sections.

We have measured non-Rutherford
scattering cross-section ratios in the
energy range near 8.8 MeV for several
HTS-related elements. Figure 2
summarizes our measurements of the
resonance-enhanced scattering cross-
section ratio Oo/oB2 in the energy
range 8.2 to 9.1 MeV; the dashed line
is the ratio of the calculated Ruther-
ford cross sections. The data show that
the enhancement factor for oxygen at
8.8 MeV is about 25 over the Ruther-
ford values; the barium-scattering
cross section does not deviate from
calculated Rutherford values in this
energy range. Figure 3 shows our
measurements of o.JoBi and crCi/aBa

from 2 to 9 MeV and indicates that the
cross section for helium scattering
from yttrium is essentially equal to the
Rutherford cross section over this
range, whereas the cross section for
copper drops below the Rutherford
value for incident ion energies above
7.2 MeV. Knowing the scattering
cross sections at high energies permits
us to accurately determine the compo-
sition of unknown HTS films (includ-
ing oxygen content) from a single
spectrum such as the one shown in
Fig. 1, without using an external
standard. The absolute accuracy in
such a determination is about 2%,
limited by statistical uncertainty in our
scattering cross-section measurements.
This newly developed, high-energy
ion-scattering technique is now
routinely and extensively used at the
Ion Beam Materials Laboratory and
other laboratories to accurately
determine stoichiometry and atomic-
scale elemental distributions in HTS
thin films.

Induced Eddy Currents
From an applications standpoint,

electrical transport is perhaps the most
important macroscopic property of an
HTS thin-film material. Thus, tech-
niques that probe the electrical
transport properties of HTS thin films
are essential to successful HTS thin-
film development programs. The most
commonly used method for character-
izing electrical transport in HTS thin
films is the fcur-point probe technique
in which resistivity of the film is
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determined from a measurement of the
voltage developed across a portion of
the film due to the presence of an
injected current. Such measurements
are normally performed as functions
of temperature, applied magnetic field,
or injection current to determine the
critical transition temperature (T.) or
critical current density (Jc) for the thin-
film material. A major disadvantage of
the four-point probe technique is that
electrical connections to the film are
required. Electrical contacts frequently
introduce complications of contact
resistance, loss of contact during
temperature cycling, heating at the
points of contact, physical damage at
the points of contact, and/or chemical
contamination of the film with contact
pad materials. Recently, Doss et al.3

invented a screening technique to
determine T. in HTS thin films that
requires no physical contact with the
films. The technique utilizes induc-
tively coupled, radio frequency (rf)
eddy currents to probe the HTS films.
We adopted the approach and investi-
gated several intrinsic properties of the
technique that we found to be particu-
larly well suited to HTS analysis.

Briefly summarizing, we demon-
strated that eddy-current measure-
ments can reveal the presence of
multiple phases in HTS materials;
established the complementary
relationship of eddy-current measure-
ments to four-point probe measure-
ments; determined an upper limit to
the intrinsic probe depth of the eddy-
current technique into HTS films; and,
perhaps most important, revealed an
ability of the technique to probe the
electrical transport properties of buried
HTS interfaces.
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Fig. 3. Ratios of scattering cross sections for helium ion elastic scattering from
yttrium and copper relative to barium as functions of incident-ion energy for a
scattering angle of 166 °. The dashed lines show the ratios of the Rutherford scatter-
ing cross sections.
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Fig. 4. The rf eddy- current apparatus used to measure electrical transport proper-
ties of HTS thin films. See text for a complete description.

The geometry of our rf eddy-
current apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. A
sense coil serves as the inductor (L) in
a free-running LC oscillator operating
in the rf range, typically 16 MHz. The
coil is in close proximity to (but not
touching) the HTS sample that is to be
analyzed. Radio frequency fields from
the sense coil induce eddy currents in
the HTS sample and, of course, in any
other conducting materials that are
nearby. Induced eddy currents are
diamagnetic in character; i.e., mag-
netic fields resulting from induced
currents oppose the applied field. If
the HTS sample is cooled below T.,
eddy currents induced in the sample
become diamagnetic supercurrents
(shielding currents) that dramatically
reduce the flux linkage of the sense
coil with itself, thereby reducing the
self-inductance of the coil. A decrease
in coil inductance raises the resonant
frequency of the oscillator. Thus, if
the frequency of the oscillator is
recorded as a function of sample
temperature, the T. for an HTS thin
film is readily detected as a frequency
shift at Tc.

Figure 5 shows the rf eddy-current
response from a 500-nm-thick
YBaCuO film deposited onto
SrTiO3(100) and illustrates the utility
of the eddy-current technique in
identifying T. in thin-film super-

conductors. The figure also reveals the
ability of the technique to detect the
presence of multiple superconducting
phases. This is a significant result
because detection of multiple phases is
usually accomplished with diffraction
techniques, such as x-ray or neutron
diffraction, which have rather poor
sensitivity to thin films. The data in
Fig. 5 show that the film contains at
least three superconducting phases,
with transitions near 93, 80, and 50 K.
The magnitudes of the frequency
shifts associated with each phase are
not equal, suggesting that the relative
concentrations of the phases are not
equal. From measurements of pressed-
powder pellets doped with varying
compositions of HTS and non-HTS
constituents, we have determined that
the magnitude of the frequency shift
associated with a given transition is
linear with the relative concentration
of the corresponding HTS phase, to
first order. Thus, the frequency shifts
shown in Fig. 5 indicate that the
approximate relative concentrations

for the three superconducting phases
labeled 123,248, and 247 are 0.47,
0.10, and 0.43, respectively. In this
case, phase identification labels were
assigned strictly by the value of Tc;
no independent x-ray analysis was
performed. The ability of the rf eddy-
current technique to detect additional
superconducting phases complements
the capabilities of the four-point probe
technique. Usually, multiple phase
detection is not possible using a four-
point probe because the sample is
shorted by a zero-resistance percola-
tion pathway after the highest T. phase
superconducts; that is, the sample
resistance is zero when the highest T.
phase superconducts and there is no
net change in resistance when other
zero-resistance pathways are added by
lower Tc phases. Even single-phase
superconducting transitions observed
with the rf eddy-current technique are
not identical to those obtained with a
four-point probe technique. In
particular, the high-temperature onset
of the superconducting transition in
the rf eddy-current technique corre-
sponds to the onset of zero resistance
in the sample, i.e., the point at which
the resistance of the sample is zero in
a four-point probe measurement. This
rather subtle difference between the
two techniques is not always recog-
nized but should be understood if
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comparisons of if eddy-current
responses with resistivity versus
temperature responses are made.

We have established that the intrin-
sic sampling depth of the if eddy-
current technique is less than 30 nm in
HTS materials. This result is apparent
because the magnitude of the fre-
quency shift observed from a 30-nm-
thick film is the same as that from a
500-nm-thick film, i.e., the 30-nm film
apparently provides 100% shielding.
The result is surprising considering
that the skin depth of a 16-MHz rf
field in pure copper is approximately
10 000 nm and the London penetration
depth for magnetic fields in HTS
materials is about 100 nm. Neverthe-
less, the shallow penetration depth of
the rf eddy-current technique in
superconducting materials can be
exploited to provide unique analytical
capabilities. For example, we have
demonstrated that the electrical
transport properties of the near-surface
region of a thin film can be distin-
guished from transport properties of
the film in the buried interfacial region
between the film and the substrate.
Near-surface transport properties are
measured by positioning the sense coil
directly over the thin film, as previ-
ously described, whereas buried-
interface transport properties are
measured by turning the sample over
and positioning the sense coil directly
over the dielectric substrate. Naturally,
instrument sensitivity in buried-
interface measurements is reduced
relative to near-surface measurements
because the separation distance
between the sense coil and the HTS
film is necessarily increased by the
thickness of the substrate in buried-
interface measurements. However, on
the positive side, signal losses in the
dielectric substrate are negligible
because rf fields are able to penetrate
large thicknesses of dielectrics with
minimal attenuation. The capability
of the rf eddy-current technique to
probe buried interfaces is illustrated
in Fig. 6, where surface and buried-
interface responses of a 1000-nm-
thick TICaBaCuO film on single-
crystal MgO are shown for two
different anneal times. After 1 hour at
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Fig. 5. Eddy-current response of a 500-nm-thick YBaCuOfilm on a SrTiOJWO)
substrate. The presence of three superconducting phases in the film is evident, with
transitions near 93,80, and 50 K.
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Fig. 6. (a) Normalized near-surface and buried-interface eddy-current responses of
a TICaBaCuO film on a MgO substrate after 1 hat 950°C. The broad transition of
the interface response reveals degradation of the electrical transport properties at
the film/substrate interface. The vertical scale for the interface response has been
normalized to the surface transition magnitude for ease of comparison, (b) Near-
surface and interface responses of a TICaBaCuO film after 16 h at 950°C. The
pronounced broadening of the interface response indicates severe degradation of
the electrical transport properties of the film at the buried interface, suggesting
massive reaction or interdiffusion at the interface.

950°C (Fig. 6a), the transition to the
superconducting state is sharper at the
surface than at the buried interface,
indicating that electrical transport
degradation has occurred at the film/
substrate interface. Degradation of
interfacial electrical transport proper-
ties is likely due to reaction or inter-
diffusion of the film and substrate;
thus, more degradation should occur
for longer anneal times. Figure 6b
shows the eddy-current response for a
film after 16 h at 950°C. Clearly, the
longer anneal time has resulted in
additional degradation of the inter-
facial transport properties, suggesting
massive interfacial reaction or inter-
diffusion. Films that have uniform
electrical properties throughout their
volume have similar near-surface and
buried-interface responses. Figure 7
shows the nearly identical near-surface
and buried-interface eddy-current
responses from a high-quality,
300-nm-thick YBaCuO film on
SrTiO3(100), indicating that uniform
electrical transport properties exist
throughout the film.

Conclusion
The development of specialized

analytical techniques that are opti-
mized for HTS materials characteriza-
tion is an essential part of a successful
research and development program in
high-temperature superconductivity.
Many conventional techniques are not
ideally suited for HTS analysis. We
have highlighted two innovative
approaches to HTS thin-film analysis
that were developed within this project
and that have proved particularly
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valuable in HTS programs, both at
Los Alamos and other laboratories.
Indeed, we have used these and other
related techniques to probe various
aspects of the atomic-scale and macro-
scopic properties of high-temperature
superconductors. Additional examples
of novel techniques may be found in
our studies of the effects of isotopic
substitution'4 and fluorination5 in HTS
materials, characterization of HTS
precursor materials,6 studies of the
potential interference of substrate
resonances in high-energy ion analy-
ses of HTS thin films,7 and investiga-
tions into the effect of line dimensions
on film morphology in micro-
patterned HTS thin films.8 Our present
efforts are aimed at extending the
eddy-current approach to yield
information regarding HTS Jc's,
fluxoid pinning energies, and flux
creep phenomena. In addition, we are
developing a low-energy, time-of-
flight, ion-scattering capability that
promises to yield unprecedented depth
resolution in compositional analyses
of ultrathin HTS films.
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Fig. 7. Normalized eddy-current responses of the near-surface and buried interface
of a high-quality, 300-nm-thick YBaCuOfilm on SrTiO/100). The nearly identical
surface and interface responses indicate uniform electrical transport properties
throughout the film volume.
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Remote Sensing by LIDAR
R. Karl, Jr., CLS-4

Introduction
The use of lasers for chemical

analysis has become a powerful tool in
long-range remote sensing of the envi-
ronment. Remote sensing, a real-time
analysis technique, precludes the
possibility of sample contamination by
eliminating the need for samples that
must be returned to an analytical labo-
ratory. With a low-divergence, short-
pulse-length, high-spectral-brightness
laser, light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) can selectively measure trace
spec\:s at very long ranges, probe
spatial regions inaccessible to other
ground-based devices, and obtain large
quantities of high-spatial-resolution,

three-dimensional data from vast
regions of the atmosphere.1

LIDAR is optically analogous to
radar in that laser light is propagated
along a telescope's field of view, and
the continuous laser interaction with
the atmosphere produces an optical
signal that is collected by a telescope
and focused on a photodetector.2

Figure 1 shows this configuration and
an atmospheric layer at a range of
many tens of kilometers, which
creates an enhanced optical return.
The precise location of the layer can
be determined from the
azimuth and eleva-
tion of the

optical axis, whereas the range of any
feature of the optical return can be
found by multiplying the speed of
light by half of the signal return time.
The angular spatial resolution of a
0.5-mrad divergence laser is 5 m at a
10-km range. The 10-ns pulse-length
laser with a 100-MHz digitizer corre-
sponds to 1.5-m-range resolution at
all ranges. With analog-to-digital con-
verters operating at 100 MHz, 66 000
of these data range bins out to 100 km
can be obtained from a single laser
pulse projected near the horizontal in
typical clear Rocky Mountain air. A
significant difference between typical
radar with 1° spatial resolution and
LIDAR is that the laser beam and
telescopic field of view are very
small, which makes high spatial reso-
lution possible.

Our system is shown in Fig. 2. The
8- x 8- x 24-ft. GM truck is equipped
with a 12-kW electric generator,
computers, heater, and air conditioner

and can be rapidly transported to
and set up in remote locations.

Photons collected
by telescope

Reflecting
telescope

Photon
detector

Fig. LA LIDAR system showing the laser pulse propagating to
longer ranges and continuously backscattering off the atmosphere.
The return signal is collected in the spectrally filtered telescope
photodetector. The electronics that convert the optical intensity to a
digital signal give information about the atmosphere at any point.
LIDAR makes measurements without sample contamination.
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The laser is propagated coaxially to
the 16-in.-diam receiver telescope.
Several types of lasers can be used
in our truck, depending on the appli-
cation. Currently, we are using a
1-J/pulse, 10-pulse/s uv (248-nm)
laser with KrF as the lasing medium.
The two mirrors shown in Fig. 2 are
used for steering both the laser beam
and the telescope view axis in azimuth
and elevation. Removal of both
mirrors permits the highest throughput
signal but limits us to a horizontal
rearward projection. By placing only
the lower 45° mirror in the kinematic
mount, we can obtain vertical altitude-
resolved data, and by using the top
mirror, we can perform horizontal
scans covering 180° at elevations of
+60° to -15° from the horizon.

The interaction of laser radiation
with the atmosphere can create elastic
and inelastic (shifted wavelength)
scattering from either the gases or
aerosols present. Figure 3 shows the
energy levels of the possible Raman
and fluorescent interactions, which
allow identification and analysis of
single gases. Because of the different
masses of the molecules and aerosols,
they exhibit significantly different
Doppler broadening of the elastic
backscatter. Molecules give the
largest broadening because of their
high velocity. Measuring the Mie
scattering from parliculates is a
reliable method for determining
remote wind velocities along the laser
ax> )Utto20km. We have concen-
ts 4.ed on applications of elastic
scattering, Raman-shifted scattering,
and fluorescence.

Elastic-Scattering
Measurements

Aerosol abundance data2 are the
easiest types of LIDAR signals to ob-
tain and interpret. By placing a simple
optical interference filter so that it
passes only the laser wavelength to the
photon detector, any linewidth or
wavelength laser can be used to
measure aerosol abundances by means
of elastic scattering. By decreasing
the laser divergence, the telescope's
field of view, and the filter spectral
bandpass, daylight background can be

Fig. 2. A GM truck containing the uv LIDAR system at the Rio Grande River over-
look. The self-powered unit propagates the laser through the open rear door and scans
the atmosphere by moving the upper mirror.

Rayleigh scattering Mie scattering

Virtual level

Ground Level

Elastic scattering from atoms or
molecules is observed with no
change in frequency.

Elastic scattering from small
particulates or aerosois is observed
with no change in frequency.

Raman scattering

Virtual Levfl!

t Vibrationally
na) excited

— (Stokes)

Ground level

Inelastic scattering from molecules
is observed with a frequency shift
characteristic of the molecule
(h\) -ht>* = E)

Fluorescence scattering

Ground level

Fluorescence from electronic states
of atoms and molecules is observed
with frequency shifts characteristic
of vibrational and rotational levels.

Fig. 3. Types of laser interactions with the atmosphere that can be used to deter-
mine the bulk properties either from elastic scattering or from gas-specific analysis
using shifted wavelength interactions.
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decreased. With this lower back-
ground level, a good signal-to-noise
ratio can be obtained for many tens of
kilometers of daylight range in clear
air with just tens of millijoules of laser
energy. The short wavelengths (blue)
where aerosols scatter most strongly
are not the best for observing the
aerosol content of the atmosphere.
Aerosol scattering is proportional to
1 A.2, and the scattering dependence of
the much smaller molecules is propor-
tional to 1A4> where X is the laser
wavelength. At red or near-infrared
wavelengths, the total scatter and
attenuation are both decreased, the
range is significantly increased, and
the contrast of aerosol backscatter is
increased markedly relative to the
constant ambient molecular backscat-
ter. Because of these wavelength
variations, small, dilute, optically thin
regions of enhanced aerosol can be
observed at long ranges. An example
of this effect is shown in Fig. 4, where
the total backscattering signal exceeds
the molecular backscattering by a
factor of 7 at the 18-km altitude. The
volcanic ash layer is the thin southern
edge of the plume that passed over
northern New Mexico4 after the 1981
eruption of Mt. St. Helens. Each data
point was recorded from a single
450-nm laser shot of approximately
1 J of energy. The data fluctuations at
other altitudes show the natural aero-
sol and temperature fluctuations. The
plume had a spatial thickness of only
0.45 km and an optical thickness of
0.08 ± 0.02, which was unobservable
by any other ground-based method.

Figure 5 compares the measured
ambient extinction at 450 nm obtained
from the horizontal data of a single
laser shot. This extinction of
0.055 km1 approaches the Rayleigh
visibility limit of 90 km. With this
active remote-sensing data, we easily
observed the enhanced return from a
plume less than 300 m wide minutes
after the passage of a Cessna single-
engine aircraft. This small combus-
tion source of aerosols was observed
with a plume/ambient signal exceed-
ing 2 and a plume visibility of 20 km.
The plume is readily visible to the
LIDAR even though its aerosol
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Fig. 4. Data recorded at Los Alamos with a vertical viewing system showing the
molecular and aerosol fluctuations with height.

content only corresponds to that of
sea-level air. The active probing of
LIDAR allows us to observe plumes
that are orders of magnitude fainter
than the contrails visible to the eye.
This measured signal is invariant to
the time of day (even darkness), the
angle of the sun, and the scattering
phase function of the aerosols. Long-
wavelength electromagnetic radiation
of millimeter to centimeter wave-
lengths (radar) is often used to locate
uncooperative targets. However, point
targets with very small radar cross
sections often cannot be located or
discriminated from background
clutter.

The foregoing observations led us
to consider an optical LIDAR tech-
nique to locate objects that have small
radar cross sections and are powered
by internai-combustion engines.

Under power, these objects leave
behind, or downwind, a long invisible
plume that is easily observed by active
optical methods. An exhaust plume
persists for tens of minutes to hours
after the passage of a powered vehicle.
Thus, an aircraft moving at 500 knots
leaves a plume with an enhanced
aerosol content that is detectable for
over 500 km. Figure 6 shows the
predicted backscatter enhancement for
a single-engine jet aircraft without
contrail formation. A long plume or
target makes a long pattern that can be
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found with a fast one-dimensional
search pattern; therefore, much less
power and time are needed to find the
long plume than to search all space
with a broader beam looking for the
point source. A source can be located
faster by intersecting a plume and
following it back to the source with an
optical detector of higher .resolution
than by searching for a point object
with longer wavelength detectors.

Fluorescence Applications
Using powerful new uv lasers in

our LIDAR experiments has resulted
in data that show vastly improved
range capabilities for laser-induced
fluorescence. Figure 3 depicts the
fluorescence technique, where light at
a new wavelength shifted from the
excitation wavelength is produced in
the scattering process. Previously,
remote sensing of atmospheric pollut-
ants, such as SO., and NO,, showed
fluorescence optical techniques to be
of very low sensitivity because of
rapid quenching. This fluorescence
technique works occasionally in the
lower atmosphere because some of the
excited molecules with the cyclic
aromatic structure emit their character-
istic fluorescent radiation before it has
a chance to be quenched.

From field experiments at long
range, we found two strong fluores-
cers. A chance observation of the
248-nm, KrF-Iaser-excited fluores-
cence from a small stationary diesel
electric generator (Fig. 7) led to the
idea of locating and identifying
powered military assets with LIDAR
fluorescence. Both the 248-nm
LIDAR elastic signal and the fluores-
cence are plotted versus time or range.
The diesel exhaust was from a 10-kW
electric unit upwind. The exhaust
gave a sigral-to-noise ratio of greater
than 3 for each laser shot and con-
tained parts per billion of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, such as
pyrene, chrysene, and benzo-(a)-
pyrene, that were emitted at the parts-
per-million level 30 m upwind. The
fluorescence is observable because of
the large ( 1 0 " cm2) fluorescence cross
sections for these trace species. The
exhaust from different fuels and

t

CD
DC

Clear air return
M = 0.055 km"1

Enhanced
aerosol
return

•5U

0.3 km thick
H = 0.27 km"1

- v -
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10 15 20

Range (km)
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Fig. 5. Data points obtained from one laser shot in the near horizontal position,
showing a marked enhancement at 22.5-km range at 10 500-ft altitude. This
10-min-old exhaust plume of a single-engine Cessna aircraft was optically thin and
would not be observable by any other technique.
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engines, as well as operation of
specific engines at various loads, has
been spectrally resolved and shows
unique fluorescent signatures suitable
for identification. Figure 8 shows two
fuels for the ?^me engine under the
same load with unique identification
of the spectra.

The other strong fluorescing specie
was encountered in experiments using
LIDAR fluorescence to excite the
tryptophan amino acid component of
live spores of Bacillus Globigi (BG) in
280- to 360-nm fluorescence. The
fluorescence cross section of BG was
found to be as large as its geometric
cross section (0.6-micron-diam
spheres). A US-Army-funded program
for remote standoff detection of
biological warfare agents was success-
fully completed.5 A field test of
simulants, BG, was performed at the
US Army Dugway Proving Grounds,
Utah. Dilute atmospheric aerosols
were made and drifted 300-m down-
wind to the analysis sensors. A single
laser shot with a signal-to-noise ratio
of greater than 3 was obtained for
0.3 BG spores per cubic centimeter at
1.3-km range.

Application of Raman
Scattering to Water Vapor
Measurement

The third LIDAR technique we
used was Raman scattering. Although
less sensitive than fluorescence to low
concentrations of species, Raman
scattering can be very selective and
specific.6-7 With the gas-specific
Raman method (Fig. 3), water concen-
trations were measured horizontally to
2000 m. Meteorologists have derived
data with hydrometers mounted on
ascending balloons that have relatively
slow (typically 1 min) response times.
On the basis of such measurements,
the lower kilometer of the atmosphere,
the mixed layer, appears to have
uniform composition.8 LIDAR data
on water distribution have shown that
this is not always true.6 In an H,0
concentration data acquisition (Fig. 9)
with 1.5-m resolution, LIDAR shows
a striated and nonuniform atmospheric
composition and a 20% variation in a
small elevation change under windless

10s 30
Time (s) since passage

300 3000
I

500-knot aircraft

Ambient backscatter = 10" km "1 sr"1

High altitude 10"4krn-1sr-i

100
Range traveled (km)

1000

Fig. 6. Predicted plume backscatterlambient backscatter based on a 0.5-optical-
thickness exhaust that is 1 m thick, either at sea level mixed by maximum diffusion
under daytime conditions or at high altitude. The shaded area at the bottom with an
enhancement factor of 2 is shown to give observable plumes for very long ranges.

8
HI 0.3 BG/cm3
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Fig. 7. Digitally recorded data as intensity of248-nm elastic backscatter and fluo-
rescence versus range or time. The trace quantities of 0.3 BG spores per cubic
centimeter or parts per billion ofpolycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are easily
obsen'ed by fluorescence but are not observable in the intense elastic signal.
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conditions.1' The response time of the
LIDAR is high (every 10 ns out to 3
jas, although the interval between laser
pulse probing is 0.1 s.

The Raman technique is based on
cross sections of 1029 cm2/steradian
and is gas specific.7 For H,O vapor
the Raman-scattered light occurs at
273 nm, shifted by 3200 cm1 from the
248-nm excitation. We normalize the
water Raman optical signal using
simultaneously recorded nitrogen
Raman backscatter. The system uses
the same telescopic field of view with
a dichroic beam splitter and a second
detector filtered to observe simultane-
ously the 263-nm nitrogen Raman-
scattering signal/' This division of the
water data by the well-mixed nitrogen
signals normalizes the solid-angle 1/R2

signal decrease, laser-beam-to-
telescope overlap, atmospheric
transmission loss, and laser power
fluctuation. Because of the uniform
atmospheric nitrogen content (78%),
these measurements are independent
of the pressure and temperature
variation of atmospheric density; thus,
the absolute calibrated water concen-
tration can be obtained simultaneously
in all 3000 ratine cells of 1.5-m length
for each shot at any azimuth or
elevation. Choosing the uv wave-
length enables both day and night
operation in the solar-blind spectral
region, where the lower atmosphere
has reasonable transmission but the
ozone layer blocks sunlight.

By scanning the upper mirror in
preprogrammed patterns, we can make
high-spatial-resolution measurements
of water density and can use them to
determine the evapotranspiration (ET)
rates. ET is the process of water
transport from plants to the atmos-
phere, is the latent heat sink for solar
input, and may affect global climate
temperature change. Under certain
conditions the atmosphere will show
warm moist eddies of water rising
from a vegetative surface.1""

An example of this type of eddy,"
taken at the Maricopa III experiments
at the University of Arizona Agricul-
tural Research Station and coordinated
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Water Conservation Laboratory,
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Plateau motor diesel in generator

Diesel fuel marine in generator
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260 300 340
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Fig. 8. Fluorescence spectra taken from one excitation by 0.3 J of 248-nm KrF
laser on the exhausts of two different fuels under identical combustion conditions.
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Concentration:
Avg. H2O = 2.7 ± 0.3 X1016 mok;cules/cm3

Water mixing ratio = 0.8 gH2O/kg air
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Fig. 9. Absolute remote atmospheric water vapor concentrations observed in still-
striated air show local fluctuations with fine spatial structure that is not observable
with classical humidity instruments, and other data show marked loss of structure
with longer observation durations exceeding 30 s.
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Phoenix, is shown in Fig. 10. This
figure shows large fluctuations of the
instantaneous water vapor density
versus position across a large uniform
cotton field that had been irrigated 3
days previously.12 The strong incom-
ing solar flux increased air tempera-
tures to over IOO°F and increased ET
from the plants and the ground. The
photosynthetic action causes a high
ET, increasing to a peak at 11:00 a.m.
after which the ground water gradient
markedly decreases as the plants show
stress and their stomata (the small
openings in their leaves) close.

The capability of remotely observ-
ing the eddies of water in three dimen-
sions should allow us to compare two
temporally resolved images and to
derive displacement vectors of the
upward-moving warm moist eddies
and the falling cool dry air. By sum-
ming the movement of water through
any area of a horizontal plane at any
altitude above the plant canopy, we
hope to obtain the water vapor flux ET
with fine spatial and temporal resolu-
tions. The sum of all vertical wind
velocities must be zero over large
enough areas. This measurement is a
boundary condition that must be satis-
fied in the development of" algorithms
to find and follow water feature move-
ment. Because water vapor in an
unsaturated state is a conservative
tracer, the experimental results will
be very useful for measuring and
understanding ET if the scanning
mechanism and analysis software can
follow the eddy movement." The
noninvasive technique of ET measure-
ment will work in areas vegetated with
multiple species, random plant matur-
ity, and variable canopy cover or
where other classical methods fail.14

LIDAR has significantly more poten-
tial for bridging the gap between point
measurement methods and community
ecological systems (han classical
methods. This will enable the extrapo-
lation of ET data over the kilometer
and regional scale sizes. The extrapo-
lation of single leaf or bagged limb
measurement, uniform fetch Bowen
ratio, and eddy correlation methods to
useful sizes is subject to considerable
error and is not always valid.

" . 5

Fig. 10. A series of horizontal water-mixing-ratio (g H,O/kg air) shots at a fixed
low-altitude versus range down the cotton field is shown as a function of time of
morning data acquisition. The sharp water decrease starting at 11:00 a.m. is
caused by plant stress as the temperature rises to over 100°F. which causes the
plant stomata to close and the average water mixing ratio, vertical gradient, and
ET flux to decrease. The large fluctuations of water content along each line of sight
are caused hy this first experimental observation of warm moist eddies of rising
water structures.

In a DOE-funded program, we will
use several LIDAR techniques in a
collaborative effort with the Mexican
Petroleum Institute to measure air pol-
lution sources, buildup, inversion, and
dispersal in Mexico City. The city,
located in a large high-altitude basin
and surrounded by 7 km mountains,
has significant pollution trapping from
numerous fixed sources as well as
from automobiles.

The summer pollution maximizes
in July with ozone levels exceeding
300 ppb, and the winter pollution is
trapped for such long periods in the
basin that schools have been recessed
for the month of February.

Our research will include locating
the spatial and temporal emission

sources during both day and night in
the Mexico City Basin; determining
the height, texture, and breakup of
inversion-layer and mixed-layer
formations; and measuring diurnal
cycles and visibility. We will also
document daytime and nighttime
source emissions without prior
announcement or sample contamina-
tion, which will be useful for emission
compliance verification. This tech-
nique is also useful for real-time
process optimization that will enable
decreased emissions while simultane-
ously minimizing the use of fuel and
raw materials.
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Los Alamos Bright Source
A. Taylor, T. Gosnell, C. Tollman, J. Roberts, C. Lester,
S. Harper, P. Dowden, CLS-5; J. Lyman, CLS-4;
D. Casperson, P: Lee, G. Kyrala, and G. Schappert, P-l

High-brightness excimer laser
systems are being used to explore the
interaction of intense c herent uv
radiation with matter. The vast major-
ity of such systems, based on the
amplification of subpicosecond pulses
in small-aperture (1 cm2) XeCI or KrF
amplifiers, can deliver focal-spot
irradiances of 1017 W/cm2. Scaling to
higher irradiances requires an addi-
tional large-aperture amplifier, which
preserves near-diffraction-limited
beam quality and subpicosecond pulse
duration. These laser systems are used
for the study of multiphoton phenom-
ena in atoms; the production and
investigation of highly ionized atomic
species; the generation and study of
dense, nonequilibrium plasmas; the
production of picosecond x-ray
pulses; and the testing of optical-
pumping strategies for x-ray lasers.
The Bright Source Project has devel-
oped two such facilities:

• Los Alamos Bright Source I
(LABS I), a small-aperture KrF
system1 that routinely provides irradi-
ances in excess of 1017 W/cm2 to a
variety of experiments, and

• Los Alamos Bright Source II
(LABS II), a terawatt-class XeCI laser
system2 that yields irradiances on
target in excess of lO^W/cm2.

The output parameters of these
systems are summarized in Table I.

LABS I has been operating as a
user facility in support of experiments
in the Physics Division and the
Chemical and Laser Sciences Division
since FY87. The current effort at
LABS I includes the following experi-
ments: x-ray spectroscopy of solid
targets,3 development of a picosecond
x-ray source, a search for collisionless
inner shell excitations,4 Studies of
multiphoton ionization in atomic

hydrogen, x-ray laser configuration
research, investigations of harmonic
generation and fluorescence from
noble gases, studies relating to laser-
induced nuclear transitions, and
picosecond photochemistry.

During FY89 we made significant
progress in the development of a
pump/probe technique that allows
direct observation of ultrafast photo-
chemical processes. For this experi-
ment, the 248-nm output from LABS I
is split into two beams, and the pump
beam is focused into a sample cell to
create high concentrations of photo-
chemical products. The other beam is
used to generate a subpicosecond con-
tinuum that spans the spectral range
from 400 nm to less than 180 nm. This
broadband continuum, which serves as
an absorption probe, is generated by
focusing the 248-nm pulses through an
absorption cell containing high-
pressure krypton.5 By variation of the
delay between the pump and probe,

Table I. Operating Conditions

this technique allows picosecond-by-
picosecond spectroscopic tracking of
short-lived intermediates as the excited
population evolves toward its final
state. Initial experiments involved the
dissociation of CF,Br,:

CF,Br, + hv(248 nm) -> CFJBr + Br

CF2Br->CF2

The absorption feature probed in this
reaction is that of the CF2 fragment,
which has several strong absorption
features in the spectral region from
254 to 267 nm. Figure 1 shows the
evolution of the CF2 spectra as a
function of delay between the pump
and the probe. From these data we
infer a reaction time of 50 ps. This
value, in combination with knowledge
of the energy budget of the dissocia-
tion process, is being used to test the
applicability of unimolecular reaction
rate theory.

During FY89 we demonstrated that
LABS II is capable of producing inten-
sities in excess of 10" W/cm2. At these
extremely high intensities, the optical
field is more than 20 times larger than
the Bohr electric field, e/ao

2, which
permits investigations in a previously
unexplored intensity regime.

The LABS II laser system (Fig. 2)
consists of a front end that produces

LABS I LABS II

Wavelength (nm)

Repetition rate (Hz)

Energy (mJ)

Pulse width (ps)

Intensity (W/cm2)

Intensity (W/cm2)

with f/1.0 optics

248
5

3 0 ± l

0.67

9.0xl017<"

4.0 xlO18

308
1

250 ±10

0.335

4.6 x 10'*<b)

6.4 xlO19

"With fl 1.7focusing optics.

hWithfl3.7 focusing optics.
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-2ps

260 255

Wavelength (nm)

250

Fig. I. Transient absorption spectra ofCF, for delays of-2, 6, 16, 46, 96, and
188 ps after the photolysis ofCF,Br, with 248-nm pump pulse from LABS I.
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amplifier
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Final XeCI
amplifier Beam expanding vacuum

spatial filter

BBO

Discharge
region

X-ray
preionizer

Discharge
region

250 fs

XeCI
amplifier

185fs

400 fs

540 fs (unamplified)

315 fs (amplified)

Fig. 2. The XeCI laser system, showing measured pulse durations after each stage.

308-nm seed pulses, followed by an
amplifier chain comprising a small-
aperture (1 -cm2) XeCI preamplifier,
a beam-expanding vacuum spatial
filter, and a large-aperture ()00-cm2)
final amplifier.

Generation of uv seed pulses for
LABS II is accomplished by fre-
quency-doubling the output of a syn-
chronously pumped subpicosecond
dye oscillator/amplifier system6 as
follows: The output pulse train from a
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser is split
into two beams. One beam is fre-
quency-doubled in KTP and is used to
synchronously pump a mode-locked
dye oscillator. The oscillator is a
linear-cavity, dispersion-compensated
dye laser with separate gain and
absorber jets. The gain medium is
Kiton Red dissolved in ethylene
glycol, and the absorber consists of
equal parts of DODCI and DQOCI in
ethylene glycoi. The wavelength is set
to 616 nm with a single-plate birefrin-
gent filter. The output pulse width
obtained with this system is typically
150 to 180 fs, although pulse durations
as short as 120 fs have been achieved
using fresh dye solutions.

At a 5-Hz repetition rate, single
pulses are selected from the remaining
1064-nm pulse train and are then
amplified to an energy of 40 mJ by a
flashlamp-pumped NdrYAG regenera-
tive amplifier. These 100-ps pulses are
frequency doubled in KD*P with 50$
conversion efficiency and are used to
quasi-longitudinally pump a three-
stage dye amplifier (Fig. 3) seeded by
the dye oscillator. The 616-nm output
pulses from the dye amplifier have a
typical energy of 1.5 mJ, and the
output beam is 1.4 times diffraction
limited. The advantages of this ampli-
fier architecture include low amplified
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amplifier. With a 10-kV/cm,
100-kW/cin1 discharge and a gas
mixture consisting of 2290 torr neon,
14 torr xenon, and I torr HC1. the cen-
terline small-signal gain is 0.032 cm !.
Transverse gain profiles in both the
vertical and horizontal directions
(Fig. 5) demonstrate that useful gain is
available over more than half of the
clear aperture. To maintain near-
diffraction-limited beam quality at a
I-Hz. repetition rate, we used a gas
flow system thai maintains nearly
laminar flow transverse to the dis-
charge electrodes. After hoi gas is
cleared from the discharge volume,
(his flow system establishes les.s than
X/20 wave-front distortion over NO'/?
of the clear aperture before the next
shot is fired.

The mean output pulse energy of
Ihis system is 250 mJ, and the root-
mean-square fluctuation in the pulse
energy is at most 5fv and is often as
low as 3'y. The iiltrasnort output pulse
lies on a 20-ns. 50-mJ ASE pedestal,
but only half of the ASH is included in
the -.olid angle subtended by the
output beam. The output beam is a
9.0 cm x 6.2 cm rectangle. The entire
system operates continuously at a
1-11/ repetition rate on a daily basis.

Although several terawalt laser sys-
tems have been reported/ i : complete
characterization of the performance of
these devices has not been made. The
final output pulse width has been
determined for only a few of these
systems, whereas measurements of the
focal-spot diameter obtained upon
focusing the fully amplified beam
have not been reported at all. Never-
theless, a firm knowledge of these
parameters, especially the focal-spot
diameter, is absolutely essential for
the meaningful interpretation of
experimental results. Given the
extreme performance demanded of
these systems, temporal and spatial
distortion of the optical pulse during
the amplification process should be
the rule rather than the exception,
which would make only indirect
determinations of the final pulse width
and beam quality unreliable. For these
reasons, we made a direct measure-
ment of the output beam quality and

¥•*< -

Fig. 4. Final law-apei Hire amplifier for LABS II.
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carried out extensive measurements of
the pulse width throughout the entire
optical train.

Figure 6 shows a.i autocorrelation
of the output pulse from the final
amplifier obtained using two-photon
ionization of l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]
octane vapor. The pulse duration is
335 ± 25 fs, assuming a sech2 pulse
shape. The spectral width of the
output pulse is 0.79 nm. This yields a
time-bandwidth product that is 2.7
times larger than would be obtained
for a transform-limited sech2 pulse.

The pulse duration at each stage of
the system illustrates the evolution of
the pulse shape as the pulse propa-
gates through the system (Fig. 2). All
values given in the figure were meas-
ured using autocorrelation techniques
with the exception of the value given
after the BBO-doubling crystal. In this
case the pulse duration was calculated
using the published dispersion relation
for this material.13 Because the pulse
width of the dye oscillator output is
165 fs, a net pulse broadening by a
factor of 2 is introduced by the rest
of the amplifier chain. Most of this
broadening (150 fs) occurs in the
spatial filter and probably can be elim-
inated. The effects of the final ampli-
fier on the pulse width are twofold:

(1) The pulse broadens from 400 to
460 fs with the amplifier turned off
and evacuated, apparently as a result
of group velocity dispersion in the
amplifier's four 0.95-cm-thick quartz
windows. This measured pulse
broadening is substantially larger than
the 2-fs broadening calculated for
unchirped temporally Gaussian pulses
using the known dispersion of
quartz.14 This result indicates that the
input pulse to the final amplifier is
significantly chirped and can be sub-
sequently compressed using passive
components v/ith negative net group-
velocity dispersion.

(2) The active pulse compression is
introduced when the final amplifier is
turned on. Gain saturation during the
amplification process not only
compensates broadening caused by
the windows, but also further com-
presses the pulse to a final width of
335 fs.

3 4 5 6 7 8
Distance (cm)

Fig. 5. Centerline gain profiles for the vertical (closed circles) and horizontal
(open circles) directions in the final amplifier.

Pulse width: 335±25fs

-2.0 -1.0 0.0
Delay (ps)

Fig. 6. Autocorrelation trace of the amplified output pulse.

The beam quality of the fully
amplified pulse is determined by
measuring the transmission through
a calibrated pinhole as shown in
Fig. 7. The focusing optic used is a
diffraction-limited on-axis parabolic
mirror with an effective f number of
f/3.7. The measured transmission of
82% through a 10-u.m-diam pinhole
implies FWHM dimensions of the

focal spot of 3.4 Jim x 4.1 u:m. These
dimensions are about 3 times larger
than wouid be obtained with a
diffraction-limited beam.

With these focal-spot dimensions,
our estimate for the mean intensity
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup for measurement offocal-spot size of output pulse.

obtained with a 250-mJ, 335-fs pulse
is 4.6 ± 1.4 x 101* W/cm2. To our
knowledge, this represents the highest
demonstrated optical intensity ever
obtained from a laser source. With
f/1.0 focusing optics (currently on
order), this system will produce an
intensity of 6 x 1019 W/cm:, which
corresponds to an electric field in the
focal volume 33 times the binding
field of the hydrogen atom.

Initial experiments using LABS II
to study multiphoton absorption in
noble gases began at the end of FY89.
For these experiments we focused the
output of LABS II into a low-pressure
(10 s torr) gas to avoid coilisional
effects. An ion time-of-flight spec-
trometer (Fig. 8) then separates the
ions produced according to their
charge-to-mass ratio. A typical time-
of-flight spectrum for neon at an
intensity of 4.6 x 101K W/cm2 is shown
in Fig. 9. Eight charge states of neon
are observed and the isotopes 2"Ne and

Fig. 8. Ion time-of-flight spectrometer.
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Fiji. 9. Ion time-of-flight spectrum for neon at a laser intensity of'4.6 x 10"1 WI en f from LABS II.

7.0 7.5

"Ne are resolved for most of them. To
generate Ne+* requires >1 keV of
energy through the absorption of over
250 4-eV photons.

We will repeat these experiments
at an intensity of 6 x 10|g W/cm2 when
the f/1.0 parabolic mirror arrives in
early 1990. After these experiments

have been completed, we will test the
different theories of multiphoton
absorption by comparing the measured
ratios of the different charge states
as a function of intensity to the pre-
dicted ratios.
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Visible Upconversion
Solid-State Lasers
D. Nguyen, G. Faulkner, N. Cockroft, G. Busch, and
O. Peterson, CLS-6; M. Dulick, CLS-4

Semiconductor Laser Diodes
and Diode-Pumped
Solid-State Lasers

Recent advances in the develop-
ment of semiconductor laser diodes
have transformed these small devices
into a class of lasers that are power
efficient, compact, rugged, and long-
lived. Made of gallium arsenide—the
same semiconductor material used in
the fabrication of advanced micro-
computer chips—these laser diodes
convert electrical current to infrared
light with efficiencies far exceeding
conventional lasers. One such semi-
conductor laser, the gallium aluminum
arsenide (GaAlAs) laser diode, can
convert as much as 57% of electrical
energy to optical energy. Entire semi-
conductor lasers can be packaged in
sizes as small as a transistor, and they
have operating lifetimes as long as
a decade.'

However, these semiconductor
laser diodes still have a few limita-
tions. For instance, most of them emit
in the near infrared region—the
region just beyond red, which is invis-
ible to the human eye. In addition, the
individual diodes are physically very
small and therefore are capable of
generating only small amounts (milli-
watts) of power. High-power applica-
tions would require combining
possibly thousands of the diodes in
very complex configurations to obtain
the necessary focusing.

One solution to the scaling problem
of semiconductor laser diodes is to use
them as the pump source for a solid-
state laser, a laser based on a solid-
crystalline laser medium such as
Nd:YAG, which emits in the infrared.
Solid-state lasers can store energy for
their fluorescent lifetimes (10 jis to
1 ms) and then dump this stored en-
ergy in very short (10 ns), Q-switched

pulses, giving thousandfold increases
in light intensity and power. If the
diode wavelengths are tuned to match
the absorption bands of the crystalline
laser medium, most of the diode
output can be absorbed in the solid-
state laser medium, resulting in better
efficiency and less waste heat than are
characteristic of conventional flash-
pumped lasers. The all solid-state
construction enables diode-pumped
lasers to be compact, robust, and
power efficient.2

To extend the wavelength cover-
age, three different approaches are
used for converting the infrared output
of semiconductor laser diodes into the
visible. The first approach involves
frequency doubling a diode-pumped
solid-state laser. The solid-state
laser, with its energy storage and
Q-switching capability, emits a high-
power beam of infrared light that is
subsequently frequency doubled by a
nonlinear crystal. This frequency-
doubled, solid-state laser technology is
well developed and is presently the
conventional method for generating
visible light from semiconductor
lasers. The only obstacle is that the
nonlinear crystals are susceptible to
optical damage caused by the high
peak intensity necessary for efficient
frequency doubling. The second
approach involves direct frequency
doubling of the output of semiconduc-
tor laser diodes. This method requires
locking the phases of the multitude of

diodes in the array. Phase locking is a
severe complication that has limited
doubled outputs to only modest
power, typically in the milliwatt range.
Scaling to high average power with
present technology is a significant
challenge.

The third approach is the internal
upconversion laser, a technology we
are presently developing. In this new
approach, the solid-state lasers are
pumped by semiconductor laser
diodes, but instead of frequency
doubling to obtain visible light, the
solid-state lasers emit visible light
directly. Upconversion visible so!'d-
state lasers share all advantages,
such as compactness, diode-pumped
design, and scalability to high power,
enjoyed by existing infrared-emitting,
diode-pumped, solid-state lasers,
but they generate visible light directly
without using damage-prone non-
linear crystals.

Upconversion
Solid-State Lasers

The upconversion laser works on
the principle of multiple excitation or
energy pooling between excited rare-
earth ions. In the upconversion
process, the rare-earth ions are excited
by two or three infrared photons and
are thereby promoted to a high energy
level (Fig. 1). From this high energy
level, the active ion emits visible light
as it decays to a lower level. The
excitation process can be sequential
multiphoton excitation, which
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Fig. 1. Multiple infrared excitation promotes rare-earth ions to high energy levels
where they can emit visible light.
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Fig. 2. Two-color excitation of thulium ion generates blue-green light.

involves more than one infrared color,
or it can occur by one of numerous
cooperative energy-transfer processes.
These cooperative processes have
been well studied because of their
importance in fluorescence quenching,
sensitization, and excited-state
dynamics.3 Energy transfer between
ions in crystals is a ubiquitous
phenomenon that has been exploited
to increase the efficiency of flash-
pumped solid-state lasers and to
quench certain undesirable emissions.

The best known upconversion
materials to date are the trivalent rare-
earth ions doped in various laser hosts.
In the 1970s, these materials were
used extensively to detect infrared
quanta and to convert the output of
silicon-doped GaAs diodes to the
visible.45 In 1971 Johnson and
Guggenheim6 at the Bell Telephone
Laboratory demonstrated the first
upconversion lasers. In their experi-
ment, the trivalent erbium and
holmium ions doped in 3aY,Fs at
liquid nitrogen temperature exhibited
upconversion laser action with green
emission when pumped by a flash
lamp that had been filtered to transmit
only infrared light. In 1987 a research
group at IBM Almaden Research
Laboratory reported a green-emitting
upconversion laser based on the
erbium ion, this time pumped by two
cw dye lasers operating in the near
infrared.7 The same group subse-
quently reported a violet-emitting
neodymium laser pumped by yellow
light from a cw dye laser.8 Because
these laser transitions terminate in
energy levels that are barely above the
ground state, the upconversion crystals
had to be cooled to below 100 K to
depopulate the lower laser levels.

Blue-Green Emission
Thulium Upconversion Laser

At Los Alamos this year, we
demonstrated for the first time an up-
conversion laser that emits blue light
at 450 nm when pumped by two dye
lasers.1* The laser active material is the
trivalent thulium ion, a rare-earth ion
with 12 electrons in the 4f shell. The
energy levels of thulium are shown in
Fig. 2. For the initial demonstration.
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dye lasers wtre used in place of
semiconductor laser diodes. One of
the dye lasers emits in the near infra-
red (780 nm) a color that can be easily
obtained with existing GaAIAs semi-
conductor lasers. The other dye laser
emits red light (near 650 nm), which
is obtainable from a class of semi-
conductor lasers based on indium
gallium aluminum phosphide
(InGaAlP). At present, these semi-
conductor iaser.s only offer output
power in the milliwatt range, but
future development may make high-
power red laser diodes possible.

The thulium upconversion laser is
pumped by a two-step process involv-
ing one photon in the near-infrared at
780.8 nm and one in the red at 648.8
nm (Fig. 2). The laser material, a
crystal of yttrium lithium fluoride
(YLF), is 1 cm long and is doped with
trivalent thulium ions at nominally
1 al.% dopant level. Under excitation
at 780.8 nm, the Tm3+ ion is promoted
from the 'H6 ground manifold to the
'H4 intermediate level. There, it is
excited to the 'D, upper laser level by
a second red photon at 648.8 nm. At
77 K, the fluorescence lifetime of the
'D, upper laser level is 59 jis. In the
absence of lasing, the excited thulium
ions undergo radiative 'D, -» 'F4 tran-
sitions with a branching ratio of 49.1%
and give rise to several fluorescence
lines around 445-455 nm (Fig. 3).
These fluorescence lines correspond to
the electric dipole-allowed transitions
consistent with the S4 point group
symmetry of the yttrium site in YLF.

The laser resonator (Fig. 4) consists
of a total reflector and a 10% output
coupler at 450 nm. Both mirrors have
a 10-cm radius of curvature. The two
pump beams are collinearly directed
through the total reflector (which
transmits the pump wavelengths) and
focused to a spot -250 (im in diameter
inside the crystal. For the first demon-
stration two Nd:YAG-pumped dye
lasers served as the pump sources.
Because the pulse widths of these dye
lasers are less than 10 ns, optical
damage to the Tm'+: YLF crystal limits
the excitation fluence to less than
10 J/cm:. As a result, the crystal is
kept at liquid nitrogen temperature to

c
<Dom
0)

o

444 446 448 450 452 454 456 458
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3. The thulium ion has several fluorescence lines in the blue (445-455 nm), and
the sample temperature strongly affects the line width and peak cross section.

Blue output

Lens Partially reflective mirror

5 inches

Fig. 4. Blue-green upconversion laser resonator can be compact and simple.
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1 2 3
Incident 649 nm pulse en *rgy (mJ)

Fig. 5. Upconversion laser output increases with eac, ' pump power hut exhibits
saturation at high pump levels.
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Fig. 6. Short-pulse excitation reveals the dynamics of upconversion laser.

increase Tm'* peak absorption and
stimulated emission cross sections so
that lasing can be achieved at a low
pump level. With the resonator
described above, we achieved laser
action as a coherent blue laser beam at
450.2 nm at 77 K.

We expect (he upconversion laser
output to depend linearly on each
input power. As shown in Fig. 5. the
output power increases with input
pumps until the point where optical
damage in (he crystal becomes
possible. Ai the point where the pump
pulse energy is 10 mJ at 780.8 nm and
3.5 mJ at 648.8 nm, we obtained a
pulse output energy of 180 uJ, or a
1.3% overall efficiency. In our unopti-
mized laser resonator, the mode
volume is about one-fourth of the
pump volume, so the laser should be
4 times more efficient with proper
mode matching. Further increase in
efficiency can be achieved by anti-
reflection-coating the laser crystal and
optimizing the output coupling or
dopant concentration. The laser
threshold fluence for this unoptimized
resonator, as measured at the center
of the crystal, is 0.6 J/cnr for the
780.8-nm pump and 4 J/cm- for the
648.8-nm pump.

The sequential excitation scheme is
supported by temporally delaying the
648.8-nm pulse with respect to the
780.8-nm pulse. With two-color
excitation, the maximum output is
achieved when the red pulse is
delayed by approximately 25 ns. The
output is a gain-switched, 10-ns pulse
with a cavity buildup time that varies
between 40 and 200 ns after the red
beam, dependent upon the incident
powers (Fig. 6). From the buildup
time of the laser cavity and the
estimated cavity loss, we deduced a
gain per pass of 0.4 per cm (Ref. 9),
Independent kinetic calculations based
on rate equations yield a value of the
excited population of -0.01 at.% or
1.37 x 1OIS ions/cm\ This translates
into a peak-stimulated emission cross
section of 2.9 x 10 |C>cnr.

The output energy of the blue
emission upconversion laser is limited
by optical damage caused by the high
peak intensity of the 10-ns pulses from
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the Nd:YAG-pumped dye lasers. To
obtain laser action without damaging
the crystal, we had to cool the crystal
to liquid nitrogen temperature, which
enhanced both the absorption and
emission cross sections. For practical
application, however, room-tempera-
ture operation is preferred and should
be possible because the laser transition
terminates in a level far removed from
the ground state. Lengthening the
pump pulse to better match the excited
state lifetime of thulium will help in
obtaining room-temperature laser
action without damaging the crystal.
The next experiment is being carried
out with flash-pumped dye lasers with
pulse lengths of about 1 us. Employ-
ing a longer excitation pulse also
allows us to store more energy in the
upconversion laser and thus obtain
higher output energy.

To predict the performance of an
upconversion laser, we must have
sufficient spectroscopic information to
calculate the laser transition wave-
length and to determine how strong it
will be for a given set of experimental
conditions. Predictions of how the
energy levels of a rare-earth ion are
shifted and whether a particular
transition is strong enough to provide
efficient laser operation must be made
on the basis of a theoretical model that
describes the electronic interaction
between the rare-earth ion and its
surrounding. In this model, the rare
earth is subject to an electrostatic field
exerted by the surrounding ions within
the crystal lattice, the so-called crystal
field. The 4f energy levels of rare-
earth ions are generally insensitive to
their surroundings. In the presence of
a crystal field, the energy levels of an
otherwise "free" ion are displaced and
"split" by small amounts, as depicted
in Fig. 7.

In addition, the crystal field also
"mixes" the free-ion energy levels
together, with a consequence *hat the
4f-4f transitions that are forbidden in
the electric dipole approximation
become allowed and result in sharp
absorption or emission lines. The
crystal field is often expanded in
terms of its components, e.g., dipole,
quadrupole, hexapole, etc. In our

28000
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5860

28053
27991
27961

27999^— « » _
N 1— 070*51 / •—

27815

455.52 nm

.5977
5967
5944

-5827

.5760
5757

-5605

5801

27931
27904
27845

27711 27759
27691

455.25 nm

.5983
•5957
•5927

.5839
•5819

.5724
5712

.5626
"5621

27788
27753
27736
27735

Free ion YLF YAK),

Fig. 7. Energy levels of "free" thulium ion are split and displaced by the electro-
static fields of various crystalline hosts.

calculations, these multipolar terms
must be computed by first guessing at
their values and then making small ad-
justments to these guesses to minimize
the errors between the calculated and
observed energy levels of the ion. This
interactive process is continued until
we find the smallest differences
between the measured and computed
energy levels. At this point, we have a
consistent set of crystal field expan-
sion terms and the make-up of the
rare-earth ion energy levels. By
subjecting the latter to another kind of

calculation called the Judd-Ofelt
approximation, we are able to predict
transition intensities, radiative life-
times, branching ratios, and stimulated
emission cross sections of the desired
transition. The results of these calcu-
lations are compared to experimental
values in Table I.
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Table I. Energy Levels of Tm^YLF
Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Values

su r,

3,4
1
2
2
1

3,4
1

3,4
2

3p |

1
3,4
2
2
1

3,4

3H5 2
3,4
1

3,4
1
2

3,4
1

3H4 2
1

3,4
1
1

3,4
2

3F3 3,4
2

3,4
2
1

Observed
(cm1)

0
30
56
270
305
—
—
—
—
—

5599
5756
5757
5820
5942
5968
5972

8299
8319
—
8519
—
—
8535

12599
12625
12644
12745
12835
12835
12955

14520
14549
14594
—

14597

Calculated
(cm1)

0
30
59
274
303
344
348
399
400
432

5596
5765
5755
5818
5936
5973
5968

8276
8292
8315
8492
8523
8542
8544
8545

12603
12615
12635
12745
12808
12839
12929

14515
14543
14589
14594
14609

Error
(cm1)

0
0
-3
-4
2
—
—
—
—
—

3
-9
2
2
6
-5
4

7
4
—
-4
—
—
-10

-4
10
9
0
27
-4
26

5
6
5
—
-12
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SLJ

'G4

'D2

'I6

r,
2

3,4
2
1

1
3,4
2
1
2

3,4
1

2
2

3,4
1

2
3,4
1
1

3,4
2
1

3,4
2
2

Observed
(cm1)

15094
15203
—

15275

20973
21186
21272
21300
—

21554
21562

27961
27991
28052
—

34729
—

34778
34769
—

34999
34998
—

Calculated
(cm1)

15105
15203
15236
15273

20980
21192
21271
21310
21465
21542
21551

27956
28006
28056
28066

34547
34566
34594
34766
34867
34982
34998
35010
35184
35186

Error
(cm1)

-11
0
—
2

-7
-6
1

-10
—
12
11

5
-15
-4
—

163
—
12
-98
—
1

-12
—

35538 35392 146

1
3,4

2
3,4
2
1

36470
36566

38049
—

38241

36470
36566

38181
39386
38489
38541

0
0

-337
—

-300
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Advanced laser transmitters

Fig. 8. Basic components of a submarine laser communication system are a
satellite-mounted laser transmitter and a narrow-band receiver to capture the coded
light.

Applications of Blue-Green
Emission Upconversion Laser

Our interest in developing compact
diode-pumped lasers that emit blue
light stems from their potential for
several military and commercial
applications. One such application is
submarine laser communication
(SLC). As illustrated in Fig. 8, a laser
transmitter mounted on satellite sends
an encoded beam of light down to the
ocean to be picked up by the receiver
located on the submarine. For under-
water communication, the transmis-
sion window of ocean water is
between 430 and 510 nm, or blue-
green light. In addition to water
transmission, the laser output must
also match an absorption line of the
atomic filter, which is part of the
receiver of the communication link. At
present, the most popular atomic filter
is cesium, which absorbs at around
455 nm. The thulium laser that we
recently demonstrated operates at
around 450 nm. This wavelength,
although not the optimum wavelength
for underwater transmission, is close
to a cesium atomic filter absorption
line. By changing the crystalline host
to BaY2F8, we can induce shifts in the
energy levels of the thulium ion so
that its output wavelength matches the
cesium absorption filter.

In addition to thulium, praseodym-
ium also has potential upconversion
laser action at -480 to 510 nm, which
is more suitable for SLC. This blue-
green transition of praseodymium ions
also terminates in a level near the
ground state, so it also needs to be
cooled. Nevertheless, room-tempera-
ture laser action of praseodymium has
already been demonstrated with direct
excitation." The key disadvantage of
this system is its lack of strong
absorption at the wavelength region
where semiconductor lasers emit. By
codoping the host with a sensitizer
that absorbs the semiconductor output
and transfers energy to praseodymium
ions, we expect praseodymium will
have upconversion laser action in the
wavelength range of 480 to 510 nm.
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Fig. 9. Upconversion lasers span the visible spectrum at discrete wavelengths.

Future Research
Besides thulium and praseodym-

ium, other rare-earth ions should
exhibit upconversion laser action, as
shown in Fig. 9. We are presently
investigating the erbium ion. This ion
doped in yttrium oxide crystalline
fiber can upconvert infrared light into
green light at 560 nm with an effi-
ciency that rivals the IBM erbium
crystal. Yet, the crystal field effects in
the yttrium oxide host are such that the
ground state of the erbium ion is
"split" by a larger amount. As a result,
the transition corresponding to the
560-nm emission terminates in a level
510 cnv' above the ground state. This
feature makes it possible to obtain
upconversion laser action at near
room temperature with erbium in
yttrium oxide fibers as opposed to the
IBM erbium laser, which operates at
below 100 K.

Upconversion has also been
observed as amplified spontaneous
emission in optical fibers.10 Fiber laser

technology may lead to several new
developments. For example, upcon-
version fibers promise new, compact
visible lasers that can be used in
medical applications. Our work in
erbium-doped yttrium oxide upcon-
version fibers is just the beginning
of an exciting road toward practical
fiber lasers.

Conclusion
Upconversion lasers promise new

technology for diode-pumped, solid-
state lasers that emit visible light.
Los Alamos, in collaboration with in-
dustry, will pursue the development of
this technology to its fruition.
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Laser Deposition of
High-Temperature
Superconducting Thin Films
A7. Nogar, R. Dye, R. Estler, C. Flamme, A. Garcia, CLS-2;
S. Foltyn, CLS-6; R. Muenchausen, X. Wu, ERDC

Introduction
Many microelectronic,1 micro-

wave,2 and optoelectronic3 applica-
tions of the new metaJ-oxide-based,
high-temperature superconductors
(HTSCs) will require epitaxial, high
critical current (Jc), thin films with
critical transition temperatures (T.) 6f
Tt. > 77 K. In situ laser deposition, in
addition to buffer-layer and multilayer
coatings,4 offers considerable promise
for the fabrication of such films.3

A number of conventional ap-
proaches, including evaporation, sput-
tering, and chemical vapor deposition,
have been tried in an effort to produce
high-quality HTSC thin films. Laser
deposition, in which material is
vaporized by a high-intensity pulsed
laser and is collected on a crystalline
substrate, offers an attractive alterna-
tive to these techniques. The rapid
energy deposition possible with laser
sources results in temperature rises so
rapid (>IO" K/s) that congruent evap-
oration can occur without significant
elemental fractionadon.6 Laser
evaporation can also be used under a
variety of processing conditions. With
laser evaporation, pressure may vary
from ultrahigh vacuum to several torr
of inert or reactive atmospheres, and
bulk temperatures of both targets and
substrates are restricted only by the
physical properties of those materials.
Under appropriate conditions an
epitaxial thin film may be grown. The
goals for the initial phases of this
study were twofold:

• To develop an understanding of
the basic physics and chemistry
associated with laser evaporation,
collisiona] expansion, and condensa-
tion/crystallization, and

• To develop the technology to
produce high-quality HTSC thin films.

This study includes the measure-
ment of deposition rates and distribu-
tions and the parametric dependence
of film crystallinity and morphology

• on laser fluence, target density,
' ambient pressure, and substrate
'. temperature. We examined the quater-

nary thallium-containing systems but
i devoted most of our effort to optimiz-
' ing the production of YBa,Cu,O7 5

I thin films.

Laser Ablation/Evaporation
, Laser ablation and evaporation
! have been studied4 for over 20 years
; and have become useful tools for the
: production of thin films. In this tech-
| nique a high-energy laser beam,
! incident on a target surface, produces
! a plume of material that can be
! directed at a substrate to grow films of

the desired material. Laser-induced
\ processes have been used to produce
: high-quality thin films of optical,

ferroelectric, and piezoelectric mater-
ials; epitaxial semiconductor layers;
synthetic diamond; and most recently,
high-T. superconductors.

Laser evaporation has a number of
advantages as a physical deposition

; source,5 including congruent evapora-
| tion, production of high-energy atomic
I and molecular species, directed
[ deposition, and wide applicability.
I Simultaneous and congruent evapora-
i tion of many components from a

single target results because non-
equilibrium, laser-induced heating
(10" K/s), and rapid cooling of the
near-surface layer typically occur on a
time scale ( t « 1 us) much shorter
than the time required for diffusion or
segregation of material in the laser-
heated zone. Thus, physical processes
such as evaporation or spallation can
occur stoichiometrical'y.

Laser desorption under high-
intensity (plasma-forming) conditions
can also produce a variety of high-
energy (0.1 to 2 eV) atoms, molecules,
fragments, and ions. The impact of
these species on the substrate or over-
layers tends to produce a local melting
and annealing that results in higher
quality films. The angular dispersion
of a laser-generated plume can be
described in some cases7 by a cosn(6),
n > 3, distribution. This directed
plume, which can be at least partly
explained on the basis of hydrody-
namic flow,1*10 can be used to coat a
variety of shapes and sizes of objects,
much like a directed spray gun.

The apparatus developed for laser
deposition of HTSC thin films is
shown in Fig. I. The advantages of
this instrument are

• decreased pumping times brought
about by introduction of target and
substrate through load locks,

• decreased pitting and tracking
caused by target rotation, and

• even deposition because of
substrate rotation.
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Laser

Rotation

(a)

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental apparatus, where A = apertures, L = lenses, P = pinhole.
M = mirror, BS = beam splitter, W = laser window, V = view port, G = gate valve,
T = target, and S = substrate. The detector may be either an energy meter to
calibrate thefluence or a photodiode to measure the temporal history, (b) Photo-
graph of apparatus.
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Perovskite
Superconductors

Optimized YBa2Cu3O7 s super-
conductors demonstrate a Tc of
91 K with critical current densities
of Jc > 10Vi/cm2. The super-
conducting phase in bulk samples
is normally formed during a high-
temperature anneal (>800°C) in a
pure oxygen atmosphere. For thin
films, a comparable high-tempera-
ture treatment after deposition may
cause interdiffusion between the
film and substrate with subsequent
degradation of superconducting
properties.

To minimize this problem in the
production of thin films, we de-
crease the temperature by directly
growing the perovskite structure
during the condensation
process. Oxygen partial
pressure is a critical parame-
ter in this step; however, note
that this process produces the
tetragonal YBajCuf)^ struc-
ture (Fig. 2a). Transition to
the preferred orthorhombic
structure (Fig. 2b) is achieved by
subsequent exposure to high-
pressure oxygen during cooling
after deposition.

Results
In preliminary experiments, a

number of process variables were
optimized for the production of
superconducting thin films. The
laser fluence was typically main-
tained in the range of 2 to 8 J/cm2.
The lower limit was imposed by
film stoichiometry variations at
low fluences, and the upper limit
was set by the production of
excessive particulates. The
temperature and oxygen pressure
were typically maintained at 650-
79O°C and 50-150 utorr, re-
spectively, during the
deposition, and O2 pressure
was increased 200 torr during
the cool down. The target was
rotated at 5-15 RPM and the
substrate was typically rotated at
2 RPM. Results of dc resistivity
(four-point probe) and eddy-current

(a)

y—©—£

Yttrium

6—©--# .

—cu(2)

Barium

Yttrium •

j p © O—Cu(2)

-0(2)

Cu(1)

Fig. 2. Crystal structures for the (a) tetrahedral
and (b) orthorhombic forms ofYBa2Cu3O7&
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Fig. 3. Four-point dc resistance measurement for YBa,Cu<O7Sthinfilm.
(a) Metallic behavior (T-0 intercept) for temperatures above 7 \ (b) Radio fre-
quency eddy-current measurement of dynamic impedance of the same sample.

measurements are shown in Figs. 3a
and 3b for a YBa2Cu,O7 s film
deposited on SrTiO,.

Effects of Ablation Laser Biam
Parameters

The excimer lasers used in these
experiments produced 200-mJ, 20-ns
pulses at 308 nm and repetition rates
ranging from 20 to 50 Hz. The focal
spot used in these experiments,
0.3 mm by 1.5 mm (1/e2 intensity),
produced broad angular distributions

in the deposition of YBa,Cu,O7 8 thin
films. Both the film thickness and the
stoichiometry were measured by
Rutherford backscattering spectrom-
etry (RBS). Parallel to the long axis of
the laser spot, plumes exhibited a
cos-v5(9) spread and the films were of
varying composition (Fig. 4); in the
perpendicular direction, more diffuse
cos15(9) plume distributions were
associated with stoichiometric depo-
sition (Fig. 5). Thus, the long axis
of the plume distribution was
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laser beam as monitored by RBS for a film deposited at 5 J/cnr, aspect ratio Ar = 5,
and oxygen pressure of 0.1 ton. (a) Displays thickness and (b) stoichiometry. both
as a function of angle.

We believe the dissimilar distribu-
tions observed in this work are due to
a combination of Knudsen-layer form-
ation, resulting from collisional
processes in the high-density material
within a few microns of the target
surface, followed by unstableadiabatic
expansion. These effects are more
obviously manifest parallel to the long
dimension of the laser beam, where
the physical size of the plume will

increase the likelihood of collisional
interactions.

In separate experiments," the
quality of superconducting thin films
of YBa,Cu,O7.5on (100) SrTiO, were
monitored as a function of deposition
rate from I to 145 A/s. The latter de-
position rate exceeds any previously
published. Crystallinity of the films
was examined by RBS in the chan-
neling mode. The backscattering
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minimum yield (Xmin) increases mono-
tonically with the deposition rate. A
Xmm of 3% was observed in the films
deposited at the lowest deposition rate.
Even at a deposition rate of 145 A/s,
the films show good crystallinity with
Xminof 15%, indicating epitaxial
growth. The x-ray diffraction meas-
urements confirmed that the films
have strong c-axis orientation normal
to the substrates. These results could
have a dramatic impact on the pros-
pects for using pulsed laser deposition

techniques to deposit large area films
for device applications.

Effects of Substrate Type and
Temperature

High-quality YBa,Cu,O7^ films
have been deposited on a number of
additional single-crystal substrate
materials, including (100) LaGaO,,
LaAlO,, yttrium-stabilized ZrQ,, and
MgO. These substrates are of praciical
significance for microwave applica-
tions because of their low-dielectric
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loss properties, in contrast to SrTiO,.
Epitaxial YBa,Cu,O7gfilm growth, as
confirmed by x-ray diffraction, RBS
channeling, and scanning electron
microscopy, occurs at surface tem-
peratures between 700°C and 75O°C.
Unfortunately, these temperatures are
still too high for use on technologi-
cally important substrates such as
silicon, copper. GaAs, and sapphire.
One solution to this problem is to
deposit a buffer layer, which acts as a
diffusion barrier between the growing
film and the substrate, before film
deposition. Another approach is to
lower the temperature required for
epitaxial film growth.

In connection with the latter
approach, we have investigated in situ

annealing by using a second excimer
laser. In these experiments the second
laser irradiated the substrate surface at
low fluence (10 mJ/cin-) with a fixed
lime delay with respect to the ablation
laser, thus providing a transient tem-
perature rise in the film/substrate
during deposition. Although these
films showed only a slight increase in
T. (Fig. 6) compared with similar
films deposited at 650 K with no laser
annealing, the increased crystallinity
suggests the possibility of generating
films at temperatures low enough to
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suppress interdiffusion between the
films and substrate with appropriate
temporal matching of the mass arrival
and laser heating pulses.

In recent experiments, we explored
postdeposition laser processing to
make simple device structures from
these thin films. In one experiment.
we used a quasi cw laser, ex situ, to
write superconducting lines into semi-
conducting precursor films. In initial
experiments, a 90-K laser-deposited
HTSC film was annealed in argon to
remove oxygen and produce a film
with T t = 60 K (Fig. 7a). Irradiation
with a mode-locked YAG laser,
700 W/cm: average power, under an
atmosphere of oxygen produced a film
with transitions at 60, 80, and 90 K.
indicating a substantially improved,
though still multiphase, film (Fig. 7b>.

In a separate experiment we are
using the high-repetition rate, beam-
homogenized excimer output to
pattern a masked film directly to a
device structure without the standard
wet chemical processing required by
photolithographic techniques. Initial
results indicate that edge definition of
IOO-(im bridges, usable for critical
current measurements, are easily
obtainable.

Future Work
Immediate plans call for deposi-

tions on commercially interesting
substrates, such as 2-in. LaAIO.
wafers. Deposition on sapphire or
silicon, either directly or with inter-
vening lattice-matched buffer layers,
will also be pursued. In addition, we
plan to continue our efforts to produce
epitaxial superconducting films at
lower temperatures (T < 650°C).
Finally in collaboration with the
University of New Mexico, we will
explore the possibility of generating
useful device structures by laser-
writing superconducting lines onto
insulating or semiconducting films.
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Analytical Chemistry, CLS-1, provides technical support for a
wide variety of defense and nondefense programs within the Labora-
tory and the DOE complex. This support involves three components:
high-quality analytical services, development and implementation of
new analytical techniques, and basic research in traditional as well as
new analytical areas. To attain our goal of providing high-quality
analytical support for many technical areas, the Group is divided into
12 task areas, each consisting of a combination of service, develop-
ment, and research. This group structure provides opportunities for
the development of new analytical techniques and the professional
development of our staff.

CLS-1 consists of about 90 technical staff, divided approximately
equally between professional staff members and technical support
staff. Because of the diverse capabilities of our staff, we are able to
address a variety of technical problems in actinide chemistry, inor-
ganic and organic materials characterization, complex chemical
systems, and new chemical instrumentation.

In the area of analytical chemistry services, we support many
Laboratory research programs and nuclear materials processes,
including characterization and certification of nuclear and non-
nuclear materials used in weapons and space reactor (SP-100), milli-
watt heat source (23!iPu), and waste certification programs. Within our
Group, we have an extensive repertoire of analytical techniques
including the capability of measuring simultaneously 70 trace ele-
ments in nuclear materials. Recently, we demonstrated a new mass
spectrometric technique that improved the precision of existing state-
of-the-art isotopic measurement of actinides by tenfold. We are also
developing and implementing new capabilities in at-line or in-line in-
strumentation for analytical applications in chemical processes. To
automate analytical methods, we are integrating robotic and com-
puter-controlled instrumentation into both established and new ana-
lytical techniques. This technology can be applied not only within
the DOE weapons complex but throughout the chemical industries of
the country to improve the efficiencies of various processes.

Development and implementation are essential links between
basic research and the routine use of any analytical technique. In this
area, we are actively involved in the development of in situ analyti-
cal instrumentation, improved analytical sensors, data analysis
techniques, automation, and robotics. We have developed a portable
mass spectrometric system capable of detecting, identifying, and
measuring hazardous waste materials in the part-per-billion range in
soil, water, and air samples. The development of in situ instrumenta-
tion and analytical sensors provides direct support for process analy-
tical requirements of at-line and in-line measurements. New data
analysis techniques have been developed to optimize the operation of
analytical instrumentation. Routine analytical methods have been
automated using specially designed equipment and robotics. Specifi-
cally, a robotic sample dissolution and aliquoting system is almost
ready to be tested with nuclear materials. Our activities in automa-
tion have focused on minimizing personnel exposure to radiation,
reducing waste materials, and improving measurement reliability.

CLS-1

John Phillips, Group Leader (top)
Harry Dewey, Deputy Group Leader
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CLS-2

Wayne Danen, Group Leader

The Group's unique capability to combine research with develop-
ment and implementation has resulted in significant contributions to
both DOE and DoD programs. We have developed automated
uranium and plutonium assay instrumentation in support of DOE's
nuclear safeguards program. We also make standard reference
materials for assay measurements of plutonium and uranium. Remote
monitoring techniques have been implemented to measure the com-
position of various gas mixtures for the DoD.

Research is an integral component of our analytical chemistry
program. Some of the principal areas in which we have been per-
forming significant analytical research are analytical spectroscopy,
stereoselective ligands for the separation of actinides, materials
chemistry of high-temperature superconductors, ion trap mass
spectrometry, characterization of explosive materials, gas reaction
kinetics, Fourier transform mass spectrometry, and chemometric
analysis techniques for large sets of analytical results. We are
expanding our work in explosives research to gain an understanding
of the kinetics and fundamental chemistry of the early stages of
detonation of both currently available and newly synthesized explo-
sives. This research combines many new analytical technologies into
an integrated program of importance to the Laboratory.

Our primary goal is integrating analytical chemistry into Labora-
tory programs, ranging from high-temperature superconductors to
plutonium processing. Many of the exciting developments in these
programs require rapid, accurate characterization of materials. By
becoming involved and by defining analytical requirements at an
enr 'v stage in new programs, we can help ensure their success, -z

The Physical Chemistry Group, CLS-2, performs forefront re-
search and development in materials chemistry, laser spectroscopy,
computational chemistry, and surface science. The Group serves °s a
resource for the Laboratory and the scientific community in modern
physical chemistry and chemical physics and applies its expertise
to basic research and technological problems related to energy,
national security, and environment. During the past year, CLS-2 has
participated in environmental monitoring and remediation, gene
sequencing, materials development and characterization, detonation
chemistry, conventional munitions, and interfacial diagnostics and
processes.

The Materials Chemistry Section applies its expertise to crossed-
molecular beam and beam-surface scattering studies, real-time
characterization of the detonation of high explosives, nonlinear
optical spectroscopy at interfaces, and structural determinations
using both neutron and x-ray scattering. Recently this section devel-
oped a high-velocity (6-eV) oxygen atom source that is used to
expose materials to the simulated conditions of low earth orbit and to
oxidize electronic and superconducting films. Second-harmonic
generation at interfaces has been used to measure the growth and
nucleation of silver films on Cu(l 10) surfaces in real time. Mass and
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optical spectral methods have been used to interrogate detonating
explosives in real time and to document the production of large
carbon clusters in oxygen-deficient explosives. The section has also
been successful in synthesizing and characterizing nonlanthanide-
and noncopper-containing high-temperature superconductors.

The Spectrosccpy Section is researching ultrasensitive detection,
particle scattering, plasma chemistry and spectroscopy, gene se-
quencing, and laser deposition processes. Currently, excimer lasers
are being used to ablate bulk YBa,Cu,Ox material for the production
of high-quality superconducting thin films. These films, which can
be deposited at growth rates of up to 150 A/s, exhibit critical
temperatures in excess of 90 K and critical currents of up to
I x 10hA/cm2. Achieving rapid (1000/s) base sequencing involv-s
fluorescence-burst monitoring single DNA bases tagged by antigen-
antibody interactions with specific dyes. Laser/mass spectrometry
has been applied to both the detection of inhomogeneously distrib-
uted impurities in commercial optics and the characterization of
laser-desorbed plumes of high-temperature superconducting materi-
als. A shielded rf-plasma device has been used in a number of
operations, which include disposing of toxic waste and processing
spent nuclear fuels. The Spectroscopy Section has used surface
Raman spectroscopy to explore the interaction of adsorbents with
activated charcoal and has applied this technology to environmental
monitoring and chemical agent protection.

The Theory Section devotes its effort largely to understanding
condensed-matter structure and processes, including condensed-
phase vibrational relaxation and electronic structure calculations with
Monte Carlo techniques. Molecular dynamics methods have been
applied to the study of solution structure and interactions. Interfacial
processes, including gas-solid collisions, sputtering, and the impact
of metal clusters on a variety of surfaces, are also being researched.
In addition, a quantum bath approach to solitons has yielded a
representation for the temperature-dependent lifetime of dynamically
localized Davydov solitons.

The major effort in the Surface Science Section involves applying
ultrahigh vacuum technologies, including low-energy electron
diffraction, x-ray and uv photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS and UPS),
Rutherford backscattering, and dynamics impedance measurements,
to the study of interfacial processes and structures. Research has
shown that rf-eddy current and dynamic impedance measurements
are vastly superior to simple four-point dc resistance measurements
for the characterization of high-temperature superconducting thin
films. XPS and UPS were used to characterize the valence-band
features in transition-element, light-actinide, and rare-earth com-
pounds and intermetallics. The section studied the surface properties
of Al/Ti alloys and their interactions with H7 and O, and used ion
scattering to complement optical spectroscopy for the Ag/Cu(l 10)
system, G

Nick Noi>ar, Deputy Group Leader
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CLS-3

Harry Watanahe. Group Leader (top)
Bill McCulla, Deputy Group Leader

The Process Development Group, CLS-3, is a research and devel-
opment team of 31 chemists, physicists, engineers, and technicians,
involved primarily in several of the Laboratory's large multidiscipli-
nary programs supported by the DOE and DoD. Our mission is to
develop a process or technology from basic scientific principles to a
level demonstrating scalability that can be used by other government
agencies or the commercial/industrial sector. Our expertise lies in
chemistry and physics, primarily photochemistry, photophysics, laser
technology, fluid dynamics, and instrumentation development. The
scale of activities ranges from small laboratory experiments involv-
ing a staff member/technician pair to large experimental facilities
requiring teams of scientists, engineers, and technicians. The group
culture emphasizes strong team performance as well as strong
individual performance. Our strong technician force has enabled us
to build large experimental facilities to meet the needs of Laboratory
programs.

Recently, CLS-3 had the technical lead in the development of
molecular laser isotope separation for plutonium; however because
the DOE decided to eliminate this program in FY89, the Group has
developed several initiatives during the past year. These include
development of the Aerochemistry Laboratory, which will provide a
state-of-the-art capability for studying interaction of chemistry and
hydrodynamics, and an imaging laboratory that will provide instru-
mentation and diagnostics for national security and verification,
materials development, and conventional and unconventional muni-
tions. Recently, the Group has become involved in the program
development of intelligent process controls.

Our participation in the Neutral Particle Beam Program continued
as we carried out critical proof-of-principle experiments with the
wire and fluorescent fiber offset grid (WAFFOG) beam-sensing and
characterization device in the first quarter of FY89. WAFFOG is a
multidivisional effort involving Mechanical and Electronic Engineer-
ing (MEE), Accelerator Technology (AT), and Controlled Thermo-
nuclear Research (CTR) Divisions, along with other groups in CLS
Division. The overall concept was conceived, directed, and is being
carried to final design and testing by CLS-3 personnel. The test of
this device on the 50-MeV beam line at Argonne National
Laboratory was the most significant milestone of the Ground Test
Accelerator Program in FY89.

Development of the WAFFOG beam-sensing concept has led the
Group into new areas of research. Examples of this research are the
study of fluorescent materials and identification of fluors that are
efficient and have fast temporal response and high spatial resolution
yet are stable in a high-energy particle beam and can be coated onto
fibers. Techniques using cataphoresis to place uniform, small-
particle-size, inorganic fluor materials onto titanium and tungsten
wires and ribbons have been developed. These films are highly
adherent and have demonstrated intensity responses in particle
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beams approaching those of zinc sulfide. High-spatial-resolution
fluors have been fabricated. The Group is also developing high-
sensitivity, high-resolution cameras that have a very high readout
speed. Work with both linear and area CCD cameras has produced
high-aspect-ratio, low-noise systems capable of very high resolution
in low-light-level situations. This technology has already been
applied to laser-induced fluorescence imaging in the new Aero-
chemistry Program. We are also developing high-speed data process-
ing methods that will match the readout speed of the camera and new
techniques in precision alignment and stabilization.

The wire shadow technique is now being considered by several
accelerator groups as an alignment and tuning diagnostic. This
technique will improve the accelerator alignment and tuning, as well
as reduce the time required for these processes.

The goals of the Aerochemistry Laboratory initiative at
Los Alamos are to establish a leadership position in the study of the
interplay of chemistry and hydrodynamics in supersonic combustion
and to integrate the Laboratory's special capabilities in high-
temperature chemical kinetics, nonintrusive laser diagnostics, and
computational fluid dynamics. The initiative involves collaboration
of several groups and divisions across the Laboratory. These special
capabilities can be applied immediately to the National Aerospace
Plane (NASP) Program. The high-Mach number, high-altitude
portions of the flight envelope of hypersonic vehicles such as NASP
have placed great demands on ground-test facilities. Designs for
extremely high-Mach-number operation will rely heavily on compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD). However, current CFD codes do not
adequately model turbulent mixing at high supersonic speeds. These
capabilities are critical in determining the efficiency of supersonic
combustion at high-Mach number and at high altitudes. A laboratory
test bed that can simulate significant aspects of the chemistry and
hydrodynamics of supersonic combustion ramjets (SCRAMJETS) is
needed to develop nonintrusive imaging instrumentation that can
supply reliable data for benchmarking and validating CFD codes.

This initiative complements the programs funded by the NASP
Joint Program Office on high-temperature chemical kinetics and
laser diagnostics development for ground tests at NASA and other
contractor facilities. The knowledge gained in aerochemistry is also
applicable to other Laboratory programs and initiatives in hazardous
waste incineration, methane-to-methanol conversion, and anti-
material technology. The facility provides a test bed for a new
Institutional Supporting Research and Development program on
understanding reactive turbulent flow. The requirement for high-
enthalpy sources in NASP chemistry studies will increase the already
strong Laboratory capability in high-temperature chemistry using rf-
coupled plasma discharges.

In FY89 the Aerochemistry Laboratory initiated a new program
on hypervelocity condensation. The goals of this program are to
develop a solid scientific foundation and a predictive capability in
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the condensation of various materials in high-speed, high-enthalpy
flows. In FY90 Aerochemistry will include two new programs. We
will be collaborating with General Electric Aircraft Engines and
Pratt and Whitney to study fundamental processes of supersonic
combustion for the NASP Program. Program tasks include experi-
mental and theoretical investigations to enhance mixing and ignition
at low pressure/temperature SCRAMJET inlet conditions. Resources
to be used are the high-enthalpy, rf-plasma heater; laser-based diag-
nostics; and reactive turbulent-flow modeling capabilities. In
addition, we are negotiating with the Strategic Defense Comr jid,
Huntsville, Alabama, to provide support for the High-Endo-
atmospheric Defense Interceptor (HEDI). This program is the most
recent of many addressing the requirements for intercepting reentry
vehicles in the terminal phase. Because HEDI will use an onboard
imaging sensor, there is a requirement to characterize the plasma and
chemical environment created by the bow shock of the hypersonic
interceptor. The high-enthalpy Aerochemistry Laboratory will be
ideally suited to study the basic chemical and plasma-dynamic
phenomena in hypersonic shock waves.

The Group will be heavily involved in intelligent process controls,
a new Laboratory initiative. This new initiative corresponds to the
mission of the Group in that it allows us to integrate instrumentation
and diagnostic development through sensor and data fusion with the
advanced process controls necessary for many of the sophisticated
systems resulting from our scaling experiments. Much of our new
effort is dependent on two-dimensional imaging of concentration
gradients of flow fields. This endeavor will greatly improve our
imaging capabilities by providing more rapid data acquisition and
reduction than conventional approaches and by allowing real-time
response to changes in composition or flows. Currently, a neural-net-
based system is being explored for its potential to meet the imaging
needs and to provide an unprogrammed approach to process control.
This system will be taught the correct response to various control
situations by example rather than by using the conventional com-
puter program of algorithms and instructions. This approach prom-
ises to be far more flexible and rapid than the conventional approach.

CLS-3 is also involved in several classified and two national
security programs. The Perseid program is now the largest single
activity in CLS-3. We also develop and evaluate systems that protect
sensitive equipment and information. Many of these systems involve
complicated technologies and sophisticated equipment. However,
because the programs are classified, we cannot give technical
descriptions of our activities.

In FY89, CLS-3 became a participant in the detonation chemistry
initiative begun several years ago by CLS-1 and CLS-2. In these
studies, time-resolved optical and mass-spectrometric measurements
are carried out on the freely expanding products of detonations in
small solid explosive charges. The measurements yield important
information related to product equation-of-state and detonation kine-
tics. A new apparatus is under construction that will incorporate a
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time-of-flight mass spectrometer to increase the rate of data acquisi-
tion and will provide greater accessibility for optical measurements.

Also during FY89 the CLS-3 Kinetics Laboratory was established
for the study of gas-phase reaction kinetics in a variety of systems.
Initial studies focused on measuring the reaction rate of D + O, + M
—» DO., + M and various vibrational-energy transfer rates in the
DF-CO, system. •

The Photochemistry and Photophysics Group, CLS-4, conducts
state-of-the-art research in a variety of interrelated areas including
spectroscopy, chemical kinetics and dynamics, photochemistry and
photophysics, laser-based diagnostics, and computational chemistry.
To successfully address the complex technical issues in these areas
requires a diversity of scientific talent. The Group consists of 21
Ph.D. staff members (two of whom are Laboratory Fellows) and 10
technicians, 6 postdoctoral fellows, visiting scientists, graduate and
undergraduate students, and service academy research associates.

Many of CLS-4's research activities support major Laboratory
programs, such as Neutral Particle Beam (NPB), National Aerospace
Plane (NASP), Hazardous Waste Remedial Action (HAZWRAP),
and Free Electron Laser (FEL) Programs. Group members participate
in intergroup, interdivisional, and interdirectorate efforts to achieve
the goals of these multidisciplinary programs. An example of such
cooperation is the NPB program in which CLS-4 staff members and
members of the Physics (P) and Accelerator Technology (AT)
Divisions were the first in the world to successfully detect a beam of
hydrogen atoms traveling at a significant fraction of the speed of
light by means of laser resonance fluorescence. Subsequent experi-
ments, in collaboration with Argonne National Laboratory, detected
fluorescence from atoms moving at one-third the speed of light.
Collaborative experiments with University of New Mexico staff and
students measured the excited-state populations distribution of a
relativistic beam. For several years Group members have participated
with other Laboratory groups in a study to better understand the
phenomena that occur in high explosives. This project uses laser-
based optical techniques to provide real-time interrogation of materi-
als shocked to extremely high pressures and temperatures. Recently,
work in shocked liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen, which revealed
details of the behavior of inter- and intramolecular potentials under
conditions of very high pressure and temperature, was completed.

Spectroscopy has long been a leading area of expertise in CLS-4;
we perform state-of-the-art measurements spanning the spectral
region from the vacuum ultraviolet (vuv) to the mid-infrared. The
epitome of these capabilities is the Los Alamos Fourier transform
spectrometer, which offers unprecedented resolution and photometric
accuracy from 200 nm to 20 mm and beyond, and is the best facility
of its type in the United States. Scientists from the Laboratory and
several outside organizations use this facility to study problems
related to phenomenology of inductively coupled plasmas, spectra of

CLS-4

Ben Wampler, Group Leader (top)
Rich Oldenborg. Deputy Group Leader
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diatomic molecules of interest in stellar atmospheres, characteristics
of glow discharges and hollow-cathodes, near-infrared electronic
spectra of various molecules, and Fourier transform Raman spectros-
copy. Other spectroscopic activities include the generation of tunable
vuv frequencies by nonlinear conversion of uv laser radiation, col-
laborative studies at the Brookhaven National Laboratory National
Synchrotron Light Source on KrF, vuv photodissociation processes
and photofragment spectroscopy, calculation of crystal field spectro-
scopic parameters of rare-earth ion dopants in various hosts useful
for upconversion lasers, and studies in very high resolution spec-
troscopy using tunable laser sources. In addition, the Group has
contributed to the understanding of the phenomenology of nonlinear
processes such as multiphoton ionization and harmonic generation,
especially in the area of vuv generation where recent progress has
been achieved using resonantly enhanced processes.

CLS-4 conducts many experiments in chemical kinetics and
dynamics that probe chemistry under extreme conditions. In addition
to the shocked molecular materials work mentioned above, CLS-4
scientists measure reaction-rate constants over a wide temperature
range using advanced laser techniques. The complex kinetics of
oxygen/fluorine species and their reactions with metal oxides for the
purpose of forming volatile metal fluorides have been extensively
investigated, and a major Laboratory program may be forthcoming.
The Group has provided valuable combustion kinetics data and
nonintrusive laser diagnostics capabilities for the NASP program, a
major national initiative for the development of an experimental
ground-to-orbit hypersonic flight vehicle. This research requires
extending the Group's high-temperature kinetics capabilities to even
higher temperatures (2500 K). Because of the extreme conditions
under which this vehicle will operate, extensive detailed kinetic data
are required to properly assess its performance. CLS-4 is making
elementary rate-constant measurements over a wide temperature
range of some of the critical chemical reactions, such as the H + OH
+ H2O —> 2H3O reaction, in the H,/air combustion process. In
addition, the Group has undertaken investigations of ultrafast photo-
chemistry and intramolecular relaxation phenomena using the Los
Alamos Bright Source and has recently begun investigations of
femtosecond reaction dynamics, especially in small molecules
amenable to ab initio calculations.

In the fields of photochemistry and photophysics, CLS-4 is
exploring the partial oxidation of methane using laser photochemical
techniques in the methane-to-methanol project. Photofragmentation
and fluorescence from high-lying electronic states populated by vuv
radiation have also been studied.

Laser-based diagnostics have been explored and developed
extensively in CLS-4. The laser-resonance fluorescence-detection
technique for sensing the direction of relativistic hydrogen atoms
was a significant advance in the NPB program. CLS-4 scientists
were the first to develop a technique to detect and separately identify
sub-part-per-billion concentrations of gaseous alkali compounds in a
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hot coal gasifsjr stream. Coherent Raman techniques have been
thoroughly investigated for detection of both majority and minority
species in such streams. Innovative analytical techniques, such as
photothermal deflection and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS), were pioneered in CLS Division. Photothermal deflection
has been used to measure infrared absorption of flow-cooled mole-
cules, and LIBS has been applied extensively to a variety of prob-
lems such as monitoring beryllium, analyzing solid and molten steel,
detecting actinides in flowing liquid streams, laser welding, and
detecting hazardous metals in soil samples. CLS-4 scientists have
extended the capabilities of light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
techniques to very sensitive detection of many major and minor
atmospheric constituents. Many organizations both inside and
outside the Laboratory are finding important and unique applications
for LIDAR. In addition, Raman techniques are being applied to the
detection of species and kinetics studies of the oxidation of hazard-
ous wastes in a supercritical water-flow reactor and to the detection
and quantification of the hydrogen isotopes. Raman and other opti-
cal and electronic surface spectroscopies are being used to under-
stand the chemical and enhanced tribological properties of chemical-
vapor-deposited BN films on metal surfaces.

Computer modeling of chemical reaction systems is an important
part of CLS-4's research. Fuel-combustion modeling for the NASP
program has led to improved understanding of the potential sources
of inefficiencies in the proposed plane's operation. Computational
and experimental techniques are frequently coupled, as evidenced by
the chemical kinetics measurements for the NASP program. Inter-
pretation of the experimental measurements relies heavily on the
combustion model. Another example is the use of the FOOF chemi-
cal kinetics model in the design of a FOOF synthesis reactor and in
the understanding of oxygen fluoride reactions. The kinetic model,
developed by an A-Division scientist for the methane partial oxida-
tion project, was extended to inaccessible high-temperature and
high-pressure regions using a theoretical modeling approach. More
recently, this model has extended the understanding of synthesis of
higher hydrocarbons from partial oxidation of methane to oxidation
of hazardous wastes in the supercritical water reactor, n

CLS-5
The Laser Science and Applications Group, CLS-5, is engaged in

a wide variety of projects in laser physics research and development
and in the application of laser technology to other fields. The
Group's 17 professional staff and 17 technical staff support activities
ranging from fundamental molecular physics and basic laser-related
research through device and system development. The experience of
the staff includes laser physics, atomic physics, plasma physics,
biophysics, materials chemistry, nonlinear optics, laser engineering,
computational physics, instrumentation and control, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, and aeronautical engineering.
In addition to the regular full-time professional staff, the group has
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active training programs for graduate students and postdoctoral
fellows and has a visiting scientist program.

To maintain a balance of activities and to enhance scientific
flexibility, CLS-5 participates in a mixture of major Laboratory
programs, externally funded research projects, and basic research
projects funded by the Institutionally Supported Research and
Development (ISRD) program.

In the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) program, the Group has
prime responsibility for the development and operation of the front-
end driver and other operations in the Aurora KrF excimer-laser
facility. The Group also has responsibility for laser physics programs
that support existing and planned KrF lasers and contribute to the
laser-scaling studies. A wide range of technical skills, from laser
physics to chemical dynamics, are applied to the diverse problems
associated with a major program such as ICF. Ongoing experiments
will test the fundamental kinetics issues of electron-beam-pumped
KrF lasers, and new pulse-shape and bandwidth capabilities are
being developed for the front-end system. In addition, CLS-5 staff
are participating in the development of an x-ray backlighter diagnos-
tic capability for the fusion-target physics activities.

During the past year several CLS-5 members have played key
roles in the highly successful demonstrations of the integrated
Aurora system. The facility has performed admirably in delivering
intensities in excess of 100 TW/cm2 on target for numerous shots,
providing the first real ICF target data at 248 nm.

In the I .aser Physics Section of CLS-5 a series of important exper-
iments has for the first time demonstrated laser cloud clearing in a
laboratory cloud chamber that generates mist truly representative of
real clouds. In these experiments, we used a chemically pumped CO,
laser to obtain 100% clearing for ~1 s. With growing emphasis on
the study of global change, warming trends, and other atmospheric
studies, this capability will have important civilian applications.

The Group develops and operates state-of-the-art, ultrahigh-
brightness laser systems in the Bright Source program. Two systems
based on subpicosecond dye laser pulses are frequency shifted to
the uv and amplified in discharge-pumped excimer lasers. The
Los Alamos Bright Source I (LABS-I), based on KrF amplifiers
(248 nm), delivers >5 x 10'7 W/cm2 on target and has been providing
pulses for 3 years to a variety of exciting physics experiments.
LABS-H is based on XeCl amplifiers (308 nm), including a 10-cm-
aperture, x-ray-preionized discharge amplifier. Energy extraction at
308 nm is in the range of 250 mJ with a pulse duration of -250 fs.
LABS-II is capable of producing focal intensities approaching 102"
W/cm2 and is one of the premier high-brightness systems in the
world. The implementation of further specification improvements is
in progress.

Bright-Source-related activities of a more fundamental nature are
supported by ISRD funding. One project is under way for develop-
ment of a titanium-sapphire laser, which is expected to provide
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ultrahigh-brightness pulses with energies comparable to or exceeding
those of LABS-II., but at pulse widths down to 30 fs.

Another ISRD-supported project is the investigation of the
dynamics of photochemical reactions, with temporal resolution of
~1 ps. For the first time a subpicosecond, broadband, hard-uv source
has been used to probe the dynamics of chemical bonding. The
output pulses of LABS-I generate a subpicosecond, broadband, laser-
like beam that spans the spectral range from about 400 nm down to
less than 180 nm. This effect, known as supercontinuum generation,
occurs when 248 nm light from the LABS-I laser system is focused
through a cell containing gases such as argon or krypton. The
ultrashort, yet broadband, uv source is then used to measure the time-
resolved absorption spectrum of a polyatomic molecule in the
process of photodissociation. This procedure enables the real-time
observation of the dynamics of chemical-bond breaking and energy
redistribution within the resulting molecular fragments. Thus, the
Bright Source has opened a new realm of investigation for chemical
physics.

The Group's expertise in CO, lasers is also being used in a joint
program with Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), for which the
Group has developed an extremely high-brightness picosecond CO,
laser system. This system will be used in the Advanced Accelerator
Concepts Test Facility at BNL, where future-generation (laser-
driven) electron accelerator concepts and other basic physics studies
will be tested. Members of CLS-5 will participate in a variety of
those experiments.

The Group has had and continues to promote projects on medical
applications of lasers. This new area, pursued jointly with CLS-6, is
in a growth stage, and already we are actively collaborating with
medical researchers at the University of New Mexico Medical
School, the Lovelace Clinic, and medical institutions in other states.
This field promises to be one of the most exciting growth areas for
the Group.

CLS-5's long-range plan is to continue to apply its interdiscipli-
nary skills in laser science to an increasing range of problems of
national interest, n

CLS-6
The Tunable Lasers and Applications Group, CLS-6, is composed

of a dedicated team of creative scientists and technicians who have
made major contributions to laser research and technology. The
Group actively pursues device development and applications at the
leading edge of laser technology. The major areas of advanced
research include nonlinear optics; solid-state lasers; free electron
lasers (FELs); tunable molecular lasers (i.e., organic dyes and liquid
excimers); and laser-material interactions. Members of the Group
have been involved in the invention, advanced development, and/or
applications of many of the important lasers in use today. The
inventions contributed by group members include several 16-ĵ m
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lasers, e.g., the cw CF4 laser; the copper vapor laser; and several dye,
excimer, and solid-state lasers. Group members have also been
involved in the exploration and application of many new optical
phenomena especially in the area of nonlinear processes, including
processes for the generation of new wavelengths of light and nonlin-
ear processes for exciting materials. Present research is being con-
ducted in support of programs vital to our national and economic
security. Defense-related programs include Nuclear Directed Energy
Weapons, Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF), Neutral Particle Beam,
and FEL. CLS-6 also maintains many small but important programs
for private industry and the military services.

One of the most active areas of research is in solid-state lasers.
Mode-locked neodymium ion lasers are being developed to drive
photoelectron sources for the FEL program. These sources release
electrons only at the peak of the rf-accelerating voltage, thus greatly
increasing the electron beam brightness, which is vital to efficient
FEL operation. The photoelectric injector work done by a team that
included personnel from CLS-6 and Accelerator Technology (AT)
and Materials Science and Technology (MST) Divisions became the
centerpiece for the winning proposal to develop a ground-based FEL
for the Strategic Defense Initiative. The photoinjector developed for
this device received an R&D 100 award in 1988. One of the most
exciting new inventions in solid-state laser technology in the last
decade is the internal upconversion visible laser that is being devel-
oped at Los Alamos. This laser promises to generate increased
activity in solid-state laser development because of its ability to
produce visible light using near-infrared, laser-diode excitation.
Lasers of this type can replace the nonlinear-doubling technique
presently used to obtain visible light with one that is potentially more
efficient and reliable.

The Tunable Lasers and Applications Group also has considerable
expertise in nonlinear optics. In the past, members of the Group have
made significant contributions to the discovery of photon echos, self-
induced transparency, and numerous phase conjugation phenomena
and to the development of the Raman and Brillouin scattering
techniques. These processes have been used for efficient wavelength
shifting, beam cleanup, pulse compression, and phase locking. The
basic understanding of those phenomena has permitted Los Alamos
to make important contributions to concerns about the transmission
of high-powered laser beams through the atmosphere and to the
development of a Raman converter for the generation of blue green
light for submarine laser communications. One of the most exciting
recent developments is the demonstration that phase conjugate
mirrors amplify the return light by millions of times.

Several projects to explore novel wavelength tunable lasers and
their applications are being pursued within the Group. Among these
lasers are short-wavelength FELs with outputs in the vacuum and
extreme ultraviolet (vuv and xuv). Such iasers should have broad
applicability to many branches of science, including chemistry and
materials science. Additional effort is being devoted to making FELs
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much more compact and economical, which will greatly expand their
utility and application. Other exciting advances in uv and vuv
tunable sources have occurred with the invention of electron-beam-
pumped liquid excimer lasers, which can be tunable over as much as
100 nm. Other programs are using the traditional workhorse of
tunable lasers, the organic dye laser. Advances have been made in
the area of polymeric hosts for these dye molecules and in under-
standing the role of solvent effects.

The recent successful application of laser techniques to medical
procedures, including keratectomy, laser lensectomy, laser hyperth-
ermia, and laser lithotripsy, is an exciting area of research. Fluores-
cence diagnostics are being developed for laser ablation control and
in-vivo tissue identification.

Laser material interaction has played a dominant role in the
activities of the Group. The flagship program was the laser-induced
damage program, which evaluates optical components for use in
high-intensity and high-fluence laser environments. The Optical
Damage Section is in the forefront of performing such measurements
in the nation. The results obtained by this section have been critical
to the successes of several of the Laboratory's major programs,
including isotope separation, ICF, and FEL. Other programs in this
area have included laser welding, drilling and detonation of explo-
sives, and laser diagnostics, including laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy for noninvasive elemental analysis, r:

The Pulsed Power Systems Group, CLS-7, provides pulsed-
power-related research, development, and engineering expertise in
support of the Laboratory's energy and defense programs. The
Group's staff of 41 physicists, engineers, and technicians has the
design experience, analysis capability, and development facilities to
address a broad range of high-voltage, high-energy physics and
systems-engineering requirements. CLS-7 applies today's technol-
ogy to immediate programmatic needs and advances the state of the
art in critical areas relevant to future systems Currently, the Group's'
primary emphasis is on the pulsed power asj of the Inertial
Confinement Fusion (ICF) program with smaiier efforts devoted
to various Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and energy-related
projects.

The Group plays a key role in laser driver development for the
Laboratory's ICF program with significant responsibilities for the
existing multikilojoule KrF laser facility, Aurora, as well as for
planned next-generation systems, such as the 100-kJ Laser Target
Test Facility and the multimegajoule Laboratory Microfusion
Facility. Group involvement in Aurora includes prime responsibility
for overall facility operation, safety, and engineering support, as well
as direct responsibility for the laser amplifier and gas chemistry
subsystems. In addressing the needs of future laser driver systems,
the Group provides conceptual designs for advanced pulsed-power
and electron-gun systems and engages in critical development efforts

CLS-7

Garry Allen, Group Leader
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structured to enhance performance and reduce the cost of rheter-scale
laser amplifiers. This programmatic involvement makes full use of
the Group's well-developed capabilities and experience with very
large, single-shot, short-pulsed systems in the megavolt, megajoule
class.

The critical nature of electron-beam-pumped KrF laser amplifiers,
for both Aurora and future systems, has resulted in electron-beam
physics research becoming a major thrust for the Group. Electron
beam uniformity, transport efficiency, and energy deposition, along
with high-voltage vacuum insulation limits, have been identified as
prime development areas. Toward this end, the Group's Electron-
Gun Test Facility (500 kV, 15 kA, 200 cm2) allows small-scale
experimental investigations of various aspects of cold-cathode
diodes, such as plasma closure velocities, beam filamentation,
and cathode ignition uniformity. The Amplifier Technology Unit
(1.0 MV, 250 kA, 1 m x 0.5 m) currently under construction, will
serve as a key research tool in providing near-scale size experimental
verification of electron-beam trajectory codes, energy deposition
codes, and advanced foil and hibachi configurations being developed
in conjunction with Applied Theoretical Physics (X), Theoretical
(T), and Materials Science and Technology (MST) Divisions,
respectively. The advanced composite foils being developed should
set a new standard for use in single-shot, electron-beam-pumped,
KrF laser amplifiers, combining high strength, high electron trans-
mission, excellent fluorine compatibility, and low uv reflectivity.

The Group's expertise in the physics and engineering of high-
voltage systems is being used to extend the vacuum insulation limits
that constrain the cost and performance of large-area, cold-cathode
diodes. The High-Voltage Test Facility (1.5 MV, 200 ns to several
microseconds) allows high-voltage vacuum insulation testing of
electrode materials, dielectric coatings, electrode geometries, and
bushing configurations under simulated operating conditions and at
appropriate scale size.

Typical smaller efforts within the Group, which indicate the
breadth of capability and interest, include the design of a rep-rated
thyratron modulator for the Microwave Directed Energy project
using state-of-the-art, high-voltage, high-current thyratrons (devel-
oped by Group personnel in conjunction with thyratron manufactur-
ers, using the Group's rep-rated component test facility); system
engineering management for the Ground Test Accelerator; and
compaction of high-temperature superconductor materials using
pulsed magnetic fields, in conjunction with the Center for Materials
Science. In the future, the Group plans to enhance the breadth of
application of its electron-beam and pulsed-power technologies to
new areas such as environment (e.g., water purification) and plasma
chemical processing projects. The recent addition of two postdoc-
toral fellows to the Group provides some flexibility in pursuing these
new technologies.

In addition to developing the scientific expertise, research tools,
and multidisciplinary interaction skills required to meet technical
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goals, the Group has acquired the project management skills and
systems integration experience necessary to focus efforts and deliver
working hardware in a timely manner, o

The Optical Sciences and Engineering Group, CLS-8, performs
research, development, and engineering in a wide range of optical
technologies for support of national programs in defense, verifica-
tion, and energy. The Group's mission is to pioneer and maintain
capabilities in the optical science technologies that support major
Laboratory programs. The Group has particularly strong capability in
the design, analysis, and integration of large laser optical systems
being developed in support of DOE and DoD programs. CLS-8's
unique strength lies in its combination of capabilities for system
design, optical design and analysis using both geometrical and
physical optics, development of novel components, and assembly
and alignment of complete optical systems.

In support of the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) Program, the
Group designed and assembled optics for the CO, 10.6-u.m- and KrF
0.25-|um-wave]ength laser systems. These systems incorporated
many innovative developments in fabricating and mounting dia-
mond-turned metal, lightweight molded Pyrex, and inexpensive solid
mirrors. The Group developed beam-diagnostic and alignment
systems for the multibeam laser system. Development of optical test
and diagnostic equipment continues to be an important part of the
Group's activities. A multisensor diagnostic instrument was devel-
oped for use at 10.6 Jim, measuring focused spot size and including a
time-dependent Hartmann-type evaluation of wave-front quality.

For high-power, free electron lasers (FELs), the Group has
developed grazing incidence optical mirrors and resonator designs.
The Group also designed and integrated a unique high-speed beam
diagnostics system on one of the world's largest FEL systems at
Boeing Aircraft in Seattle. The system can make laser beam spatial
and phase measurements in less than 1 ns.

CLS-8's optical shop perfected an extremely rapid technique for
polishing optical flats up to 10 inches in diameter. This technique is
part of an effort to develop improved, lower-cost components for the
ICF program, working on the combined aspects of mirror blank
design, fabrication, coating, and mounting. Combined with the
capabilities of the Laboratory's precision machining groups, CLS-8
fabricates unusual shapes and materials to tight optical tolerances for
a variety of programs.

The Group also provides consulting and design assistance in
optical engineering for other organizations both within and outside
the Laboratory. •

CLS-8
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